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1. Introduction 

The Cone <t o.ne> Tibetan language is spoken in Cone county (Chinese Zhuóní 卓尼), 

Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture in Gansu province. Cone County is home to around 

88,000 people of which only 60% are Tibetan.
1
 The Cone language is only preserved in very 

few villages. The variety described in this paper is from Nyinpa village (Chinese Níbā 尼巴, 

local pronunciation /ɲəᴸmbæ/), located in the southwest of Cone, in the valley of Chas.bu 

gshus (Chēbāgōu 車巴溝) alongside Mdo.khog (Dāogào 刀告) village. Nyinpa borders Thebo 

(Diébù 迭部) county in the southeast, Mdzod.dge (Ruò’ěrgài 若爾蓋) county in Sichuan in 

the southwest and Klu.chu (Lùqǔ 碌曲) in the west. 

The standard spelling of the county <t o.ne> strikes one as non-Tibetan looking. It is 

pronounced locally as /t ᴸnɛ/. Various folk-etymologies have been proposed to explain this 

name (for instance *|gro.nas| ‘wheat and barley’) but none seem fully convincing. 

Several varieties of Tibetan spoken in Cone county have been studied in previous 

publications, in particular Qú (1962), Yáng (1996) and Rnam.rgyal (2008). 

The present study is based on recordings collected during a field trip in Chengdu in 

October-November 2010, from a young student (age 23 at that time) named Dkon.mchog 

Rin.chen (公巧仁欠). Although my language consultant has been schooled in Amdo Tibetan 

since an early age, he still uses his home tongue on a regular basis with his family or with 

Cone relatives in Chengdu. The data collected include a wordlist, elicited verbal and nominal 

paradigms, as well as three texts. 

The findings of this study are presented in six sections: general methodology, synchronic 

phonology, historical phonology, historical morphology, vocabulary and classification. The 

                                                  I wish to thank Dkon.mchog Rin.chen for teaching me Cone Tibetan, and Nathan Hill, Marielle Prins, 

Jackson T.-S. Sun, Hiroyuki Suzuki, Nicolas Tournadre and the two anonymous reviewers for 

helpful comments on this paper. Fieldwork in 2010 was funded by the ANR (Agence Nationale de la 

Recherche) project PASQi (What defines Qiang-ness: Towards a phylogenetic assessment of the 

Southern Qiangic languages of Muli 07-JCJC-0063). 
1
 The sociolinguistic data in this article are taken from Prins’ (2002) survey. 
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paper also includes an English-Cone vocabulary of 1,300 words with their etymology in 

Common Tibetan. 

2. Preliminaries on general methodology in Tibetan dialectology 

Unlike most languages of the Sino-Tibetan family, Tibetan languages have a rich written 

record dating back to the eighth century. Hence, most researchers studying modern Tibetan 

varieties use the written language as a clue to reconstructing their historical phonology. 

However, rather than referring to ancient texts to compare modern dialects with the 

oldest attested stage of Tibetan, the usual practice is to simply cite forms from Jäschke (1881) 

indiscriminately as ‘Written Tibetan’, lumping together recent words and archaic vocabulary. 

The practice of referring to ‘Written Tibetan’ may have been useful in a former stage of 

Tibetology, when Old Tibetan texts were poorly available and Tibetan literature was not in a 

searchable format, but should be avoided now that the documentation of earlier stages of 

Tibetan has considerably improved. 

In this paper, I use an IPA-based transcription of Tibetan (Jacques 2012b). While the 

commonly used Wylie transcription (Wylie 1959) is useful and quite appropriate to transcribe 

the Tibetan script, it is not convenient as a tool to describe the historical phonology of the 

modern Tibetan languages. Modern dialects and the intermediate phonetic stages must be 

transcribed in IPA; thus, it is confusing to use for the oldest stage a transcription that is not 

compatible with IPA, and which non-specialists may find counterintuitive. 

Tibetan languages can potentially contribute to a general theory of phonological change 

by providing uncontroversial examples of sound changes that are unparalleled in better-known 

languages families such as Indo-European or Semitic. Very few language groups have such a 

long documented history: only Romance, Arabic, Indo-Aryan and Chinese have a comparable 

variety of dialects with more than 1,300 years of continuous written record.
2
 

Thus, Tibetan specialists should take pains to present their data in a clear and explicit way, 

so that these data can be accessible to other linguists. It is hoped that this new transcription will 

contribute making Tibetan languages better known to a broader public of historical linguists. 

The correspondences between the Tibetan script and our system are shown in Table 1. 

Since the vowels are transcribed in an identical way in the present transcription and in the 

Wylie system, they are not included here. 

 

                                                 
2
 Not including languages such as Greek with a very long documented history but very few distinct 

modern languages. 
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Table 1: Correspondences between the Tibetan script, Wylie transcription and IPA 

Tibetan Alphabet Wylie Present system Tibetan Alphabet Wylie Present system 

 k k  m m 

 kh kʰ  ts ts 

 g g  tsh tsʰ 

 ng ŋ  dz dz 

 c t   w w or ɦʷ 

 ch t ʰ  zh  

 j d   z z 

ཉ ny ɲ  ‘ ɦ or ⁿ 

 t t  y j or ʲ 

 th tʰ  r r 

 d d  l l 

 n n  sh  

 p p  s s 

 ph pʰ  h h 

 b b  - ʔ 
 

The letter , a notoriously difficult problem of Tibetan historical phonology (see Sun 

1986:§4.2.5; Coblin 2002, 2006; Hill 2005a, 2009, 2010), is transcribed as homorganic 

prenasalization <ⁿ> when occuring as a the first element of an initial cluster. The semi-vowel 

in consonant clusters (<wa.zur> and the <ja.btags>) are transcribed as <ʷ> and <ʲ>. Syllable 

boundaries are indicated by a dot in all transcriptions; unlike Wylie transcription. Placenames 

and person’s names however are cited in Wylie, as IPA would be unpractical. 

Moreover, in order to add some clarity to the treatment of Tibetan etyma, I propose to 

distinguish several stages, each of which will be represented in this paper by a different 

writing convention: Pre-Tibetan, Common Tibetan, Old Tibetan and Classical Tibetan. 

By Pre-Tibetan, I designate the stage of the language just before the advent of writing 

but after Tibetan separated from its closest relatives (Tamangic and Bumthangic). This stage is 

reconstructed by internal reconstruction from the earliest attested stages of the language. It is 

only marginally useful in dialect descriptions, but can be relevant to explain some morpho-

phonological alternations in Common Tibetan. It is reconstructed on the basis of a series of 

phonetic laws (Hill 2011) that have been discovered by comparison with other Sino-Tibetan 

languages and by application of internal reconstruction (see Jacques 2012a). 
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Old Tibetan represents the oldest attested stage of the Tibetan language, including texts 

from the eighth to the tenth century (see Hill 2010a). As sources of Old Tibetan texts we use 

forms attested in the database of the Old Tibetan Documents Online website (http://otdo.aa. 

tufs.ac.jp/), and in various publications (in particular Li & Coblin 1987; Huáng & M  2000; 

Dotson 2009). Although no reliable dictionary of Old Tibetan exists, the searchable OTDO 

database allows to locate whether a given word (and a particular spelling) is present in a 

substantial portion of the Old Tibetan corpus. 

Common Tibetan corresponds to the stage of the common ancestor of all Tibetan dialects. 

It is almost equivalent to Old Tibetan, but differs in several ways. First, it encompasses all the 

vocabulary that can be reconstructed from modern languages, not only the one attested in old 

texts, and including variants in the cases of certain words, as will be treated in detail in this 

paper. Second, unlike Old Tibetan which presents very irregular spellings, Common Tibetan is 

an idealized system, which discards irrelevant spelling variations. However, it does include 

dialectal variants that are not explainable by regular sound changes or by language contact. 

One conspicuous feature that Old Tibetan shares with some dialects (including Amdo 

and Cone) is the palatalization of velars and labials before the front vowels |-i| and |-e|. For 

instance, the noun ‘mirror’ spelled <me.loŋ> in Classical Tibetan (and pronounced without 

palatalization in Lhasa Tibetan and Western Tibetan languages), but its Old Tibetan spelling is 

<mʲe.loŋ> with palatalization on the /m/. 

It would appear that Old Tibetan here is less conservative than Lhasa Tibetan and 

Western Tibetan, having undergone a secondary palatalization, but the issue is very complex. 

As N. W. Hill pointed out to me, some words are never palatalized in Old Tibetan and modern 

languages (for instance Old Tibetan <men.tog> ‘flower’, Classical <me.tog>, Cone /mɛᴸ.tʰu/ as 

if from |me.tʰog|), and one should consider the possibility that palatalization in these contexts go 

back to Common Tibetan: languages without palatalization such as Lhasa or Western Tibetan, 

would have lost it. While the loss of palatalization does not seem very probable, until this issue 

is settle we systematically reconstruct doublets in Common Tibetan with both the palatalized 

and the non-palatalized forms when both are attested in spellings and modern languages. 

Concerning the thorny problem of the phonemic status of aspiration in Old Tibetan (see 

Hill 2007), I will assume that aspiration was marginally contrastive already in Common Tibetan, 

since some loanwords (mainly from Chinese) with unaspirated stops word-initially belong to 

the reconstructible vocabulary, but for all other contexts I assume for Common Tibetan the 

same distribution between aspirated an unaspirated stops as that found in Classical Tibetan. 

Only Pre-Tibetan will be reconstructed without aspiration. 

In other words, Common Tibetan is not a reconstruction in the usual sense of the term, 

but rather an idealized form of Old Tibetan devoid of its philological complexities and not 

restricted to the particular dialect of scribes from the Imperial period. Some additional features, 

such as uvulars in some isolated dialects, might reflect pre-Old Tibetan phonological contrasts 

(Sun 2003b:783) and would need to be integrated in the Common Tibetan forms, but we leave 

this issue for further research; it is not relevant in any case to the study of the Cone language 
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since it does not have any trace of these uvular consonants. On the other hand, the vocalic split 

e/ia in Western Tibetan dialects, thought by Shafer (1941) to be an archaic feature lost in Old 

Tibetan, has been shown to be a recent development in those languages (Jacques 2009b). 

We will use starred forms for Common Tibetan only in the case of etyma non-attested in 

Old Tibetan or early Classical Tibetan, whose existence can only be ascertained by comparison 

between modern Tibetan languages. 

Classical Tibetan is a much less-well defined term referring to all documents written 

after Old Tibetan. Spellings attested only in Classical Tibetan texts must be used with caution, 

as Classical Tibetan is the use of a writing system close to Old Tibetan to transcribe later forms 

of Tibetan whose phonological and morphological systems had already undergone tremendous 

change. We will systematically indicate in this paper when Classical Tibetan, as represented in 

texts and dictionaries (I used in particular Hill 2010b, a compilation of verbal forms from all 

available dictionaries), is misleading as a tool to study modern dialects. 

The conventions for writing forms from these stages will be the following: Pre-Tibetan 

forms, being reconstructed, are preceded with an asterisk *; Common Tibetan is represented 

between vertical bars ||; Old and Classical Tibetan are indicated in Jacques’ (2012) IPA 

transcription between <>. Forms from modern Tibetan languages are cited between // for 

phonological form and square brackets [] for phonetic realization. 

Here are a few examples of words in the various stages of Tibetan in question: 

 

Table 2: The different types of Tibetan forms referred to in this paper 

Meaning Pre-Tibetan Common  

Tibetan 

Old  

Tibetan 

Classical 

Tibetan 

Cone 

one *kV-tik > *kV-t ik |gt ig| <gt ʰig> ~ <gt ig> <gt ig> /t iᴴ/ 
wild animal 

(herbivore) 

 |ri.dags| <ri.dags> <ri.dʷags> /rəᴸt / 

eye *tV-mik |dmig|, |dmʲig|,

|-mʲig|, |-mig| 

<dmʲig> ~ <-mʲig> <mig> /ɲiᴴ/ 

oath  |mna| <m+n> ~ <mnaɦ> <mnaɦ> /næᴴ/ 
 

Pre-Tibetan forms are given only for words that have clear cognates in Tamangic or Bumthangic 

languages. 

The numeral ‘one’ is <gt ig> in Classical Tibetan, but in Old Tibetan the two spellings 

with an aspirated affricate <gt ʰig> and an unaspirated one <gt ig> are equally common, 

reflecting the fact that the contrast between the two series was not yet fully phonemicized. We 

normalize the form this word to |gt ig| in Common Tibetan, following Classical Tibetan and 

all modern languages. 

The noun ‘wild animal’ is <ri.dags> in Old Tibetan, but is spelled <ri.dʷags> in Classical 

Tibetan with a spurious <ʷ> (a symbol called <wa.zur> in Tibetan) present only to disambiguate 
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syllabification (otherwise the spelling <d+g+s> could be read as either <dags> or <dgas>). 

Hence, here the Common Tibetan form does not include the <wa.zur> and follows the Old 

Tibetan form <ri.dags>. Not all cases of <ʷ> are spurious however: when this character is 

present in Old Tibetan texts, it must necessarily indicate a medial |-ʷ-| (see Hill 2006 and 

Jacques 2009a). 

The noun ‘eye’ is spelled <mig> in Classical Tibetan, but has a prefix in Old Tibetan 

<dmʲig> and most dialects preserve a direct trace of this prefix, either as a consonant or as a 

high tone as in Cone (and Lhasa Tibetan). The prefixless form is attested in Old Tibetan only 

as the second element of a compound as in <t ʰu.mʲig> ‘spring’. The allomorphy between 

<dmʲig> and <-mʲig> found in Old Tibetan must be projected to Common Tibetan; the 

Classical Tibetan form represents a later spelling regularization. However, since some Tibetan 

languages also have no palatalization in this word and since this appears to be an innovation 

shared by Old Tibetan and Eastern dialects, we reconstruct the non-palatalized forms |dmig| / 

|-mig| in Common Tibetan too as dialect variants. 

The noun ‘oath’ |mna| is spelled with a final <ɦ> in Classical Tibetan and sometimes in 

Old Tibetan. However, an alternative spelling <m+n> (which would have to be read <man> 

according to the conventions of Classical Tibetan) also appears in Old Tibetan texts. It is clear 

here, contra Hill (2010a), that the letter <ɦ> in syllable-final position is just a spelling 

convention used to distinguish between the syllables |man| and |mna|, but that in the time of 

Old Tibetan texts, this convention was not yet fully established. Therefore, the correct Common 

Tibetan form must not include the final <ɦ>. 

In this paper, Cone Tibetan forms will be compared to Common Tibetan rather than to 

either Classical or Old Tibetan directly, but justification will be given whenever Common 

Tibetan differs from Classical Tibetan in a non-trivial way. Tibetan linguistic terms (as opposed 

to etyma) are cited in Classical Tibetan, as these words had not yet been coined at the Common 

Tibetan stage. 

Phonetic forms from other sources not transcribed by the author (and thus of doubtful 

value) are represented in italics without //. 

A final convention used in this paper are the curly brackets {}, used to indicate a set of 

elements; thus {/w/, /j/, /r/} for instance means ‘any of /w/, /j/ or /r/’. 

3. Synchronic phonology 

Unlike Amdo Tibetan, butlike other Tibetan languages of the southern Gansu area like 

‘Brug.chu (Zhōuqǔ 舟曲), Cone has lost all initial consonantal clusters from Common Tibetan, 

but some groups of consonants are preserved across syllable boundaries. Most final consonants 

have been lost, resulting in a tonal language with a rich consonantal and vocalic inventory, but 

with a relatively simple syllabic structure. 
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3.1 Inventory of initial consonants 

 

Nyinpa Cone has the following 47 initial consonants, a system quite similar to that of the 

Sbathang dialect (Gésāng & Gésāng 2002). 

 

Table 3: List of consonantal phonemes in Cone Tibetan 

p t   k   

pʰ tʰ   kʰ   

b d   g   

mb nd   ŋg   

 ts t  t     

 tsʰ t ʰ t ʰ    

 dz d  d     

 ndz nd  nd     

m n ɲ  ŋ   

 s   x  h 

 sʰ ʰ ʰ xʰ   

 z  ( )  ( )  

w l j r    

 ɬ      

 

This system is particularly unusual typologically for having as many as four contrastive 

aspirated fricatives (see Jacques 2011). The contrast between /h/, /x/ and /xʰ/ is exceedingly 

rare, but clear minimal pairs can be found (see /æᴴ.xiᴴ/ ‘piglet’ vs. /xʰiᴴ/ ‘louse’ in the table 

below). [ ] is an allophone of /r/ (phonetically a fricativized alveolar trill [r̝]) in the high tone 

(superscript ᴴ). 
The voiceless lateral fricative /ɬ/ is slightly aspirated, and would be more properly 

represented as [ɬʰ]. It could be considered to be a fifth aspirated fricative, but there is no 

unaspirated counterpart in Cone, so that aspiration is not contrastive for this consonant. The 

status of [ ] is problematic, and will be discussed in §3.3. 

The following examples illustrate all the consonantal phonemes of Cone; we have not 

attempted at providing systematic minimal pairs for want of space, but such pairs can be found 

in our wordlist in the appendix): 
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Table 4: Examples of Cone consonants 

Consonant Example 1 CoT Example 2 CoT 

/p/ /p ːᴴ/ to heap, to stack |dpuŋ| /pəᴴ/ hair |spu| 

/pʰ/ /pʰ ːᴸ/ to push |ⁿpʰul| /pʰ ᴴ/ pig |pʰag| 

/b/ /b ːᴸ/ to soak |sbaŋ| /beːᴸ/ to bury |sbas| 

/mb/ /mb ᴸ/ mask |ⁿbag| /mbəᴸ/ worm |ⁿbu| 

/m/ /m ᴴ/ soldier |dmag| /meːᴴ/ wound |rmas| 

/w/ /wæᴸ/ fox |wa| /wõᴸmbæ/ deaf |ɦon.pa| 

/t/ /t ᴴ/ tiger |stag| /t ᴴ/ to chop |gtub| 

/tʰ/ /tʰ ᴴ/ to grind |ⁿtʰag| /tʰ ᴴ/ to meet |tʰug| 

/d/ /d ᴸ/ to lick |ldag| /d ːᴸ/ to hit |rduŋ| 
/nd/ /ndæᴸ/ arrow |mda| /nd ᴸ/ to sit |ⁿdug| 

/ts/ /ts ːᴴ/ to beg |bslaŋ| /ts ᴴ/ fontanelle |gtsug| 

/tsʰ/ /tsʰ ːᴸ/ nest |tsʰaŋ| /tshuːᴸ/ to sell |ⁿtsʰoŋ| 
/dz/ /dz ːᴸ/ moon |zla.ba| /dzeːᴸ/ to speak |bzlas| 

/ndz/ /ndz ᴸ/ yak-bull hybrid |mdzo| /ndz ᴸ/ to insert |ⁿdzugs| 

/n/ /næᴴ/ snot |snabs?| /n ᴸ/ west |nub| 

/s/ /sæᴸ/ to eat |za| /s ᴸ/ to bark |zug| 

/sʰ/ /sʰ ːᴸ/ ground |sa.ba| /sʰuːᴸ/ basket |sle.bo| 

/z/ /zaːᴸ/ good |bzaŋ| /zuːᴸ/ carpenter |bzo.ba| 

/l/ /l ːᴴ/ musk deer |gla.ba| /l ːᴸ/ wind |rluŋ| 
/ɬ/ /ɬæᴴ/ god |lʰa| /ɬ ːᴸ/ to fall |lʰuŋ| 
/t / /t ᴴ/ iron |lt ags| /t æᴸ/ tea |d a| 

/t ʰ/ /t ʰ ᴴ/ blood |kʰrag| /t ʰ ːᴸ/ small |t ʰuŋ| 
/d / /d aᴸ/ to be full |rgʲags| /d ᴸ/ to run |rgʲug| 

/nd / /nd uᴸ/ to raise |ⁿgʲog| /nd ᴸ/ to suck |ⁿd ib| 

/ɲ/ /ɲæᴸ/ fish |ɲa| /ɲ ːᴸ/ little |ɲuŋ| 
/ / / eːᴸ/ mouse |bʲiɦu| / ᴸ/ to paint |bʲug| 

/ ʰ/ / ʰeːᴸ/ marmot |ⁿpʰʲi.ba| / ʰɛᴴ/ flour |pʰʲe| 

/ / / iːᴸ/ to twist (a rope) |?| / ærᴸ/ to glue |sbʲar| 

/j/ /j ːᴸ/ light |jaŋ| /j ːᴸ/ country |jul| 

/t / /t ᴸ/ cliff |brag| /t ᴸ/ six |drug| 

/t ʰ/ /t ʰeᴴ/ horizontal |ⁿpʰred| /t ʰuᴴ/ to rob |ⁿpʰrog| 

/d / /d æᴸ/ sound |sgra|   

/nd / /nd eːᴸ/ rice |ⁿbras| /nd ᴸ/ dragon |ⁿbrug| 

/ / / eᴴ/ bridle |srab| / ːᴴ/ to protect |bsruŋ| 
/ ʰ/ / ʰeːᴸ/ coarse |hral|   

/r/ /r ːᴸ/ to rot |rul| / ːᴴ/ snake |sbrul| 

/k/ /k ːᴴ/ marrow |rkaŋ.ba| /k ːᴴ/ to push |skul| 

/kʰ/ /kʰ ːᴸ/ snow |kʰa.ba| /kʰ ːᴴ/ hole |kʰuŋ| 
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/g/ /g ːᴸ/ to stride |brgal| /g ᴸ/ to wait |sgug| 

/ŋg/ /ŋg ᴸ/ head |mgo| /ŋg ᴸ/ to block |ⁿgag| 

/ŋ/ /ŋ ᴸ/ face |ŋo| /ŋ ːᴴ/ silver |dŋul| 

/x/ /xuːᴴ/ plough |g ol| /x ːᴸw / mother’s brother | aŋ.bo| 

/xʰ/ /xʰ ːᴸ/ place where one sat before | ul| /xʰ ːᴸ/ deer | a.ba| 
3
 

/x/ /xəᴸ/ to melt | u| /æᴴ.xiᴴ/ piglet  

/xʰ/ /xʰəᴴ/ to die | i| /xʰiᴴ/ louse | ig| 

/ / / ːᴸ/ female genital organs |g aŋ| / əᴸ/ to cause to melt |g u| 

/h/ /hiᴴ/ to take off |pʰud| /huᴴ/ to hit a target |pʰog| 

Prenasalized stops and affricates are treated as independent phonemes, not clusters in this 

language, because no {nasal+stop} type clusters are found. 

Voiced stops and fricatives (except [ -ᴴ]) only occur with a low tone (superscriptᴸ), a fact 

that will be explained by historical phonology in §4.3.1. 

Of the 210 clusters of Common Tibetan, none has been preserved in Cone. However, we 

will see that some limited clusters appear at syllable boundaries (cf. §3.3). 

3.2 Vowels 

The vocalic system is extremely rich, probably one of the richest of any Tibetan language; 

it is also quite divergent from that of both Amdo and Sbathang Khams. The following 23 vocalic 

phonemes are attested: 

Table 5: The vocalic system of Cone Tibetan 

i iː  ː u uː   ĩː   (ũː)  

ɪ ɪː            

e eː   o oː   ẽː   õː  

ɛ  ə           

æ     ː    ã ãː   

Since tonemes have markedly distinct realizations with short and long vowels, one could 

propose an alternative analysis with four instead of two tonemes (see next section) and view 

vowel length as a secondary feature of tones; the vowel system would then be reduced to 15. 

However, we will see that this analysis is problematic. 

Cone is the only known dialect of Tibetan with five contrastive degrees of height (i ɪ e ɛ 
æ). The following examples illustrate the vowel phonemes:

4
 

                                                 
3 In Classical Tibetan < ʷa.ba> has a spurious wa -zur, this word is spelled < a.ba> in Old Tibetan (see 

Jacques 2009a for a textual example). 
4 In this table ‘analogical’ indicates verb forms that are not regularly related to their Common Tibetan 

equivalent, but underwent analogical leveling (see §5). 
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Table 6: Examples of Cone vowels 

Vowel Example Meaning CoT Example Meaning CoT 

/i/ /tsiᴴ/ to lay bricks |rtsig| /kiᴴ/ to dye, present |skud| 

/iː/ /tsiːᴴ/ to count, past |brtsis| /tiːᴴ/ to spread (a 

sheet), past 

|btiŋs| 

/ɪ/ /tɪᴸ/ to catch up |ded| /pɪᴸ/ Tibetan |bod| 

/ɪː/ /tsɪːᴴ/ to cook, past |btsos| /tɪːᴴ/ to watch, 

imperative 

|bltos| 

/e/ /tseᴴ/ to cut |gtsab| /teᴴ/ to plant |btab| 

/eː/ /tseːᴴ/ to search, past |btsal| /peːᴸ/ wool |bal| 

/ɛ/ /rəᴸtsɛᴴ/ summit |ri.rtse| /ɛᴴsɛᴴ/ cotton |srin?| 

/æ/ /tsæᴴ/ grass |rtsʷa| /tæᴴ/ horse |rta| 

/ / /ts ᴴ/ top of head |gtsug| /t ᴴ/ to chop |gtub| 

/ ː/ /k ːᴴ/ to push |skul| /d ːᴸ/ to hit |rduŋ| 
/ə/ /tsəᴴ/ to count |rtsi| /kəᴴ/ to steal |rku| 

/u/ /tuᴴ/ to hang, imperative |tʰogs| 

analogical

/kuᴴ/ to block |kʰog| 

analogical 

/uː/ /tuːᴴ/ to think, 

imperative 

|tʰoŋ| 
analogical

/tsuːᴴ/ to sell |btsoŋs| 

/o/ /ɲoᴴ/ man, dative |mi.la| /mboᴸ/ bug, dative |ⁿbu.la| 

/oː/ /toːᴸ/ smoke |du.ba| /loːᴴ/ lung |glo.ba| 

/ / /k ᴴ/ to carve, present |rko| /hú/ target |pʰog| 

/ / /k ᴴ/ to block, past |bkag| /t ᴴ/ tiger |stag| 

/ ː/ /k ːᴴ/ marrow |rkaŋ| /l ːᴴ/ musk deer |gla.ba| 

/ĩː/ /pĩːᴴ/ incense |spos| /ɲĩːᴴ/ name |miŋ| *|Cmʲiŋ| 
/ẽː/ /tẽːᴴ/ felt |stan| /tsẽːᴴ/ to sew, past |btsems| 

/ã/ /nãᴸ/ forest |nags| /nãᴴ/ pus |rnag| 

/ãː/ /nãːᴴ/ sky |gnam| /tãːᴴ/ to speak, 

present/past 

|gtam btams| 

/õː/ /kõːᴴ/ thirsty |skom| /tõːᴴ/ to speak, 

imperative 

|gtoms| 

 

There is no length contrast with the low vowels /æ/, / /, /ɛ/ and the nasal vowels /ĩː/, /ẽː/, /õː/. 
Only /ãː/ has a short counterpart /-ã/ in a few words. The status of /uː/ as a phoneme is 

problematic, as it is only attested in a few items with palatal or alveolo-palatal initial: /ɲũːᴸ/ 
|ɲol| ‘sleep, imperative’, /t ũːᴸwaːᴴ/ ‘Potentilla anserina’ |gro.ma| and /mbəᴸt ũːᴸwaːᴴ/ ‘ant’ 

|ⁿbu.grog.ma|. There is no obvious minimal pair with /oː/. 
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3.3 Syllable structure 

 

In Cone Tibetan, monosyllables are (C)V(C); there are no initial clusters, and very few 

final consonants. Disyllables have the structure (C)V(C).(C)V(C), and allow clusters accross 

syllable boundaries (indicated here by a dot). 

Of the nine final consonants of Common Tibetan (|-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s|), only 

/-r/ is preserved in Cone in word-final position. Most syllables are open syllables with no final 

consonant. 

Only the following four closed rhymes are attested in monosyllables and in the last syllable 

of words: 

 

Table 7: Rhymes with final /-r/ in Cone Tibetan 

Rhyme Example CoT Example CoT 

/-ær/ /kærᴴ/ to chop firewood, past |bkar?| /zærᴸ/ steep |gzar| 

/-or/ /korᴴ/ to turn |skor| /torᴴ/ to scatter |gtor| 

/-er/ /ndzerᴸ/ nail |ⁿdzer| /serᴴ/ gold |gser| 

/-ər/ /sərᴸ/ angle |zur| /kərᴸ/ tent |gur| 

 

However, accross syllable boundaries in disyllables and polysyllables, we do find other types 

of codas that never appear word-finally. In addition to clusters with /r/ as the first element, we 

find four types of clusters: voiceless geminated stops, [χ] + voiceless, [ ] + voiced and nasal + 

voiceless stop/affricate clusters ([nt], [ntʰ], [ntsʰ], [nt ʰ], [ŋkʰ]). [χ]/[ ] can be phonologically 

analyzed as the coda /-k/ of the preceding syllable. When followed by a syllable with initial 

/k-/, final /-k/ after /æ/ and / / is realized as a uvular stop. The nasal is always homorganic; we 

analyze it as an archiphoneme /N/ that functions phonologically as the coda of the first syllable. 

 

Table 8: Phonetic realizations of the codas /-N/ and /-k/ word-internally 

Phonetic form Phonological form Meaning Etymology 

[l χᴸt ʰæᴴ] /lækᴸ.t ʰæ/ tool |lag.t ʰa| 

[n χᴸt ʰ ᴴ] /nækᴸ.t ʰ / wife *|nag.t ʰags| 

[pʰ χᴸtsiːᴴ] /pʰækᴸ.tsiː/ lard |pʰag.tsʰil| 
[s χᴸtĩːᴴ] /s kᴸ.tĩː/ pestle |? gtun| 

[t χᴸtsɛᴴ] /t kᴸ.tsɛ/ table |t og.tse| 

[ŋ ᴴmæᴴ] /ŋ kᴴ.mæ/ mane |rŋog.ma| 

[t ᴸrõːᴴ] /t kᴸ.rõː/ valley |grog.roŋ| 
[tʰ ᴸriːᴴ] /tʰækᴸ.riː/ far |tʰag.riŋ| 
[t qᴴqəᴴ] /tækᴴ.kə/ tiger.GEN |stag.gi| 

[nænᴴt ʰuᴴ] /næNᴴ.t hu/ ear |rna.mt ʰog| 

[tɛŋᴴkʰæᴴ] /tɛNᴴ.kʰæ/ autumn |ston.kʰa| 
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[l nᴸtʰiːᴴ] /l Nᴸ.tʰiː/ palm |lag.mtʰil| 
[tsɛŋᴴkʰaːᴴ] /tsɛNᴴ.kʰaː/ prison |btson.kʰaŋ| 
[d ənᴸtəᴸ] /d əNᴸtə/ always |rgʲun.tu| 

In view of the highly abstract (and diachrony-informed) character of these analyses, we will 

always provide the surface phonetic forms of words containing /-k/, /-C/ or /-N/ in this paper, so 

that readers willing to apply a different synchronic analysis are not compelled to reconstruct 

back the surface phonetic forms. In any case, the phonetic transcription, rather than the 

phonological one, has been used when transcribing Cone texts and seems more appropriate for 

further work on the description of the morphosyntax of the language. The abstract phonological 

analysis is only useful for studying morphophonology and historical phonology. 

A marginal contrast between surface [ ] and [ ] appears to be found in intervocalic 

position. Both sounds can appear between /æ/ or / / and another vowel: 

Table 9: Contrast between / / and / / 

Base form Suffixed form Underlying form Meaning Suffix Etymology 

/t ᴴ/ [tæᴴ eᴸ] /tækᴴ-eᴸ/ tiger dative |stag| 

/nduᴸ/ [nd ᴸ æᴴ] /nd kᴸ-æ/ colour lexical *|mdog.ba| 

/nd uᴸ/ [nd ᴸ æᴸ] /nd kᴸ-æᴸ] to put converbial |ⁿd og| 

/mæᴴ/ [mæᴴ əᴴ] /mæᴴ-Gə/ low constative |dma| 

/tʰ ᴴ/ [tʰ ᴸ əᴴ] /tʰ ᴸ-Gəᴴ/ high constative |mtʰo| 

Although the diachronic origin for this contrast is clear, its synchronic analysis is not straight-

forward. Positing a distinct phoneme / / is not entirely satisfying not only because of its 

marginal status, but also because it considerably complicates the morphological analysis. The 

sequences [æ V] and [ V] occur in forms corresponding to Common Tibetan |-ag| and |-og| 

followed by a vowel-initial suffix, in particular in the dative and the converbial suffixes (the 

complete paradigms involving these two suffixes will be described in the section on mor-

phology). [æ V] and [ V] alternate with /- / and /- / respectively in non-suffixed forms. 

A possible analysis for these sequences, which would account well for the morphology 

and the diachrony, is to suppose that [ ] is the surface reflex of final /-k/ in syllable-final 

position when it is reassociated to the initial of the following syllable. In this theory, [tæᴴ eᴸ] 
and [nd ᴸ æᴸ] are to be analyzed as /tækᴴ-e/ and /nd kᴸ-æ/ underlyingly. This abstract 

analysis will be followed in this paper, but we systematically provide the surface forms for 

convenience. However, in order to present texts and example sentences in descriptions of 

morphosyntax, the phonetic transcription seems more practical. 

The base forms in this table could be analyzed as having a phonological final consonant 

underlyingly; thus, one could propose that [t ᴴ] is really /tækᴴ/ phonologically, and that a set of 

phonological rules change it to the surface form [t ᴴ] when occurring word-finally. However, 

this analysis is too abstract, and would confuse diachronic and synchronic analysis. It is 
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preferable to keep a phonological representation that is not too far removed from the phonetic 

surface. 

We find geminate consonants intervocalically, always preceded by short vowels. Only 

unaspirated voiceless stops and nasals are geminated. Although no minimal pair between 

geminates and non-geminates could be found, there is little doubt that geminates are phonemic, 

as we do find non-geminated consonants following short vowels (e.g. /t ʰəᴸt / ‘lip’ |mt ʰu.to|). 

The following examples illustrate geminated consonants (we transcribe the geminates by the 

archiphonemes /C/ for oral stops and /N/ for nasal ones): 

Table 10: Cone geminate stops and their origin 

Phonetic form Phonological form Meaning Etymology 

[məkᴴkæᴴ] /məCᴴ.kæ/ fog |smug.pa| 

[ ʰətᴸtiːᴴ] / həCᴸ.tiː/ heel |pʰʲi.rtiŋ| 
[ætᴴtæᴴ] /æCᴴ.tæ/ hoe ? 

[rəpᴸpæᴴ] /rəCᴸpæ/ wisdom |rig.pa| 

[næŋᴴŋ ᴴ] /næNᴴ.ŋ / sky *|gnam.ŋo| 

[ŋæmᴴmæᴴ] /ŋæNᴴ.mæ/ in the old days |sŋa.ma| 

The phonological rules governing the archiphonemes /-k/, /-C/ and /-N/ will be described in 

detail in §4.5.1. Additionally, two archiphonemes /G/ and /D/ will be posited to account for 

various morphological alternations. They are realized as [k], [g], [ ] and [t], [d], [r] depending 

on the preceding syllable. The distribution of these allomorphs will be set out in §5.1.1. 

In disyllables, short vowels belonging to the set that have a length contrast (/i//ɪ//e/ 

/u// // /) become long when there is no cluster or geminated consonant. For instance, /ɲiᴴ/ 
‘eye’ |dmʲig| becomes /ɲiːᴴ-/ in /ɲiːᴴxʰer/ ‘glasses’ |dmʲig. el| and other compounds. This type 

of phenomena is quite rare, as in most cases syllables whose vowels belong to the set in 

question normally change to the conjunct form when followed by another syllable (see §4.2 

for a detailed definition of base form vs. conjunct form). This lengthening only occurs when 

the following syllable has a fricative initial, or in the exceptional case of /ɲiᴴ/ ‘eye’ which lack 

a conjunct form (the expected conjunct form would be */ɲəC-/). 

3.4 Suprasegmentals 

As mentioned in §3.2, the analysis of the tonal system critically depends on how the vowel 

system is analyzed. Under the analysis with contrastive vowel length proposed in the previous 

section, only two tonemes on monosyllables are necessary: a high tone (transcribed ᴴ) and a 

low tone (transcribed ᴸ).5 

                                                 
5 The analysis of Cone Tibetan has having only two tonemes was first proposed by Sun (2003a:42) 

using data from Qú (1962). 
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Table 11: Cone tonal contrasts 

Phonological form Realization Meaning Etymology 

/nãːᴴ/ [nãː55
] sky |gnam| 

/nãːᴸ/ [nãː14
] inside |naŋ| 

/nãᴴ/ [nã
51

] pus |rnag| 

/nãᴸ/ [nã
121

] forest |nags| 

The tones are realized as falling on short vowel monosyllables, and level on long vowels. The 

falling tone on short vowels is slightly more prominent with vowels that have a contrast 

between long and short vowels (this includes /i//ɪ//u// //e//o// /) than with vowels that only 

have short vowels (/ə//ɛ// //æ/): the latter can be realized either as level or falling tones, and 

are not normally realized as falling when they occur in the second syllable of a disyllable (for 

instance /p ᴸl / ‘ball’ |spo.lo| is realized as [p
55

l
55

], whereas /d ᴸlɪ/ ‘board’ |rdo.leb| is 

realized as [d
55

lɪ55
]).

6
 

Given the clear difference in tonal realization between long and short vowels, it is 

legitimate to envision an alternative analysis with four tones and no contrastive vowel length.
7
 

However, this analysis becomes difficult when morphology is taken into account. When 

any suffix is added (for instance the verbal constative /-Gə/ suffix), the high tone of short-vowel 

words is realized as 55, and the low tone 11: no final fall is observed anymore. Data from the 

following table illustrate this phenomenon: 

Table 12: The realization of tones in short vowel syllables 

Base form Suffixed form 

Underlying Realization Underlying Realization 

Meaning Etymology 

/tæᴴ/ [tæ
51

] /tæᴴ-Gə/ [tæ
55 ə55

] to see |lta| 

/tsəᴴ/ [tsə51
] /tsəᴴ-Gə/ [tsə55 ə55

] to count |rtsi| 

/dæᴸ/ [dæ
121

] /dæᴸ-Gə/ [dæ
11 ə55

] to pursue |bda| 

/zəᴸ/ [zə121
] /zəᴸ-Gə/ [zə11 ə55

] to be drunk |bzi| 

The short-vowel words cannot be analyzed as having falling tones by contrast with level tones 

for long-vowel words, otherwise the second syllable should have low surface tone (*[tæ
51 ə11

] 

instead of [tæ
55 ə55

]). 

Tone is not contrastive for syllables with aspirated consonants. Such syllables normally 

have low tone when the vowel is long, and high tone when it is short. Syllables with aspirated 

onset and high tone in isolation always have low tone when suffixed: 

                                                 
6 This synchronic tendency has a historical explanation which will be set out in §3: the short vowels 

that have long counterparts almost always come from checked syllables, whereas the four without 

long counterpart come from open syllables. 
7 This alternative analysis was in fact the author’s first attempt at analyzing the tonal system of Cone 

Tibetan. 
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Table 13: Tones in syllables with aspirated onset 

Basic form Suffixed form 

Underlying Realization Underlying Realization 

Meaning Etymology 

/tʰ ᴴ/ [tʰ 52
] /tʰ ᴸ-Gə/ [tʰ 11 ə55

] high |mtʰo| 

/xʰəᴴ/ [xʰə52
] /xʰəᴸ-Gə/ [xʰə11 ə55

] to die | i| 

/tʰ ᴴ/ [tʰ 52
] /tʰækᴸ-Gə/ [tʰ q

11
qə55

] to weave |ⁿtʰag| 

/pʰeᴴ/ [pʰe52
] /pʰɛCᴸ-Gə/ [pʰɛk11

kə55
] to go |pʰebs| 

In disyllabic words, when the first syllable is in the high tone, this tone spreads to the next 

syllable. For instance /ɲeːᴴŋg / ‘pillow’ |sŋas.mgo| [ɲeːᴴŋg ᴴ] has high tone on the second 

syllable in spite of the fact that this syllable, when used in isolation, is in the low tone /ŋg ᴸ/ 
‘head’ |mgo|. This rule of rightward tonal spread HL > HH also occurs in nominal compounds. 

It does not apply to the case markers and some verbal suffixes which are always realized low. 

When the first syllable is low tone, the tone of the second syllable is also predictable. It 

is high when the vowel of the second syllable is short, as in /rəᴸŋg / ‘top of the mountain’ 

|ri.mgo| realized as [rəᴸŋg ᴴ] (note that /ŋg ᴸ/ ‘head’ is low-tone when used as an independent 

word). When the vowel of the second syllable is long, it is generally high when the initial 

consonant of the second syllable is an voiceless obstruent, and low (phonetically rising) when 

the consonant is voiced, though free variation is observed. For instance, the disyllable /rəᴸ uː/ 
‘rabbit’ (|ri.boŋ| or perhaps *|ri.woŋ|) can be realized either as [rə11

uː55
] or [rə11

uː24
]. 

Since the tone pattern of a word is predictable from the tone of its first syllable (as was 

already mentioned in Sun 2003a), we only indicate tone on the first syllable, except in for 

suffixes with inherent low tone like the Genitive /-Gəᴸ/. 

4. Historical phonology 

The phonological system of the Conelanguage described in the previous section differs 

considerably from that of Common Tibetan.
8
 Common Tibetan had more than 210 initial 

clusters, including clusters with four consonants such as |bsgr-| while Cone has none; Common 

Tibetan only had five vowels
9
 whereas Cone Tibetan has 23 vowel phonemes; Common Tibetan 

had nine consonants in coda position (|-m||-n||-ŋ||-b||-d||-g||-r||-l||-s|) and even some final clusters, 

while Cone only has /-r/ in absolute final position and also /-k/ as well as the archiphonemes 

/-C/ and /-N/ across syllable boundaries within a word. 

As we will see in this section, very regular correspondences can be established between 

Common Tibetan and Cone, and the phonetic development from Common Tibetan to Cone 

can be reconstructed in detail. 

                                                 
8 For an account of the phonological system of Old Tibetan, see Hill (2010a). 
9 In Old Tibetan texts there is a sixth vowel (gi-gu inversé) but there is no agreement among 

philologists that it reflects a genuine phonemic distinction (Hill 2010a:116). 
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As with all Tibetan languages, however, Cone has several layers of vocabulary, including 

a sizeable portion of loanwords from Amdo Tibetan, which is why several rhymes and onsets 

have several distinct correspondences between Common Tibetan and Cone. In order to properly 

study Cone historical phonology, distinguishing these layers of borrowings from the inherited 

vocabulary is of the utmost importance. 

In order to avoid circularity, we will first present all the attested correspondences between 

Common Tibetan and Cone for the tones (§4.1), the rhymes (§4.2) and the onsets (§4.3), and 

will analyse the layers of vocabulary (§4.4) only after all correspondences have been sorted out. 

 

4.1 Suprasegmentals 

 

While Common Tibetan is generally considered to have been a non-tonal language, Cone 

Tibetan, as described in the previous section, has developed a two-tone system. The tonal 

system of Cone was transphonologized out of phonemic contrasts in the onset. 

The following table summarizes the correspondences between Nyinpa Cone and Common 

Tibetan. The rows indicate the Common Tibetan initial consonant, while the columns indicate 

the CoT preinitial consonants.
10

 Shaded slots indicate combinations unattested in CoT, such as 

*ms or *Nl. 

Table 14: Common Tibean origin of Cone tones 

 No preinitial |b-||d-||g-| |m-||N-| |s-||r-||l-| 

|p||t||ts||t ||k| H H  H 

|s|| | H (short V) 

L (long V) 

H   

|pʰ||tʰ||tsʰ| 
|t ʰ||kʰ||lʰ| 
|hr||h| 

H (short V) 

L (long V) 

 H (short V) 

L (long V) 

 

|b||d||dz||d | 

|g||z|| | 

L L (except |dbʲ-|) L L (except |sbr-| and |sgr-|) 

|m||n||ɲ||ŋ| L H H H 

|r||l||w||ɦ| L H  H 

The basic rules are the following: 

1. Syllables with voiceless unaspirated stops and affricates initials in Common Tibetan develop 

high tone in Cone. This correspondence is found in all Tibetan languages that have developed 

tones. 

                                                 
10

 In Common Tibetan, the structure of the onset was (C
1
C

2
)C

3
(C

4
)-. We call C

3
 the initial consonant, 

C
1
 and C

2
 are preinitials and C

4
 is the medial, following Jacques’ (2004) terminology. 
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2. Syllables with aspirated consonants (including fricatives without preinitial, which develop 

aspiration, as will be shown in §4.3) develop low tone when the vowel is long and high tone 

when it is short (see Qú 1962; Sun 2003a:42). As described in §1.3, all aspirated onsets with 

high tone in isolation become low tone when suffixed or as first element of a compound (but no 

vowel lengthening occurs). This correspondence appears to be quite rare in Tibetan languages (I 

know of no other example). 

3. Syllables with sonorant initials develop low tone when they are without preinitials in 

Common Tibetan, and high tone when they had preinitials. Clusters in |stop+r| (|br-|, |dr-|, |gr-|) 

should be analyzed as initial + medial, not preinitial + initial, and fall under case 4 below. |sr-|, 

on the other hand, is a cluster of the type preinitial + initial, and develops high tone. These 

correspondences are straightforward and quite common in Tibetan languages. 

4. Syllables with voiced stop and fricatives as initials always develop low tones, except isolated 

cases such as |dbʲV-| which becomes /jVᴴ/ and |sbr-| ~ |sgr-| which become / Vᴴ/. Note that in 

these cases, the initial |b| ~ |g| of Common Tibetanundergoes lenition. These exceptions are also 

found in other varieties, for instance in Lhasa Tibetan |dbʲV-| and |dbV-| develop high tone. 

This tonal system differs slightly from the variety of Cone Tibetan described by Qú 

(1962), where syllables with non-nasal preinitials develop high tone, even when the initial is a 

voiced stop. For instance, the noun /duːᴸ/ ‘tree’ |sdoŋ| in Nyinpa Cone has high tone in the 

variety studied by Qú. 

Exceptions to the generalizations presented above can be classed into three groups: 

sonorant-initial words with unexpected high tone (all monosyllabic forms except /mæCᴴkæ/ 

[mæqᴴqæᴴ] ‘husband’), monosyllabic words with unexpected low tone, and disyllabic words 

with unexpected low tone. The latter is a larger category, and the list of examples provided in 

the table is not exhaustive. 

Table 15: Irregular tonal correspondences between Cone and Classical Tibetan 

Meaning Cone Old Tibetan Classical Tibetan Tonal pattern Expected 

fire /ɲɛᴴ/ <mʲe> <me> H L 

man /ɲəᴴ/ <mʲi> <me> H L 

swallow /ɲiᴴ/  <mid> H L 

eye /ɲiᴴ/ <dmʲig> <mig> H L 

name /ɲĩːᴴ/ <mʲiŋ> <miŋ> H L 

husband /mæCᴴkæ/ 

[mæqᴴqæᴴ] 
 <mag.pa> HH LH 

milk /õːᴴwãː/  <ɦo.ma> HH LH 

to believe /lõːᴸ/  <brlom> L H 

wrinkled /ɲerᴸ/  <gɲer> L H 
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to use /kuːᴸ/  <bkol> L H 

to dream /ɲəᴸ/, 
/ɲiːᴸ/ 

<rmʲi> <rmi>, <rmis> L H 

lamp /kærᴸmɛ/  <dkar.me> LH HH 

first month /t əCᴸkæ/ 

[t əkᴸkæᴴ] 
 <gt ig.pa> LH HH 

soul /nãːᴸxʰĩː/  <rnam. es> LH HH 

chimney /kærᴸk ː/  <skar.guŋ> LH HH 

wheel
11

 /p ᴸl ᴴ/  <spo.lo> LH HH 

wolf / æNᴸkʰə/ 
[ æŋᴸkʰə] 

 <spʲang.kʰu> LH HH 

white /kæᴸruː/  <dkar.po> LL HH 

camel /ŋæᴸwõː/  <rŋa.moŋ> LL HH 

The six etyma with simple <m-> initial in Classical Tibetan and a high tone in Cone probably 

reflect alternative Common Tibetan forms with preinitial. Note that the Old Tibetan form 

<dmʲig> for ‘eye’ is widely attested in pre-tenth century texts (for instance, OT.739, line 

02r10, a manuscript preserved at the British Library). As mentioned in §2, <-mʲig> is also 

attested in Old Tibetan, but only in the second syllable of disyllabic compounds. 

Comparison with other conservative languages such as Rgyalrong
12

 suggest that Cone, as 

other Tibetan languages, preserves here traces of prefixes not attested in the written corpus of 

Tibetan. This is a rare case when Common Tibetan forms have to be reconstructed and cannot 

be inferred from the spelling (*C- in our reconstruction represents any of {d-, r-, s-}): 

Table 16: Reconstructed *Cm- clusters in Common Tibetan 

meaning Classical Tibetan/ 

Old Tibetan 

Common Tibetan forms 

ancestral to Cone 

Japhug Rgyalrong 

fire <me>, <mʲe> *|Cmʲe| smi 

man <mi>, <mʲi> *|Cmʲi| tɯ-rme 

eye <mig>, <dmʲig> |dmʲig| tɯ-mɲa  < *mjaq 

name <miŋ>, <mʲiŋ> *|Cmʲiŋ| t -rmi 

husband <mag> *|Cmag| tɯ-nma  < *tmaq 

swallow <mid> *|Cmʲid|  

For the other examples, the tonal irregularities are not explainable, and could reflect either 

borrowings from another dialect or non-standard variants (see the discussion in §4.4). 

                                                 
11 This word normally means ‘ball’. 
12 In the Rgyalrong forms in Table 19, only the cluster in smi ‘fire’ is secondary (the s- is a reduced 

form of si ‘wood, tree’, Jackson T.-S. Sun, p.c.). None of the other initial clusters appear to be recently 

innovated. 
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4.2 Rhymes (basic correspondences) 

As in many Tibetan languages, many rhymes have double correspondences depending on 

whether they occur at the end of a phonological word or are followed by another syllable. We 

call the reflex occurring word-finally the base form and the one occurring word-internally the 

conjunct form. For instance, the rhyme /- / from Common Tibetan |-ag| and |-eg| has a conjunct 

form /æk-/ [æq-], in the case of the verb /t ᴴ/ ‘to cut’ |bt ag| its conjunct form appears in 

suffixed forms such as /t ækᴴ-kəᴴ/ [t æqᴴqə] |bt ag.gi|. 

In some rare cases, the base form can be found in the first syllable of a disyllable if the 

second syllable onset is a prenasalized stop. Note that in the following table our phonological 

analysis of the prenasalization differs if the onset of the second syllable is voiced or voiceless: 

for voiced stops/affricates, we analyze them as prenasalized unitary phonemes /mb-/, /ndz-/, 

/nd -/, /ŋg-/ (which can appear word-initially), while in the case of voiceless (aspirated) aspirated 

stops/affricates we analyze the nasality as the archiphoneme /N/, which is phonologically the 

coda of the first syllable. 

Table 17: Traces of prenasalized onsets in the second syllable of a disyllable 

Cone Etymology Meaning 

/t ʰ ᴸŋg / *|pʰrag.mgo| shoulder 

/l Nᴸtʰiː/ [l nᴸtʰiːᴴ] |lag.mtʰil| palm of the hand 

/d ᴸndz / *|ldag.mdzub| forefinger 

Additionally, as mentioned in the introduction of §2, we find multiple correspondences between 

Common Tibetan and Cone in the same context due to the presence of several layers of words. 

4.2.1 Open syllables 

The open syllables of CoT evolve into short vowels in Cone; there is no distinction 

between base vs. conjunct forms for these rhymes: 

Table 18: Reflexes of Common Tibetan open syllables in Cone 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-a| /-æ/ |rta| /tæᴴ/ horse 

|-e| /-ɛ/ |ⁿdre| /nd ɛᴸ/ ghost 

|-i| /-ə/ |ⁿbri| /nd əᴸ/ female yak 

|-o| /- / |gro| /t ᴸ/ wheat 

|-u| /-ə/ |ⁿbu| /mbəᴸ/ bug 

These straightforward correspondences have several exceptions. 

First, the Common Tibetan suffixes |-ma| and |-mo| generally become /-wãː/ and /-wõː/ 
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respectively in Cone instead of regular /-mæ/ and /-m /, which are however also attested. 

Second, in disyllables whose second syllable is /-wãːᴴ/ from |-ma|, open syllable |-o| 

undergoes nasal assimilation and becomes /-õː/. 

Table 19: Irregular reflex of the suffix |-ma| in Cone 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-o| /-õ/ |so.ma| /sõːᴴwãː/ hemp 

  |ɦo.ma| /õːᴴwãː/ milk 

  |sro.ma| / õːᴴwãː/ nit 

  |so.ma| /sʰõːᴸwãː/ new 

 /-ũ/ |gro.ma| /t ũːᴸwãː/ Potentilla anserina 

There is no explanation for why we find /ũː/ not /õː/ in the last word; compare the quasi-

homonym /mbəᴸt ũːᴸwãːᴴ/ ‘ant’ *|ⁿbu.grog.ma|. 

Third, we find some words with unexpected final /-r/: 

Table 20: Words with irregular final /-r/ in Cone 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-a| /-ær/ |rma.bʲa| /mærᴴ æ/ peacock 

  |rŋa| /ŋærᴴ/ drum 

|-e| /-er/ |ⁿbʲed|, |pʰʲe| /nd erᴸ/, / ʰerᴴ/ to open 

The first two examples evince cases of metathesis, which however do not apply accross the 

board in the whole vocabulary. For instance |rma| ‘wound’ becomes /mæᴴ/ with high tone, not 

*mærᴴ as would be expected if the metathesis were regular. For ‘to open’, the final /-r/ is 

mysterious; no other word in the language presents such a correspondence (and no other Tibetan 

language known to us shares this feature). 

Finally, we find unusual correspondences which only apply to only one or two lexical 

items, usually in the first syllable of a disyllable: 

Table 21: Irregular correspondences of CoT open syllables 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-e| /-æ/ |bʲe.ma| / æᴸwæ/ sand 

  |sɲe.ma| /ɲiːᴴwãː/ spike 

  |ga.le| /kæᴸliː/ slow 

 /-ɪː/ |glaŋ.po.t ʰe| /lãːᴴwõːt hɪ:/ elephant 

 /-eː/ |dge.rgan| /geːᴸgẽː/ teacher 

|-o| /-æ/ |sgo.ŋa| /gæᴸwãː/ egg 

 /-ə/ |lo.ma| /ləᴸwãː/ leaf 
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4.2.2 Final stop rhymes 

These rhymes exhibit the most complex patterns of alternations between base and conjunct 

forms. Common Tibetan had three final stops |-b| |-d| |-g| which could additionally combine 

with |-s| in the complex codas |-bs| and |-gs|. |-s| as the second element of a coda does not seem 

to have left any trace in Cone, so that there is no need to treat |-bs| and |-gs| separately, and only 

examples of |-b| and |-g| will be given. The exact phonetic realization of final stops in 

Common Tibetan is likely to have been voiceless in word-final position, but we retain the 

voiced counterparts because of some morphophonological alternations in modern dialects 

which suggest that these consonants were underlyingly voiced (Sun 1986:35) 

For final |-g(s)|, the basic correspondences are the following: 

Table 22: Cone reflexes of |-g| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ag(s)| /- / |stag| /t ᴴ/ tiger 

 /-æk-/ |stag.pa| /tækᴴkæ/ [tæqᴴqæᴴ] birch 

|-eg(s)| /- / |sreg| / ᴴ/ to burn 

 /-æk-/ |sreg.gi| / ækᴴ-Gə/ [ æqᴴqəᴴ] to burn (conjunct) 

|-ig(s)| /-i/ | ig| /xʰiᴴ/ louse 

 /-əC-/ |rmig.pa| /ɲəCᴴkə/ [ɲəkᴴkəᴴ] hoof 

|-og(s)| /-u/ |dog| /tuᴸ/ narrow 

 /- k-/ |dog.gi| /t Cᴸ-Gə/ [t qᴸqəᴴ] narrow (conjunct) 

|-ug(s)| /- / |sgug| /g ᴸ/ to wait 

 /-əC-/ |sgug.gi| /gəCᴸ-Gə/ [gəkᴸkə] to wait (conjunct) 

Common Tibetan |a| and |e| merge before |-g|. |-ig| and |-ug| have the same conjunct form /-əC/. 

We find three groups of exceptions to these correspondences. 

First, three examples of |-ag| with an initial nasal have short /-ã/ instead of /- /; this is the 

sole diachronic origin of the rare vowel /-ã/: 

Table 23: An irregular reflex of |-ag| 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ag| /-ã/ |ⁿbu.nag| /mbəᴸnã/ fly 

  |rnag| /nãᴴ/ pus 

  |nags| /nãᴸ/ forest 

We did not find the syllable [n ] in our Cone data, suggesting that |nag| > /nã/ could be a 

regular sound change.
13

 However, we also find cases of sporadic nasality in other rhymes, as 

                                                 
13

 Nasality is found in these words in other dialects such as Shuiluo Kami /nãᴴ/ ‘pus’, /nãᴸ/ ‘woods’ 

(fieldwork of the author). 
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will be shown in §4.4.1. 

Second, |-ug| corresponds to /-i/ in three lexical items: 

 

Table 24: Irregular reflexes of |-ug| 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ug| /-i/ |kʰa.la.jug| /kʰæᴸlæ jiᴸ/ swallow (bird) 

|-ug| /-i/ *| abs.gdugs| or *| ogs.gdugs|? /x ᴸdi/ parasol 

|-ug| /-iː/ |smʲug.ma| /ɲiːᴴwãː/ bamboo 

 

Third, the noun /ɲiᴴ/ ‘eye’ |dmʲig|, when used as the first element of a compound never 

occurs as a conjunct form. Instead, we find the base form with a lengthened vowel: 

 

Table 25: The noun /ɲiᴴ/ ‘eye’ as first element of a compound 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ig| /-iː/ |dmʲig.rdzi| /ɲiːᴴdzə/ eyelash 

  |dmʲig.lpags| /ɲiːᴴp / eyelid 

  |dmʲig.t ʰu| /ɲiːᴴt ə/ tears 

  |dmʲig. el| /ɲiːᴴxʰer/ glasses 

 

Finally, the noun / kᴸkæ/ [ qᴸqæᴴ] ‘lasso’ seems to come from | ags.pa|, though the vowel 

correspondence does not fit well. 

The rhymes with final -d present the following correspondences: 

 

Table 26: Cone reflexes of |-d| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ad| /-e/ |bsad| /seᴴ/ to kill 

 /-ɛC-/ |bsad.gi| /sɛCᴴ-Gə/ [sɛkᴴkəᴴ] to kill (conjunct) 

|-ed| /-ɪ/ |ⁿded| /ndɪᴸ/ to chase 

 /-ɛC-/ |ⁿded.gi| /ndɛCᴸ-Gə/ [ndɛkᴸkəᴴ] to chase (conjunct) 

|-id| /-i/ *|Cmʲid| /ɲiᴴ/ to swallow 

 /-əC-/ *|Cmʲid.pa| /ɲəCᴴpæ/ [ɲəpᴴpæᴴ] oesophagus 

|-od| /-ɪ/ |bod| /pɪᴸ/ Tibetan 

 /-ɛC-/ |pʰod.pa| /pʰɛCᴸpæ/ [pʰɛpᴸpæᴴ] courage 

|-ud| /-i/ |mtʰud| /tʰiᴴ/ to connect 

 /-əC-/ |mtʰud.gi| /tʰəCᴸ-Gə/ [tʰəkᴸkəᴴ] to connect (conjunct) 

 

The rhymes in mid-high vowels |-od| and |-ed| merge in Cone, as do the rhymes in high vowel 

|-ud| and |-id|, which also merge with |-ig|. 

A recurrent irregular correspondence is Cone / / for CoT |-od|: 
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Table 27: The correspondence |-od| : /- / 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-od| /- / |de.kʰrod| /tiːᴸt ʰ ᴴ/ in the future 

 /- / |tsʰod.ma| /tsʰ ᴸmæᴴ/ vegetable 

 /- C-/ |bkod.pa| /k Cᴴpæ/ [k pᴴpæᴴ] manner 

 /- C-/ |ⁿgʲod.pa| /nd Cᴸpæ/ [nd pᴸpæᴴ] regret 

 

We also find the following other irregular correspondences (note the effect of the vowel 

lengthening rule in the first syllable in /keːᴴwæ/ and /k ːᴴwæ/). 

 

Table 28: Irregular reflexes of |-d| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ad| /-ɪ/ |rmad| /ɲɪᴴ/ saddle’s crupper 

  |t ʰu.smad| /t ʰəᴸmɪ/ lower reaches of a river 

|-ed| /-e/, /ɛC-/ |brd ed| /d eᴸ/, /d ɛCᴸ-Gə/ [d ɛkᴸkəᴴ] forget 

  |ⁿpʰred| /t ʰeᴴ/, /t ʰɛᴴre/ horizontal 

  |sked.ba| /keːᴴwæ/ waist 

|-id| /- /, /əC-/ |ⁿkʰrid| /t ʰ ᴴ/, /t ʰəCᴸ-Gə/ [t ʰəkᴸkəᴴ] to teach 

|-od| /-e/, /ɛC-/ |lʰod| /ɬeᴴ/, /ɬɛCᴸ-Gə/ [ɬɛkᴸkəᴴ] relaxed 

|-ud| /- / |skud.ba| /k ːᴴwæ/ thread 

|-ud| /-u/ |ʔol.mdud| /uːᴴdu/ larynx 

 

Final |-b| rhymes are less common than the two preceding ones. The rhyme |-ob(s)| is too 

poorly attested to figure in the following table. The rhyme |-eb(s)| had two common reflexes 

/ɪ/ and /e/, even in verbal form. 

 

Table 29: Cone reflexes of |-b| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ab(s)| /-e/ |srab| / eᴴ/ thin 

 /-ɛC-/ |srab.gi| / ɛCᴴ-Gə/ [ ɛkᴴkəᴴ] thin (conjunct) 

|-eb(s)| /-ɪ/ |lteb| /tɪᴴ/ to fold 

 /-e/ |ⁿdebs| /ndeᴸ/ to plant 

 /-ɛC-/ |lteb.gi| 

|ⁿdebs.gi| 

/tɛCᴴ-Gə/ [tɛkᴴkəᴴ] 
/ndɛCᴸ-Gə/ [ndɛkᴸkəᴴ] 

to fold (conjunct) 

to plant (conjunct) 

|-ib(s)| /- / | ib| /x ᴸ/ fine (conjunct) 

 /-əC-/ | ib.gi| /xəCᴸ-Gə/ [xəkᴸkəᴴ] fine 

|-ub(s)| /- / |gtub| /t ᴴ/ to chop 

 /-əC-/ |gtub.gi| /təCᴴ-Gə/ [təkᴴkəᴴ] to chop (conjunct) 
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In our Cone data, the only example of |-ob| is /j ᴸt ẽː/ ‘stirrup’ |job.t an|. We also find the 

following irregular correspondences: 

 

Table 30: Irregular reflexes of |-b| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ub| /-i/ |do.nub| /t ᴸni/ tonight 

|-abs| /-æ/ |snabs| /næᴴ/ snivel, snot 

|-abs| /-i/ |rba.rlabs| /wæᴸli/ wave 

|-ab| /- / |rgʲal.kʰab| /d æᴸkʰ / country 

|-ibs| /-i/, /-əC-/ |rdibs| /diᴸ/, /dəCᴸ-Gə/ [dəkᴸkəᴴ] collapse 

 

Finally, we find cases when the conjunct form is resyllabified with a /-ə/ or /-æ/ suffix: the /-C/ 

surfaces as [ ] and the /-k/ after /æ/ and / / as [ ]. This phenomenon regularly occurs in 

nominal and verbal morphology (see §5), but here are some examples within lexical items: 

 

Table 31: Resyllabification of /-C/ and /-k/ codas 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ib| /-əC-/ > [ə -] *|rtsib.bu| /tsəCᴴ-ə/ > [tsəᴴ ə] rib 

|-ugs| /-əC-/ > [ə -] *|tsʰugs.ba|
14

 /tsʰəCᴸ-æ/ > [tsʰəᴸ æ] appearance 

|-og| /- k-/ > [ -] *|mdog.ba| /nd kᴸ-æ/ > [nd ᴸ æ] colour 

 

4.2.3 Final nasal rhymes 

 

Common Tibetan had three final nasal consonants |-m|, |-n| and |-ŋ|. As with the stop coda 

rhymes, these rhymes present distinct base and conjunct forms, especially |-m| and |-n|. 

Rhymes with final |-ŋ| show two distinct set of correspondences. In the first set we find 

no final nasal: a long oral vowel is found instead; they have no distinct conjunct forms. 

 

Table 32: Cone reflexes of |-ŋ| final rhymes, first set 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-aŋ(s)| /- ː/ |bt aŋ| /t ːᴴ/ to hold tight 

|-eŋ(s)| /-eː/ |tʰo.reŋs| /tʰ ᴸreː/ tomorrow 

|-iŋ(s)| /-iː/ |riŋ| /riːᴸ/ long 

|-oŋ(s)| /-uː/ |sdoŋ| /duːᴴ/ tree 

|-uŋ(s)| /- ː/ |rluŋ| /l ːᴴ/ wind 

                                                 
14

 Spelled <tsʰugs.ka>, after lenition of the |-ba| suffix. The spelling <tsʰugs.ka> however is anachronic: 

it preserves the final <-s> while at the same time representing lenition, which could not have occurred 

while |-s| was pronunced. 
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In the second set, we have nasal vowels instead: 

Table 33: Cone reflexes of |-ŋ| final rhymes, second set 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-aŋ(s)| /-ãː/ |bʲaŋ| / ãːᴸ/ north 

|-eŋ(s)| /-ãː/ |gaŋs.seŋ| /kãːᴸsʰãː/ panther 

|-iŋ(s)| /-ĩː/ *C|mʲiŋ| /ɲĩːᴴ/ name 

|-oŋ(s)| /-õː/ |sa.doŋ| /sʰæᴸtõː/ cave 

|-uŋ(s)| /-õː/ |gsuŋs| /sõːᴴ/ to say, honorific 

 /- N-/ |gsuŋs.gi| /s Nᴸ-Gə/ [s ᴸŋgəᴴ] to say, honorific (conjunct) 

The origin of this split are complex and will be treated in detail in §4.4 on interdialectal 

borrowing. Only very few words belonging to the second set have a distinct conjunct form, as 

/sõːᴴ/, /s Nᴸ- ə/ [s ᴸŋgəᴴ] above. 

Outside of these two sets, we find four exceptions: 

Table 34: Irregular reflexes of |-ŋ| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-oŋ| /-iː/ |gdoŋ.ma| /diːᴸwãː/ beam (house) 

|-oŋ| /- / |goŋ.ba| /k ᴸŋæ/ collar 

|-aŋ| /-æ/ |rkaŋ.ba| /kæᴴwæ/ foot; leg 

|-uŋ| /-uː/ |pʰuŋ| /pʰuːᴸ/ corpse 

Rhymes with a |-n| coda present distinct base and conjunct forms. In Common Tibetan, there 

was a complex coda |-nd| with the <da.drag>, but these codas do not present any distinct 

correspondence in Cone. 

Table 35: Cone reflexes of |-n| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-an(d)| /-ẽː/ |ɲan| /ɲẽːᴸ/ to hear 

 /-ɛN-/ |ɲan.gi| /ɲɛNᴸ-Gə/ [ɲɛᴸŋgəᴴ] to hear (conjunct) 

|-en(d)| /-ẽː/ |dran| /t ẽːᴸ/ to miss so. 

 /-ɛN-/ |dran.gi| /t ɛNᴸ-Gə/ [t ɛᴸŋgəᴴ] to miss so. (conjunct) 

|-in(d)| /-ĩː/ |sprin| / ĩː/ cloud 

 /-əN-/ |mt ʰin.pa| /t ʰəᴸmbæ/ liver 

|-on(d)| /-ẽː/ |gon| /kẽːᴸ/ to wear 

 /-ɛN-/ |gon.gi| /kɛNᴸ-Gə/ [kɛᴸŋgəᴴ] to wear (conjunct) 

 /-õː/ |tʰon| /tʰõːᴸ/ to arrive 

 /- N-/ |tʰon.gi| /tʰ Nᴸ-Gə/ [tʰ ᴸŋgəᴴ] to arrive (conjunct) 

|-un(d)| /-ĩː/ |ⁿdzind| /ndzĩːᴸ/ to take 

 /-əN-/ |ⁿdzind.gi| /ndzəNᴸ-Gə/ [ndzəᴸŋgə] to take (conjunct) 
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The rhyme |-on| has two distinct correspondences /-ẽː/ and /-õː/ which will be further discussed 

in §4.4. 

We also find two irregular examples with rhymes in |-n| corresponding to /-ɛ/. Both have 

a prefix /ɛᴴ-/ whose etymology is unclear. 

Table 36: Irregular reflexes of |-n| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-an| /-ɛ/ |ʔa.ŋan| /ɛᴴŋɛ/ little finger 

|-in| /-ɛ/ |srin|
15

 /ɛᴴsɛ/ cotton 

|-on| /-uː/ |dgon.ma| /guːᴸmæ/ mare 

The correspondences for rhymes in |-m| are straightforward: 

Table 37: Cone reflexes of |-m| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-am(s)| /-ãː/ |bsams| /sãːᴴ/ to think 

 /-æN-/ |bsams.gi| /sæNᴴ-Gə/ [sæᴴŋgəᴴ] to think (conjunct) 

|-em(s)| /-ẽː/ |ⁿtsʰem| /tsʰẽːᴸ/ to sew 

 /-ɛN-/ |ⁿtsʰem.gi| /tsʰɛNᴸ-Gə/ [tsʰɛᴸŋgəᴴ] to sew (conjunct) 

|-im(s)| /-ĩː/ | im| /xĩːᴸ/ delicious 

 /-əN-/ | im.gi| /xəNᴸ-Gə/ [xəᴸŋgəᴴ] delicious (conjunct) 

|-om(s)| /-õː/ |skom| /kõːᴴ/ to be thirsty 

 /- N-/ |skom.gi| /k Nᴴ-Gə/ [k ᴴŋgəᴴ] to be thirsty (conjunct) 

|-um(s)| /-õː/ |btsum(s)| /tsõːᴴ/ to wink 

 /- N-/ |btsum(s).gi| /ts Nᴴ-Gə/ [ts ᴴŋgəᴴ] to wink (conjunct) 

We only find three exceptions to these correspondences: 

Table 38: Irregular reflexes of |-m| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-am(s)| /-ĩː/, /-əN-/ |bsnams| /nĩːᴴ/, /nəNᴴ-Gə/ [nəᴴŋgəᴴ] to smell 

|-om| /-oː/ |zom| /soːᴸ/ bucket 

|-em| /-ɛ/, /-ɛC-/ |gjem| 

(*|gjem.res|)
16

 

/jɛᴴriː/, /jɛCᴴ-Gə/ [jɛkᴴkəᴴ] to have sex 

The vowel /-oː/ in ‘bucket’ resembles the case of contracted syllables such as /tʰoːᴸ/ ‘hammer’ 

                                                 
15 From |srin.bal| ‘demon wool’ = ‘cotton’ or ‘silk’, Japhug Rgyalrong srɯn ‘cotton’. 
16 /-riː/ is a reciprocal suffix in Cone, which perhaps comes from CoT |res| ‘in turn’, though the vowel 

correspondence is irregular (one would expect */rɪː/). 
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|tʰo.ba| (see §3.2.5). The Cone form perhaps goes back to a Common Tibetan etymon *|zom.ba| 

with subsequent fusion of the two syllables. 

In verbal and nominal morphology, we observe systematic alternations between base and 

conjunct forms (see §5), but these alternations are morphological rather than phonological: they 

do have exceptions, such as |groŋ.kʰʲer| ‘city’ which yields /t õːᴸt ʰer/ and not */t Nᴸt ʰer/ 

[t ᴸnt ʰer] as would be expected if the rule was purely phonological. 

4.2.4 Other closed syllables 

Apart from final stops and nasals, there were three final consonants in Common Tibetan: 

|-r|, |-l| and |-s|. The first two could co-occur with the <da-drag> in the complex codas |-rd| and 

|-ld| which however merged with their simple counterparts in Cone. 

Final |-r| is the only coda to have been preserved in Cone word-finally. The 

correspondences are quite simple: 

Table 39: Cone reflexes of |-r| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ar(d)| /-ær/ |dar| /tærᴸ/ ice 

|-er(d)| /-er/ |gser| /serᴴ/ gold 

|-ir(d)| /-ər/ |btsir(d)| /tsərᴴ/ to pinch 

|-or(d)| /-or/ |gtor(d)| /torᴴ/ to scatter 

|-ur(d)| /-ər/ |rmur| /mərᴴ/ to gnaw 

The final |-r| is sometimes resyllabified as the initial consonant of the next syllable in some 

compounds, with loss of the initial labial onset in the following syllable: 

Table 40: Resyllabification of final |-r| as the onset of the following syllable 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-ar| /-æ.rV/ |dmar.po| /mæᴴruː/ red 

  |dkar.po| /kæᴸruː/ white 

  |gsar.bu| /sæᴴrə/ young (person) 

  |mgar.ba| /ŋgæᴸræ/ blacksmith 

  |dkar.ba| /kæᴸræ/ lime 

|-er| /-eː.rV/ |ser.po| /sʰeːᴸruː/ yellow 

|-or| /- .rV/ |zor.ba| /s ᴸræ/ sickel 

The loss of the labial is quite common in Tibetan languages. For instance, in Amdo we also 

find |zor.ba| as sora and |mgar.ba| as ŋgara (Huá & Lóngbóji  1993). 

We also find a few isolated cases of irregular correspondences, with irregular vowel 

correspondences and/or loss of final |-r|. 
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Table 41: Irregular reflexes of |-r| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-er| /-ær/ |gjer.ma| /jærᴴmæ/ Xanthoxylum 
 /-ɛ/ |ser.drag| /sʰɛᴸt /, / ʰɛᴸt / hail 

 /-i/ |zer| /siᴸ/, /səCᴸ-Gə/ [səkᴸkəᴴ] speak, talk 

 /-e/ |pʰal.t ʰer| /hærᴸt e/ about 

|-ar| /-eː/ |star.ka| /teːᴴkæ/ walnut tree 

|-ur| /-i/ |ⁿbur.len| /piᴸlẽː/ plane 

 

Note that the final |-r| of Common Tibetan coming from the dative suffix (la.don) have entirely 

distinct correspondences that will be described in detail in §3. 

For final |-l|, the most common correspondences are the following: 

 

Table 42: Cone reflexes of |-l| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-al(d)| /-eː/ |bal| /peːᴸ/ wool 

 /- ː/ |brgal| /g ːᴸ/ to stride 

|-el(d)| /-iː/ |brel laŋ| /t iːᴸl ːᴸ/ anxious 

|-il(d)| /-iː/ |bsil| /siːᴴ/ cold 

|-ol(d)| /-uː/ |gjol| /juːᴴ/ cover 

|-ul(d)| /- ː/ |sbrul| / ːᴴ/ snake 

 

These correspondences resembles those of rhymes in final |-ŋ|, except for |-el|. For the rhyme 

|-al|, the reflex /-eː/ is more common but /- ː/ is generally found with verbs. This double 

correspondence will be discussed in more detail in §2.4. The rhyme |-el| is attested by only 

seven items, and presents three other correspondences, including one where CoT final |-l| 

corresponds to /-r/ in Cone: 

 

Table 43: Reflexes of |-el| in Cone 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-el| /-i/ |tʰel| /tʰiᴴ/ seal 

  |ⁿbrel| /nd iᴸ/ board game 

 /-e/, 

/-ɛC-/ 

|ⁿgʲel| /nd eᴸ/, 
/nd ɛCᴸ-Gəᴴ/ [nd ɛkᴸkəᴴ] 

to slip 

 /-er/ |dmʲig. el| /ɲiːᴴxʰer/ glasses 

 

The correspondence of |-l| to |-r| is found in some examples of the rhyme |-al|: 
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Table 44: Correspondence of |-al| to /ær/, /æ.r/ 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-al| /-ær/ |rus.sbal| /riːᴸpær/ turtle 

  |ŋa.rgʲal| /ŋæᴸd ær/ arrogant 

  |pʰal.t ʰer| /hærᴸt e/ about 

|-al| /-æ.rV/ |rgʲal.po| /d æᴸruː/ king 

We find two cases where final |-l| is resyllabified following the addition of a (probably 

diminutive) suffix (originating from |bu| ‘son’), with assimilation of to the preceding coda: 

Table 45: Resyllabification of |-l| 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-el| /-iː.lV/ |drel| /t iːᴸlə/ mule 

|-il| /-ə.lV/ *|gril| /t əᴸlə/ round 

Finally, the following marginal correspondences are also attested: 

Table 46: Marginal Cone reflexes of final |-l| rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-al| /-ãː/ |ɲal| /ɲãːᴸ/, /ɲãːᴸ-Gə/ to sleep 

|-ol| /u-̃ː/ |ɲol| /ɲũːᴸ/ to sleep (imperative) 

|-ol| /-oː/ |sgo.jol| /g ᴸjoː/ tent fly 

  |rdo.sol| /d ᴸsʰoː/ coal 

|-il| /-ɪː/ |so.rɲil| /sʰ ᴸɲɪ:/ gum 

|-al| /-ɛC/ |mkʰal.ma| /kʰɛCᴸmæ/ [kʰɛmᴸmæᴴ] kidney 

The verb /ɲãːᴸ/ ‘to sleep’ is the only one in /-ãː/ whose conjunct form is not /-æN-/, and its 

imperative form is one of the rare words with the vowel /-ũː/. The expected reflexes of |ɲal| 

and |ɲol| would be */ɲ ːᴸ/ and */ɲuːᴸ/, that is, the exact equivalents of /ɲãːᴸ/ and /ɲũːᴸ/ without 

nasality. All these facts suggest that nasality is secondary in this verb. This question will be 

explored in §4.4.1. 

The rhymes in final |-s| have the following correspondences: 

Table 47: Cone reflexes of |-s| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-as| /-eː/ |bzlas| /dzeːᴸ/ to speak (past) 

|-es| /-ɪː/ | es| /xʰɪːᴸ/ to know 

|-is| /-iː/ |dkris| / iːᴴ/ to attach 

|-os| /-ɪː/ |ltos| /tɪːᴴ/ to see (imperative) 

|-us| /-iː/ |bkrus| /t iːᴴ/ to wash (past) 
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Since Common Tibetan has a past tense |-s| suffix, these rhymes commonly occur in the past 

tense forms of verbs with open syllable stems. The resulting alternations will be studied in §5. 

We observe various cases of irregular correspondences for these rhymes. 

First, unexpected nasalization occurs in several nouns: 

 

Table 48: Irregular nasalization in |-s| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-es| /-ĩː/ |rnam. es| /nãːᴸxʰĩː/ soul 

|-os| /-ĩː/ |ɲal.gos| /ɲãːᴸ ĩː/ quilt 

  |spos| /pĩːᴴ/ incense 

  |tsʰos| /tsʰĩːᴸ/ pigment 

 

Second, various irregularities in vowel correspondences: 

 

Table 49: Irregular reflexes of |-s| final rhymes 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-es| /-ə/ |g es.niŋ.lo| / əᴸniː l ᴸ/ the previous year 

 /-iː/ |g es.naŋs| / iːᴸnãː/ in one year 

  |g es| / iːᴸ/ to eat, honorific 

  |res| /-riː/ reciprocal suffix 

|-os| /- / |dgos| (*|dgo|) /g ᴸ/ need 

 /-iː/ |bʲos| / iːᴸ/ to do (imperative) 

|-is| /-ə/ |kʰa.spris| (*|kʰa.spri|) /kʰeːᴸrə/ milk skin 

 

The case of the verb ‘to do’ is particularly puzzling. Its complete paradigm is present / iᴸ/, 
/ əCᴸ- ə/ [ əkᴸkəᴴ], past / eːᴸ/ and imperative / iːᴸ/. From the Common Tibetan paradigm 

|bʲed|, |bʲas|, |bʲos| we would expect */ ɪᴸ/, */ ɛkᴸkəᴴ/, / eːᴸ/ and */ ɪːᴸ/. See §5.2 for an 

explanation (only the past form regularly derives from the inherited paradigm). 

The form /g ᴸ/ for ‘need’ reflects a CoT *|dgo| without final |-s|. Cone is not isolated in 

reflecting this non-standard etymon; for instance, Labrang Amdo hgo instead of expected 

*hge (Huá & Lóngbóji  1993). 

The noun /kʰeːᴸrə/ ‘milk skin’ is particularly interesting, as it attests to resyllabification 

of the |s-| of the second syllable. It is a compound of |kʰa| ‘mouth’ and |spri| ‘beastings, milk 

skin’, in Common Tibetan *|kʰa.spri| without final |-s|. This form underwent the change |spr-| 

> *sr- (see §3.3.3), then *s- was reinterpreted as the coda of the first syllable *|kʰa.spri| > 

*kʰa.sri > *kʰas.ri, a proto-form which regularly yields |kʰeːᴸrə|. Had resyllabification not 

taken place, a form like */kʰæᴸ ə/ would be expected. 
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4.2.5 Contracted vowels 

 

Contracted vowels result from the fusion of an open syllable vowel with the suffixes |-ba|, 

|-bo|, |-mo| or |-wu| (spelled <-ɦu>). Note that in Common Tibetan, intervocalic |b| was probably 

already spirantized to *[w]. Only nouns present contracted vowels, as the verbal suffixes never 

merge with the stem vowels. All contracted vowels result in long vowels. Contraction of the 

|-mo| suffix results in a nasal vowel. These rhymes do not have a distinct conjunct form.
17

 

 

Table 50: Reflexes of contracted vowels in Cone 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-a.ba| /- ː/ |zla.ba| /dz ː/ moon 

|-e.ba| /-eː/ |lte.ba| /teːᴴ/ navel 

|-i.ba| /-eː/ |ld i.ba| /d eːᴸ/ flea 

|-o.ba| /-oː/ |glo.ba| /loːᴴ/ lung 

|-o.ba| /-uː/ |bzo.ba| /zuːᴸ/ carpenter 

|-u.ba| /-oː/ |ju.ba| /joːᴸ/ handle 

|-e.bo| /-uː/ |sle.bo| /sʰuːᴸ/ large basket 

|-i.mo| /-õː/ |ri.mo| /rõːᴸ/ mark 

|-o.mo| /-õː/ |mdzo.mo| /ndzõːᴸ/ hybrid yak cow 

|-ewu| /-iː/ |sprewu| / iːᴴ/ monkey 

|-iwu| /-eː/ |bʲiwu| / eːᴸ/ mouse 

 

Note that Common Tibetan |-o.ba| can become either /-oː/ or /-uː/ in Cone, the latter 

correspondence only attested in one example. 

The contracted forms of |-o.ba| and |-u.ba| are the only origins of the long vowel /-oː/, 
which is quite rare in the Cone lexicon. 

 

4.3 Onsets 

 

Common Tibetan had a complex consonantal system with at least 210 distinct possible 

onsets. The complex clusters of Common Tibetan, presenting in some cases as many as four 

initial consonants, have been reduced in all Tibetan languages, and are only partially preserved 

in Western Tibetan and Old Tibetan loanwords in Rgyalrong languages. All initial consonant 

clusters have disappeared in Cone. 

Another major difference between Common Tibetan and all attested Tibetan languages is 

the status of aspirated obstruents. In Common Tibetan, aspirated and non-aspirated voiceless 

                                                 
17

 In the case of |-wu| it is unclear whether this element was a distinct syllable or maybe a final |-w|. In 

the spelling system it is written as <-ɦu> without syllable separator (<tsʰeg>). For this reason we do 

not indicate a dot to separate syllables in CoT, but this issue needs more research. 
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stops were in quasi-complementary distribution (see Li 1933). Hill (2007) shows that in Old 

Tibetan orthography, aspiration was not written consistently, and was still a subphonemic 

feature, though the basic tendency was that aspirated stops occurred word-initially and after 

nasal preinitials, while non-aspirated stops occurred after any non-nasal preinitial. Later, non-

aspirated voiceless stops were introduced in the systems by loanwords from Chinese or Indic, 

enclitics, onomatopoeia or dialectal words. 

The structure of the syllable in Common Tibetan was the following: 

 

(CᴴCᴸ)C3
(C

4
)V(Cfᴴ)(Cfᴸ) 

 

Only C
3
 and V were obligatory. We call C

3
 the true initial (in Tibetan <miŋ.g i>). C

4
 (the 

medial consonant or <ⁿdogs.t an>) could be any of {|r||l||ʷ||ʲ|}. Cᴴ (the <sŋon-ⁿd ug> preinitial) 

could be any of {|b||d||g||m||ⁿ|}, while Cᴸ (the <mgo.t an> preinitial) could be any of {|r||l||s|}. 

 

4.3.1 Onsets without medials: stops 

 

The basic correspondences of onsets without medials in monosyllables are relatively 

regular. We will discuss stops, fricatives, nasal and non-nasal sonorants respectively. In the 

following discussion, the symbol C represents any of {|b||d||g||r||l||s|}, and N any of {|ⁿ|,|m|} in 

Common Tibetan. The correspondences set out in this section are not valid for suffixes, which 

will be studied in a separate section. 

For stops, the correspondences are the following: 

 

Table 51: Cone reflexes of initial stops and affricates 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|(C)Ck-| /k-ᴴ/ |skor| /korᴴ/ to turn (tr.) 

|kʰ-| /kʰ-/ |kʰu| /kʰəᴴ/ soup 

|Nkʰ-| /kʰ-/ |mkʰar| /kʰærᴴ/ wall 

|g-| /k-ᴸ/ |gon| /kẽːᴸ/ to wear 

|(C)Cg-| /g-ᴸ/ |dga| /gæᴸ/ to like 

|Ng-| /ŋg-ᴸ/ |mgo| /ŋg ᴸ/ head 

|(C)Ct -| /t -ᴴ/ |gt ig| /t iᴴ/ one 

|t ʰ-| /t ʰ-/ |t ʰu| /t ʰəᴴ/ water 

|Nt ʰ-| /t ʰ-/ |mt ʰe.ba| /t ʰeːᴸ/ fang 

|d -| /t -ᴸ/ |d a| /t æᴸ/ tea 

|(C)Cd -| /d -ᴸ/ |rd e| /d ɛᴸ/ to exchange 

|Nd -| /nd -ᴸ/ |md e| /nd ɛᴸ/ penis 

|(C)Ct-| /t-ᴴ/ |gtam| /tãːᴴ/ to talk 

|tʰ-| /tʰ-/ |tʰuŋ| /tʰ ːᴸ/ short 
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|Ntʰ-| /tʰ-/ |ⁿtʰuŋ| /tʰ ːᴸ/ to drink 

|d-| /t-ᴸ/ |dar| /tærᴸ/ ice 

|(C)Cd-| /d-ᴸ/ |rduŋ| /d ːᴸ/ to hit 

|Nd-| /nd-ᴸ/ |mduŋ| /nd ːᴸ/ spear 

|(C)Cts-| /ts-ᴴ/ |rtsi| /tsəᴴ/ to count 

|tsʰ-| /tsʰ-/ |tsʰe| /tsʰɛᴴ/ life 

|Ntsʰ-| /tsʰ-/ |mtsʰo| /tsʰ ᴴ/ lake 

|(C)Cdz-| /dz-ᴸ/ |rdzi| /dzəᴸ/ to knead 

|Ndz-| /ndz-ᴸ/ |mdzo| /ndz ᴸ/ hybrid yak 

|(C)Cp-| /p-ᴴ/ |dpuŋ| /p ːᴴ/ to stack 

|pʰ-| /pʰ-/ |pʰebs| /pʰeᴴ/ to walk 

|Npʰ-| /pʰ-/ |ⁿpʰur| /pʰərᴴ/ to fly 

|b-| /p-ᴸ/ |bal| /peːᴸ/ wool 

|(C)Cb-| /b-ᴸ/ |sbas| /beːᴸ/ to bury 

|Nb-| /mb-ᴸ/ |ⁿbu| /mbəᴸ/ worm 

 

These correspondences explain why voiced stops only occur with the low tone: there is no 

historical origin for a high tone voiced stop; the tonal contrast is only attested for voiceless 

non-aspirated stops, where high tone reflects an original voiceless stop, and low tone an original 

voiced stop without preinitial. For aspirated consonants, we have seen in §3.4 that tone is not 

contrastive. 

In a few examples, preinitial |d-| and |r-| from the second syllable are resyllabified as the 

coda of the first syllable and preserved: 

 

Table 52: Final /-r/ originating from the preinitial of the second syllable 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|rts-| /Vr.ts-/ |sna.rtse| /nærᴴtsɛ/ tip of the nose 

  |kʰa.rtsaŋ| /kʰærᴸts ː/ yesterday 

  |ma.rtsa| /mærᴸtsæ/ capital (money) 

|dg-| /Vr.g-/ |bt u.dgu| /t ərᴸgə/ nineteen 

 

Another recurrent correspondence is Cone /h-/ for Common Tibetan |pʰ-|. We will see in §4.4 

that this is a characteristic of Amdo Tibetan borrowings: 

 

Table 53: Correspondence of |pʰ-| to /h-/ 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|pʰ-| /h-/ |pʰog| /huᴴ/, /h kᴸ-Gə/ [h qᴸqəᴴ] to hit (the target) 

  |pʰud| /hiᴴ/ to take off (clothes) 

  |pʰal.t ʰer| /hærᴸt e/ about 
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However, the above correspondences are not exceptionless. Cone differs from standard CoT 

(as evidenced in Classical Tibetan and most dialects) in aspiration in intervocalic position in 

some (rare) cases: 

 

Table 54: Irregular correspondences of aspiration in the second syllable of disyllabic words 

CoT Cone Standard CoT Etymology Example Meaning 

|t -| /t ʰ-/ |rʷa.t o| *|rwa.t ʰo| /ræᴸt ʰ / horn 

  |sems.t an| *|sems.t ʰan| /sʰẽːᴸt ʰẽː/ wild beast 

  |nag.t ʰags| *|nag.t ags| /nækᴸt / [næχᴸt ᴴ] wife 

|kʰ-| / -/ |sna.kʰuŋ| *|sna.wuŋ| /næᴴ ː/ nostril 

|t ʰ-| /t -/ |dmʲig.t ʰu| *|dmʲig.t u| /ɲiːᴴt ə/ tear 

  |mtʰe.t ʰen| *|mtʰe.t en| /tʰɛᴸt ẽː/ thumb 

|k-| /kʰ-/ |spʲaŋ.ki| *|spʲaŋ.kʰi| / æNᴸkʰə/ [ æŋᴸkʰəᴴ] wolf 

 

These examples are not exceptions stricto sensu, they rather reflect the fact that Cone originates 

from a variety of Common Tibetan slightly different in this respect from the one represented 

in the classical orthography. 

Finally, we find the following isolated exceptions: 

 

Table 55: Irregular reflexes of stop and affricate onsets 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|dp-| /x-/ |me.dpuŋ| /ɲɛᴴxõːᴴ/ torch 

|sb-| / -ᴴ/ |sbom| (*|sbrom|) / õːᴴ/, / Nᴴ-Gə/ [ ᴴŋgəᴴ] thick 

|b-| /mb-/ |buŋ.ba| (*|ⁿbuŋ.ma|) /mb ːᴸwãː/ bee 

|ⁿb-| /p-/ |ⁿbur.len| /piᴸlẽː/ plane 

|gt -| /ts-/ |bt u.gt ig| /t əᴸtsi/ eleven 

|bts-| /dz-/ |btsa| /dzæᴸ/ rust 

|tsʰ-| /sʰ-/ |kʰu.tsʰur| /kʰəᴸsʰər/ fist 

|rg-| /ŋg-/ |rgaŋ| /ŋgãːᴸ/ porcupine 

 

Some of the examples above reflect borrowings from other dialects (such as ‘torch’) and will 

be studied in §4.4. The case of / õːᴴ/, / Nᴴ- ə/ ‘thick’ however, is different. The Cone initial 

/ -/ with a high tone only has two origins: |sbr-| and |sgr-| in CoT. This shows that the Cone 

word originates from a Common Tibetanform *|sbrom| instead of the standard form |sbom| 

attested in other Tibetan languages, with a *|-r-| infix of unknown function. A similar situation 

is observed for the noun ‘bee’, which must be reconstructed *|ⁿbuŋ.ma| in the dialect of CoT 

ancestral to Cone. Other dialects have a prenasalized in this word such as Shuiluo Kami 

Tibetan /mbõᴸ/, a form whose CoT etymon is *|ⁿbuŋ.mo| (personal fieldwork). 
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4.3.2 Onsets without medials: fricatives and sonorants 

 

Common Tibetan had only six fricatives, the alveolo-palatals / / and / /, the dentals /s/ 

and /z/ and the laryngeals /h/ and /ɦ/. Cone, as we have seen, has developed a much more 

complex system of 13 fricative phonemes. 

Common Tibetan fricatives remain fricatives in Cone, but alveolo-palatals change to 

velars: 

 

Table 56: Cone reflexes of fricatives 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

| -| /xʰ-/ | a.ba| /xʰ ːᴸ/ deer 

|C -| /x-ᴴ/ |b ags| /x ᴴ/ to tear 

| -| /x-ᴸ/ | o| /x ᴸ/ curd 

|C -| / -ᴸ/ |g ar| / ærᴸ/ to shave 

|s-| /sʰ-/ |so| /sʰ ᴴ/ tooth 

|Cs-| /s-ᴴ/ |gso| /s ᴴ/ to raise 

|z-| /s-ᴸ/ |zo| /s ᴸ/ to eat (imperative) 

|Cz-| /z-ᴸ/ |bzaŋ| /z ːᴸ/ good 

|h-| /h-/ |ha.go| /hæᴸ k ᴸ/ to understand 

|ɦ-| /j-/, /w-/    

 

Note that there is no origin in Common Tibetan for / / and /z/ with a high tone, a fact which 

explains why these fricatives always occur with a low tone. The other voiced fricatives / / and 

/ / have other origins. 

For Common Tibetan |ɦ|, there is no straightforward correspondence. Here are all the 

examples in our Cone corpus: 

 

Table 57: Cone reflexes of |ɦ-| 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|ɦ-| /w-/ |ɦon.pa| /wõːᴸmbæ/ deaf 

|ɦ-| /j-/ |ɦog| /j ᴸ æ/ below 

|ɦ-| /-/ |ɦug.pa| /ɛCᴸkæ/ [ɛkᴸkæᴴ] owl 

  |ɦo.ma| /õːᴴwãː/ milk 

 

Note that the correspondance of |ɦ-| in Common Tibetan to Cone /j-/ suggests an alternative 

Common Tibetan form |jog-| (with a suffix |-ba|), with a |ɦ-| ~ |j-| alternation as in the verb ‘to 

come’ which has two forms depending on the dialect |ɦoŋ| or |joŋ|. 
We find a handful of examples where Common Tibetan alveolo-palatals correspond to 

Cone alveolo-palatal, retroflex, or dental fricatives, rather than to the expected velar fricatives. 
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Table 58: Irregular reflexes of fricative onsets 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|b -| / -ᴴ/ |b os| / ɪːᴴ/ to give birth to 

|b -| / -ᴸ/ |b on| / õːᴸ/ to ride 

| -| /xʰ-/ *|rlung. ar| /l ːᴴ ʰær/ to winnow 

|g -| / -ᴴ/ |g og.pa| / kᴴkæ/ [ qᴸqæᴴ] wing 

| -| / -ᴸ/ | ags.pa| / kᴸkæ/ [ qᴸqæᴴ] lasso, noose 

 

We will see in §4.4 that these are borrowings from other Tibetan dialects. The case of /sʰiːᴸtʰu/ 

‘fruit’ is complicated: it could well be a case where palatalization of *s before front vowel failed 

to apply: pre-Tibetan *siC regularly become Common Tibetan | iC| (for apparent exceptions 

see Hill to appear); the root ‘wood’ *siŋ yields | iŋ| (Cone /xʰĩːᴸ/, either a borrowing or an 

inherited word with irregular nasalization). The first syllable/sʰiːᴸ-/ could originate from a 

CoT form *|siŋ| with irregular absence of palatalization. 

The noun /xʰæᴸmbæ/ ‘butcher’ |g an.pa| is the only case of an aspirated fricative in Cone 

corresponding to an initial cluster /stop+fricative/ in Common Tibetan. 

For nasals, the segmental and tonal correspondences with CoT are extremely straight-

forward (C indicates here any consonant, even a nasal): 

 

Table 59: Cone reflexes of initial nasals. 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|m-| /m-ᴸ/ |mo| /m ᴸ/ divination 

|Cm-| /m-ᴴ/ |dma| /mæᴴ/ low 

|n-| /n-ᴸ/ |nub| /n ᴸ/ west 

|Cn-| /Cn-/ |rno| /n ᴴ/ sharp 

|ɲ-| /ɲ-ᴸ/ |ɲa| /ɲæᴸ/ fish 

|Cɲ-| /ɲ-ᴴ/ |rɲiŋ.ba| /ɲiːᴴwæ/ old 

|ŋ-| /ŋ-ᴸ/ |ŋo| /ŋ ᴸ/ face 

|Cŋ-| /ŋ-ᴴ/ |dŋul| /ŋ ːᴴ/ silver 

 

The only major exceptions to the correspondences in the above table involve the tonal 

irregularities discussed in §4.1. Note that CoT |m| corresponds to /ɲ/ before front vowels, a 

fact which reflects the general palatalization of labials and velars before front vowel in the 

variety ancestral to Cone. 

Note the exceptional form /ɲeːᴸ/ ‘barley’ |nas| and /ɲeːᴸŋg / ‘pillow’ |sŋas.mgo| with a 

palatalized initial. Common Tibetan |n-| and |ɲ-| do not normally palatalize before Cone /-e/ 

from |-as| (for instance /neːᴴ/ ‘element of the loom’ |snas| still has a dental). We find a similar 

irregularity in Shuiluo Kamiwhere the reflex of |nas| is /ɲɛᴸ/. It is unclear whether we have to 

postulate a non-standard etymon *|ɲas| ‘barley’ in Common Tibetan, or alternatively suppose 
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that this palatalization is a characteristic of the inherited layer, a hypothesis which would 

imply that that all cases of non-palatalized nasals before /-eː/ in Cone were borrowed from 

another Tibetan language. 

For non-nasal sonorants, we find the following correspondences: 

 

Table 60: Cone reflexes of non-nasal sonorants 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|r-| /r-ᴸ/ |ri| /rəᴸ/ mountain 

|sr-| / -ᴴ/ |srab| / eᴴ/ bridle 

|hr-| / ʰ-/ |hral| / ʰeːᴸ/ coarse 

|l-| /l-ᴸ/ |las| /leːᴸ/ fate 

|Cl-| /l-ᴴ/ |rluŋ| /l ːᴴ/ wind 

|sl-| /ts-ᴴ/ |bslaŋ| /ts ːᴴ/ to beg for money 

|zl-| /dz-ᴸ/ |zla.ba| /dz ːᴸ/ moon 

|rl-| /ɬ-/ |rlig.pa| /ɬəCᴸkæ/ testicles 

|lʰ-| /ɬ-/ |lʰa| /ɬæᴴ/ god 

|j-| /j-ᴸ/ |jaŋ| /j ːᴸ/ light (adj) 

|gj-| /j-ᴴ/ |gjag| /j ᴴ/ yak 

|ɦw-| /w-/ |ɦwa| /wæᴸ/ fox 

 

We find the following irregular words (see §4.4 for discussion): 

 

Table 61: Irregular reflexes of non-nasal sonorants 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|lʰ-| /h-/ |lʰam.ⁿgrog| /hæᴸnd u/ bootlace, shoelaces 

  |lʰam.ŋo| /hæNᴸŋ / sole of boots 

|sl-| /s-/ |sla.ŋa| /sæᴴŋæ/ pan 

|s-| /sʰ-/ |sle.bo| /sʰuːᴸ/ large basket 

|sl-| /l-ᴴ/ |sla|, |bslas| /læᴴ/, /leːᴸ/ to plait 

|zl-| /d-/ |zla.ⁿdzin| /dæᴸ ndzĩːᴸ/ lunar eclipse 

|sr-| /s-/ |sre.moŋ| /sɛᴴwõː/ weasel 

  |srin| /ɛᴴsɛ/ cotton 

 

4.3.3 Onsets with |-r-| medial 

 

The consonant clusters with a medial |-r-| in Common Tibetan included velar, dental and 

labial stops + |r|; the cluster |sr-| was treated in §4.3.2. 

Velar stops have two sets of correspondences. In the first one, |velar+r| clusters correspond 

to alveolo-palatals, except for |sgr-|: 
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Table 62: Cone reflexes of |velar+r| clusters, first set 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|(C)Ckr-| / -ᴴ/ |skra| / æᴴ/ hair 

|kʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |kʰrag| /t ʰ ᴴ/ blood 

|Nkʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |ⁿkʰrud| /t ʰiᴴ/ to wash 

|gr-| /t -ᴸ/ |gro| /t ᴸ/ wheat 

|(C)sgr-| / -ᴴ/ |sgril| / iːᴴ/ to cause to roll 

|Ngr-| /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿgram| /nd ãːᴸ/ shore, bank 

In the second one, |velar+r| correspond to retroflex affricates instead; note that we have no 

examples of |(C)kr-| onsets in this set: 

Table 63: Cone reflexes of |velar+r| clusters, second set 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|kʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |kʰruŋ.kʰruŋ| /t ʰõːᴸt ʰõː/ white goose 

|Nʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |mkʰris.ba| /t ʰiːᴸwæ/ gallbladder 

|gr-| /t -ᴸ/ |groŋ.kʰʲer| /t õːᴸt ʰer/ city 

|dgr-| /d -ᴸ/ |dgra.bo| /d æᴸwuː/ enemy 

|(C)sgr-| /d -ᴸ/ |sgra| /d æᴸ/ sound 

|Ngr-| /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿgrul.pa| /nd ːᴸwæ/ guest 

The origin of these two sets of correspondence will be studied in §4.4. We also have one example 

of |bkr-| corresponding to /t -/ instead of expected / -/ (/t iːᴴ/ ‘to wash (past)’ |bkrus|). We will 

see in §5 that this form underwent analogical leveling with the regular present /t ʰiᴴ/ |ⁿkʰrud|. 

For dental and labial stop clusters, the correspondences are the following: 

Table 64: Cone reflexes of |labial+r| clusters 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|dr-| /t -ᴸ/ |dran| /t ẽːᴸ/ to miss, to think of 

|Ndr-| /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿdre| /nd ɛᴸ/ ghost 

|spr-| / -ᴴ/ |sprin| / ĩːᴴ/ cloud 

|pʰr-| /t ʰ-/ *|pʰrag.mgo| /t ʰ ᴸŋg / shoulder 

|Npʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |ⁿpʰrog| /t ʰuᴴ/ to rob 

|br-| /t -ᴸ/ |brag| /t ᴸ/ cliff 

|sbr-| / -ᴴ/ |sbrul| / ːᴴ/ snake 

|Nbr-| /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿbras| /nd eːᴸ/ rice 

Note that |sbr-| and |sgr-| both develop into the voiced fricative [ -ᴴ] with a high tone (it can 

be considered synchronically as an allophone of /r/, as [r] only appears in low tone, but we 

keep the distinction between the two in the transcription). The word / õːᴴ/ ‘thick’ also belongs 
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to this set (as we reconstruct Common Tibetan *|sbrom| instead of the more common form 

|sbom| to account for this word). to account for it. For |spr-| and |sbr-|, we have to suppose 

intermediate changes: 

|spr-| > *sr- > | -ᴴ| 
|sbr-| > *zbr > *zr > / -ᴴ/ 

We find the following irregularities with |labial+r| and |dental+r| clusters: 

Table 65: Irregular reflexes of |labial+r| clusters 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|sbr-| /d -/ |sbraŋ.rtsi| /d ãːᴸtsə/ honey 

|sbr-| /w-/ |sbra| /wæᴸ/ tent 

|spr-| /t -/ |spri| /t əᴸ/ beastings 

|spr-| /p-/ |spraŋ.po| /p ːᴴwuː/ beggar 

|ⁿbr-| /nd -/ |ⁿbrel| /nd iᴸ/ board game 

|dr-| /r-/ |sŋa.dro| /ŋæᴸr / morning 

In the first three examples, the clusters |spr-| and |sbr-| change into affricates or stops, not into 

fricatives. 

4.3.4 Onsets with |-ʲ-| medial 

Common Tibetan clusters with medial |-ʲ-| only included |velar+ʲ| and |labial+ʲ|. The 

correspondences between Common Tibetan and Cone are the following: 

Table 66: Cone reflexes of |stop+ʲ| clusters 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|(C)Ckʲ-| / -ᴴ/ |bskʲal| / ːᴴ/ to send 

|kʰʲ-| /t ʰ-/ |kʰʲi| /t ʰəᴸ əᴴ/ dog 

|Nkʰʲ-| /t ʰ-/ |ⁿkʰʲags.pa| /t ʰækᴸkæ/ [t ʰæqᴸqæᴴ] ice 

|(C)Cgʲ-| /d -ᴸ/ |rgʲab| /d eᴸ/ back 

|Ngʲ-| /nd -ᴸ/ |mgʲogs.po| /nd kᴸk / [nd qᴸq ᴴ] quick 

|spʲ-| / -/ ? |spʲang.ki| / æNᴸkʰə/ [ æŋᴸkʰəᴴ] wolf 

|pʰʲ-| / ʰ-/ |pʰʲis| / ʰiːᴸ/ to wipe (past) 

|Npʰʲ-| / ʰ-/ |ⁿpʰʲi.ba| / ʰeːᴸ/ marmot 

|bʲ-| / -ᴸ/ |bʲa| / æᴸ/ bird 

|dbʲ-| /j-ᴴ/ |dbʲar.ka| /jærᴴkæ/ summer 

|sbʲ-| / -ᴸ/ |sbʲar| / ærᴸ/ to paste 

|Nbʲ-| /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿbʲed| /nd erᴸ/ to open (present) 
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Note that the clusters |labial+ʲ| are the only regular origins of alveolo-palatal fricatives. This 

explains the absence of / / with high tone, which would have no origin in Common Tibetan. 

We find the following isolated exceptions to the correspondences set out above: 

Table 67: Irregular reflexes of |stop+ʲ| clusters 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|skʲ-| /t -/ |skʲa.sga| /t æᴴgæ/ ginger 

  |skʲag.ka| /t ækᴴkæ/ [t æqᴴqæᴴ] excrement 

|skʲ-| /j-/ |spun.skʲa| /pĩːᴴjæ/ brother 

|rkʲ-| /t -/ |rkʲal| /t eːᴴ/ to swim 

|sbʲ-| / -/ |sbʲin| / ĩːᴸ/ to give 

|bʲ-| / -/ |bʲin.pa?| / əCᴸpæᴴ/ [ əpᴸpæᴴ] calf (of the leg) 

|spʲ-| /t -/ |pʰal.t ʰer| /hærᴸt e/ about 

|pʰʲ-| /xʰ-/ |pʰʲi?| /xʰəᴸz / outside 

|pʰʲ-| /t ʰ-/ |pʰʲu.ra| /t ʰəᴸræ/ cheese 

Of the four medials of Common Tibetan, only |-r-| and |-j-| need to be specially discussed; the 

clusters with |-l-| as a second element have been treated in §3.3.2 and the medial |-w-| (<wa-

zur>) has not left any trace in Cone (on the nature of the <wa-zur>, see Hill 2006 and Jacques 

2009a). 

4.4 The layers of vocabulary 

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 have shown that the correspondences between Common Tibetan and 

Cone present irregularities and that in some cases we even seem to have a split between two 

sets of correspondences. The most important cases are: 

Table 68: Two correspondence sets between Cone and Common Tibetan 

  Set 1 Set 2 

A |-Vŋ| long vowel 

/- ː//-eː//-iː//-uː//- ː/ 
Nasalized long vowel 

/-ãː//-ĩː//-õː/ 
B |-al| /- ː/ /-eː/ 
C |pʰ-| /pʰ-/ /h-/ 

D |lʰ-| /ɬ-/ /h-/ 

E alveolo-palatals fricatives velars alveolo-palatals 

F |velar+r| alveolo-palatal affricates 

/t -//t ʰ-//d -//nd -/ 

/nd -/ 

retroflex affricates 

/t -//t ʰ-//d -/ 

/nd -/ 

G |Ckʲ-|, |labial+ʲ| / -/, / ʰ-/ /t -/, /t ʰ-/ 
H final |-l| long vowel /r-/ 
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Although Cone comes from a dialect of Common Tibetan that had non-standard forms (cf. §7), 

we have no reason to postulate that these split correspondences originate from pre-Common 

Tibetan contrasts lost in the written corpus but preserved in Cone. Instead, One way to account 

for this is to conclude that these reflect distinct layers of vocabulary, one inherited from 

Common Tibetan, and the other ones borrowed from neighbouring Tibetan dialects. 

We cannot assume that the most common correspondence always reflect the inherited 

layer. Instead, the following criteria can be used: 

 

a) Since nouns are more easily borrowed than verbs, we should expect that only few 

verbs should appear in a borrowed layer of vocabulary. In other words, if layer A only 

contains nouns while layer B contains both nouns and verbs, everything else being 

equal, layer B is more likely to be the inherited layer and A the borrowed layer. 

b) The borrowed layers should contain more cultural, religious and honorific vocabulary, 

as opposed to basic vocabulary (body parts, basic action verbs etc). 

c) Any form that reflect an etymon different from that of the written corpus of Old and 

Classical Tibetan (such as / õːᴴ/ ‘thick’ *|sbrom| noted above) is not likely to have 

been borrowed. 

 

Besides, if we accept Sagart & Xu’s (2001) idea (concerning Chinese dialects) that the onset 

and the rhyme of any syllable must belong to the same layer of vocabulary, this implies that 

by linking the correspondences of onsets and rhymes, we can systematically analyse the 

layers of borrowing and study the ordering of the sound changes (see the last paragraph of 

§4.4.1 for a more detailed account of Sagart & Xu’s work and its application to concrete 

examples). 

We will discuss mainly sets A, B and F, for which we have an important quantity of 

examples. C, D and H will be studied in §4.4.2 alongside the B set, and E and G will be 

discussed in §4.4.4. 

 

4.4.1 Rhymes with velar nasals 

 

The rhymes with velar nasals of Old Tibetan correspond either to long vowels or nasal 

vowels. 

The long-vowel correspondence set includes too many examples to be cited here 

exhaustively. We find many verbs in this layer (nouns are also present): 
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Table 69: Examples of verbs in set 1 correspondence 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-aŋ(s)| /- ː/ |gdaŋ| /d ːᴸ/ to open (mouth) 

  |bt aŋ(s)| /t ːᴴ/ to hold tight 

|-iŋ(s)| /-iː/ |btiŋ(s)| /tiːᴴ/ to spread 

  |sriŋ| / iːᴴ/ to stretch out 

|-oŋ(s)| /-uː/ |btsoŋ(s)| /tsuːᴴ/ to sell 

  |mtʰoŋ| /tʰuːᴸ/ to see 

|-uŋ(s)| /- ː/ |ⁿtʰuŋ| /tʰ ːᴸ/ to drink 

  |rduŋ| /d ːᴸ/ to hit 

 

The rare rhyme |-eŋ(s)| is only attested in the word /tʰ ᴸreː/ ‘tomorrow’ |tʰo.reŋs| in this 

layer. 

Here is the list of all words with nasal vowels: 

 

Table 70: Correspondence of rhymes in |-ŋ| to nasal vowels in Cone 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|-aŋ(s)| /-ãː/ |ha.jaŋ| /hæᴸjãː/ aluminium 

  |bʲaŋ| / ãːᴸ/ north 

  |naŋ| /nãːᴸ/ inside 

  |mdaŋ.(nub)| /ndãːᴸ/ last night 

  |rgaŋ| /ŋgãːᴸ/ porcupine 

  |ŋaŋ.ba| /ŋãːᴸwæ/ swan, goose 

  |lt aŋ.ma| /t ãːᴴwãː/ willow 

  |mi.snaŋ| /məᴸnãː/ not to be 

  |ld aŋ.ku| /d ãːᴸkə/ yellow 

  |gjaŋ.gzar| /jãːᴴzær/ steep cliff 

  |sbraŋ.rtsi| /d ãːᴸtsə/ honey 

  *|saŋ.gnam| /sʰ ːᴸnãː/ next year 

  |maŋ| /mãːᴸ/, /m ːᴸ-Gə/ many 

  |draŋ| /t ãːᴸwõː/, /t ːᴸ-Gə/ straight 

|-eŋ(s)| /-ãː/ |gaŋs.seŋ| /kãːᴸsʰãː/ leopard 

|-iŋ(s)| /-ãː/ |ⁿdzam.gliŋ| /ndzãːᴸlãː/ world 

  |rdziŋ.bu| /dzãːᴸwə/ pool 

|-iŋ(s)| /-ĩː/ |t ʰu. iŋ| /t ʰəᴸxĩː/ field 

  | iŋ| /xʰĩːᴸ/ timber 

  |miŋ| /ɲĩːᴴ/ name 

|-oŋ(s)| /-õː/ |grog.roŋ| /t kᴸrõː/ [t ᴸrõːᴸ]  valley 

  |sa.doŋ| /sʰæᴸtõː/ cave 
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  |roŋ.ba| /rõːᴸwæ/ farmer 

  |kʰoŋ| /kʰõːᴸwæ/ pocket 

  |sre.moŋ| /sɛᴴwõː/ weasel 

|-uŋ(s)| /-õː/ |me.dpuŋ| /ɲɛᴴxõː/ torch 

  |kʰruŋ| /t ʰõːᴸt ʰõː/ wild goose 

  |gsuŋs| /sõːᴴ/ speak, talk (honorific) 

 

Only one verb is found in this list (/sõːᴴ/ |gsuŋs|) and it is an honorific form. This mere 

fact strongly suggests that the nasal vowel correspondence reflects the borrowed layer. This is 

confirmed by the presence of recent words such as ‘aluminium’,
18

 of literary words such as 

‘world’ (half-borrowed from Sanskrit Jambudvīpa-) and the important proportion of disyllables. 

We notice that the rhyme |-iŋ| corresponds either to /-ãː/ or /-ĩː/, a feature which reflects 

different layers of borrowings. The correspondence |-iŋ| to /-ãː/ must reflect recent loanwords 

from Amdo Tibetan, where Common Tibetan |-iŋ| changes to /-aŋ/ (|ⁿdzam.gliŋ| is Labrang 

ndzamhlaŋ, Huá & Lóngbóji  1993). 

The words /sɛᴴwõː/ ‘weasel’, /ɲɛᴴxõː/ ‘torch’ and /t ʰõːᴸt ʰõː/ ‘wild goose’ likewise present 

additional correspondences characteristic of loanwords: |sr-| > /s/ (instead of regular / /), |dp-| 

> /x-/ (which reflects the Amdo sound change |dp-| > |χʷ-|, the labiality being lost before a 

rounded vowel /õ/) and |kʰr-| > /t ʰ-/ (see §4.4.3). 

However, not all words with nasal vowels corresponding to velar nasal rhymes are 

borrowed. The two adjectives /mãːᴸ/ ‘much’ and /t ãːᴸwõː/ ‘straight’ have exceptional conjunct 

forms in /- ː/ (/-ãː/ normally alternates with /-æN-/), /m ːᴸ ə/ and /t ːᴸ ə/ respectively. The 

nasality here might be secondary: we have seen that many lexical items, such as /ɲãːᴸ/ ‘to 

sleep’ |ɲal|, /pĩːᴴ/ ‘incense’ |spos| have non-etymological nasality, which probably results from 

the fusion with a suffix in nasal. This is also the case for /mãːᴸ/ and /t ãːᴸwõː/: in the latter, 

nasality most probably spread from the suffix /-wõː/. 
Other monosyllabic nouns with nasal vowel may also belong to the inherited layer. First, 

/ɲĩːᴴ/ ‘name’ from a Common Tibetan form *|Cmʲiŋ| which differs from the form reflected in 

Classical and Old Tibetan <miŋ> and <mʲiŋ>: the irregular high tone would not be expected if 

it were a borrowing. Second, /ŋgãːᴸ/ ‘porcupine’, which ought to come from *|ⁿgaŋ| rather 

than attested |rgaŋ|. Third, |xʰĩːᴸ| ‘wood’ | iŋ| could also potentially belong to the inherited layer, 

though this remains uncertain. The regular reflex of *|ⁿgaŋ| and | iŋ| in the inherited layer 

would normally be */ŋg ː/ and */xʰiː/ without nasal vowel: nasality here, as in /pĩːᴴ/ |spos|, is 

secondary and could be due to fusion with a nasal suffix. 

The bisyllabic word /sʰ ːᴸnãː/ ‘next year’ goes back to an unattested compound *|saŋ.gnam| 

rather than |saŋ.gnaŋs| ‘tomorrow and after tomorrow’. According to Sagart & Xu’s (2001) 

Extended principle of coherence, both syllables of a disyllable belong to the same layer, 

unless it is not inherited and has been recreated from each syllable at a later period. Although 

                                                 
18

 A shortened compound from |ha.t aŋ jaŋ.po| ‘very light’ (Gong Xun, p.c.). 
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this principle was formulated about Chinese data, it is still generally valid when dealing with 

other Sino-Tibetan languages. Under this principle, the Common Tibetan rhyme |-aŋ| cannot 

correspond to both the inherited layer /- ː/ and the borrowed layer /-ãː/ in the same word. 

4.4.2 The rhyme |-al| 

In the case of the rhyme |-al|, it is slightly more difficult to determine which layer is 

borrowed and which is inherited. 

The correspondence |-al| to Cone /-eː/ is the most common one, and appears in the 

following examples: 

Table 71: Correspondence of Cone /-eː/ to Common Tibetan |-al| 

Etymology Example Meaning 

|bal| /peːᴸ/ wool 

|gsal| /seːᴴ/ bright 

|ⁿd al| /nd eːᴸ/ to compensate 

|hral| / ʰeːᴸ/ coarse, crude 

|ⁿtsʰol|; |btsal| /tsʰeːᴸ/, /tseːᴴ/ to search 

|md al| /nd eːᴸ/ to worship 

|ral.ba| /reːᴸwæ/ plait 

|rgʲal| /d eːᴸ/ to win 

|rkʲal| /t eːᴴ/ to swim 

|sbal.pa| /beːᴸwæ/ frog 

|sgal.rus| /geːᴸriː/ backbone 

|sos.dal| /sʰɪːᴸdeː/ slow, late 

|tʰal| /tʰeːᴸ/ ashes 

The correspondence |-al| : /- ː/, on the other hand, is only attested in a handful of examples: 

Table 72: Correspondence of Cone /- ː/ to Common Tibetan |-al| 

Etymology Example Meaning 

|bskʲal| / ːᴴ/, / uːᴴ/ to send 

|ⁿbal| /mb ːᴸ/, /p ːᴸ/, /puːᴸ/ to pluck out 

|brgal|, |brgol| /g ːᴸ/, /guːᴸ/ to stride 

We find verbs in both sets: this criterion cannot be used to determine which layer is inherited. 

We propose here that the correspondence |-al| : /- ː/ reflects the inherited layer, in spite of 

being less common than the other one. The evidence for this idea is the following. 

First, the verb /mb ːᴸ/, /p ːᴸ/, /puːᴸ/ ‘to pluck out’ |ⁿbal|, |bal|, |bol| is a denominative verb 

from |bal| ‘wool’, whose original meaning is ‘to pluck wool/feathers’. In Cone, this verb can 
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be used for anything, including plants, and its original narrow meaning was considerably 

extended. Since this verb does not exist with this meaning in Amdo Tibetan, it is unlikely that 

it is a loanword. 

Second, the verb /t eːᴴ/ ‘to swim’ |rkʲal| presents the correspondence |Ckʲ-| : /t -/, which 

we will show is a characteristic of loanwords in §4.4.4, while | ːᴴ| ‘to send’ has the inherited 

|Ckʲ-| : / -/. 

Third, some of the verbs in the first set have a semantics that is clearly non-basic: ‘to swim’ 

is not an everyday activity in Cone, and ‘to worship’ belongs to the Buddhist vocabulary. 

Finally, the Common Tibetan rhymes |-il|, |-ol| and |-ul| evolve like their counterpart in 

velar nasal to /-iː/, /-uː/ and /-oː/ respectively. An evolution |-al| > /- ː/ merging with |-aŋ| is 

therefore more likely for the inherited vocabulary than |-al| > /-eː/. This argument is weakened 

however by the fact that /-eː/ is not a reflex of Cone |-el|. 

The correspondence |-al| to /-eː/ occurs in one compound with |-aŋ| to |-al| : / ːᴴtʰeː/ 
‘maggot’ *|sbraŋ.tʰal|. In view of the extended principle of coherence (henceforth ECP, see 

§4.4.1), this form can be interpreted in three ways. First, the compound was created in proto-

Cone and inherited; this would imply that |-al| : /-eː/ instead of |-al| to /- ː/ is the inherited 

correspondence, an idea which we have already rejected. Second, this word was borrowed 

from another Tibetan dialect after the change |-al| > /- ː/ but before |-aŋ| > /- ː/. In this view, 

the loss of |-l| and |-ŋ| did not occur at the same time in proto-Cone. Third, this compound was 

created in a later stage in Cone from an inherited root and a borrowed one, and constitutes an 

exception to the EPC. This last hypothesis is the most probable; the compound *|sbraŋ.tʰal| is 

not attested in Old or Classical Tibetan and it is still analysable synchronically as ‘fly ash’, 

perhaps to be understood as ‘fly dirt’. 

We find an additional correspondence of Common Tibetan final |-l| to Cone /-r/. The 

examples are the following: 

 

Table 73: Common Tibetan |-l| to Cone /-r/ 

Etymology Example Meaning 

|dmʲig. el| /ɲiːᴴxʰer/ eyeglasses 

|rus.sbal| /riːᴸpær/ turtle 

|ŋa.rgʲal| /ŋæᴸd ær/ arrogant 

|pʰal.t ʰer| /hærᴸt e/ about 

 

This represents a second layer of borrowing more recent than |-al| to /-eː/. It includes both recent 

technical innovations (glasses) which did not exist before the 20
th

 century in Tibetan areas, 

and the word ‘about, approximately’. This word is especially interesting, as it also presents 

the correspondence |pʰ-| to /h-/, a feature of Amdo Tibetan, which confirms its status as a 

loanword. The correspondence |-er| to /-e/ was not mentioned in §4.3, but it is not exceptional: 

it is the regular form of the dative of Common Tibetan |-e| stems, and will be described in §5.1. 
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4.4.3 |stop+r| 

The clusters |velar+r| of Common Tibetan can correspond either to alveolo-palatals or 

retroflex affricates. The former is by far the most common, and we cannot provide an exhaustive 

list of all the examples. Here is a representative list with verbs: 

Table 74: Correspondence of |velar+r| clusters to alveo-palatal affricates and fricatives 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|skr-| / -ᴴ/ |skrag| / ᴴ/ to be afraid 

|ⁿkʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |ⁿkʰrid| /t ʰiᴴ/ to lead 

|gr-| /t -ᴸ/ |grags| /t ᴸ/ to growl 

|ⁿgr-| /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿgro| /nd ᴸ/ to go 

The correspondences to retroflex affricates are slightly less common. Here are all the attested 

examples: 

Table 75: Correspondence of |velar+r| clusters to retroflex affricates and fricatives 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|kʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |kʰruŋ.kʰruŋ| /t ʰõːᴸt ʰõː/ wild goose 

  |de.kʰrod| /tiːᴸt ʰ / in the future 

|ⁿkʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |ⁿkʰrid| /t ʰ ᴴ/, /t ʰəkᴸ-Gə/ 
[t ʰəkᴸkəᴴ] 

to teach 

|mkʰr-| /t ʰ-/ |mkʰris.pa| /t ʰiːᴸwæ/ gallbladder 

|gr-| /t -ᴸ/ |groŋ.kʰʲer| /t õːNᴸt ʰer/ [t õːnᴸt ʰer] town 

  |grʷa.ba| /t æᴸwæ/ monk 

|dgr-| /d -/ |dgra.bo| /d æᴸwuː/ enemy 

|sgr-| /d -/ |sgra| /d æː/ sound 

|ⁿgr-| /nd -/ |ⁿgrig| /nd əkᴸ-Gə/ [nd əkᴸkəᴴ] correct, right 

  |ⁿgril| /nd iːᴸ/ to roll 

  |ⁿgran.sdur| /nd ẽːᴸdər/ to compete 

  *|ⁿgrel.log| /nd iːᴸlu/ to roll 

|sgr-| / -ᴴ/ |sgril| / iːᴴ/ to roll (tr) 

The correspondence of clusters to retroflex affricates is obviously the one which represents 

the borrowed layer (except in the case of the group |sgr-| when it becomes / -ᴴ/). Three pieces 

of evidence support this idea. 

First, words with retroflex affricates corresponding to /velar+r/ clusters also present the 

correspondence of rhymes with final velar nasal in Common Tibetan to nasal vowel in Cone, 

which we have shown in §4.4.1 to be a characteristic of words borrowed from another Tibetan 

language. 
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Second, this layer contains cultural words such as ‘monk’ and ‘town’, which could easily 

be borrowed. 

Third, we observe exceptional vowel correspondences with the words ‘to teach’ and ‘guest’, 

not found with the rest of the vocabulary and suggestive of a special layer of borrowing. 

Two clusters with labial stops, |spr-| and |sbr-|, also present divergent correspondences: 

Table 76: Reflexes of |spr-| and |sbr-| in Cone 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|spr-| / -ᴴ/ |sprewu| / iːᴴ/ monkey 

  |sprin| / ĩːᴴ/ cloud 

  |spra.ba| / ːᴴ/ tinder 

 /p-ᴴ/ |spraŋ.po| /p ːᴴwuː/ beggar 

 /t -ᴴ/ |spri| /t əᴴ/ beastings 

|sbr-| / -ᴴ/ |sbrid.gi| / əCᴴ-Gə/ [ əkᴴkəᴴ] pungent 

  |sbrul| / ːᴴ/ snake 

  |sbraŋ| / ːᴴ/ fly 

 /d -ᴸ/ |sbraŋ.rtsi| /d ãːᴸtsə/ honey 

 /w-ᴸ/ |sbra| /wæᴸ/ tent 

The inherited forms here are those where the clusters correspond to retroflex fricatives / -ᴴ/ 
and / -ᴴ/. The correspondences to retroflex affricates are borrowings, in view of the fact that 

/d ãːᴸtsə/ |sbraŋ.rtsi| exemplifies the borrowed correspondence |-aŋ| : /-ãː/ (see §4.4.1). |spr-| : 

/p-/ and |sbr-| to /w-/ represent another layer of borrowing. 

4.4.4 Alveolo-palatals 

Most of the alveolo-palatal fricatives of Cone Tibetan come from |dkr-|, |skr-| or |stop+ʲ| 
clusters (see §4.3.4), while ancient alveolo-palatals became velar fricatives (examples are too 

numerous to list exhaustively). 

We observe however two examples where they correspond to Cone alveolo-palatals 

instead: / ɪːᴴ/ ‘to give birth to’ |b os| and / õːᴸ/ ‘to ride’ |b on|. Although both are verbs, we 

have a piece of evidence showing that these are loanwords: the fact that ‘to ride’ also presents 

the otherwise unattested correspondence |-on| : /-õː/ which runs counter to the fact that Common 

Tibetan rhymes with final |-n| evolve into front vowels in Cone. 

Additionally, we find two examples of nouns with Common Tibetan alveolo-palatals 

corresponding to retroflex instead (/ kᴴkæ/ [ qᴴqæᴴ] ‘wing’ |g og.pa| and / kᴸkæ/ [ qᴸqæᴴ] 
‘lasso’ | ags.pa|). This reflects an even more recent set of borrowings, perhaps from another 

Cone dialect (the data in Qú 1962 and Yáng 1996 show that other Cone dialects have retroflex 

fricatives corresponding to Common Tibetan alveolo-palatal fricatives). 

Clusters such as |Ckʲ-| and |Cpʲ-| normally give an voiceless alveolo-palatal fricative in 

Cone. Only four counterexamples are found: 
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Table 77: Correspondence of |Ckʲ-| and |Cpʲ-| to /t / 

CoT Cone Etymology Example Meaning 

|skʲ-| /t -/ |skʲa.sga| /t æᴴgæ/ ginger 

  |skʲag.ka| /t ækᴴkæ/ [t æqᴴqæᴴ] excrement 

|rkʲ-| /t -/ |rkʲal| /t eːᴴ/ to swim 

|spʲ-| /t -/ |pʰal.t ʰer| /hærᴸt e/ about 

This list includes the disyllable ‘about’, which we have shown is clearly a borrowing from 

Amdo due to the correspondence of the first syllable |pʰ-| : /h-/.This shows that this set of 

correspondences clearly reflect a borrowed layer. It also contains ‘to swim’, which has the 

correspondence |-al| to /-eː/, characteristic of a borrowed layer according to our discussion in 

§4.4.2. However, since we have already used this example as one of the arguments to show 

that |-al| to /-eː/ is not the inherited layer, it would be circular to use it here to show the same 

of |Ckʲ-| : /t /. The first example ‘about’ is sufficient for this purpose. 

4.5 The inherited layer 

In the preceding §4.4, we have shown how to distinguish inherited words from borrowings 

in Cone by using phonetic correspondences. We did not provide principled arguments for minor 

correspondences only attested by one or two examples. 

We will assume in the present section that whenever a Common Tibetan rhyme or initial 

has two or more correspondences, any counterexample either reflects a borrowed layer or a 

non-standard Common Tibetan form. In the case of a few rhymes where examples are few, the 

borrowed vs. The inherited layers will be distinguished on the basis of the nature of the words 

belonging to each layer (verbs vs. nouns, as noun are more easily borrowable, and cultural 

vocabulary vs. Non-cultural vocabulary). 

4.5.1 Rhymes 

Based on this assumption and the discussion in §4.4 into account, the correspondences of 

Common Tibetan rhymes in the regular inherited vocabulary of Cone in the last syllable of a 

word (not including the conjunct forms) are the following (row indicate the CoT vowels and 

columns the final consonants): 

Table 78: Rhyme correspondences between Cone and Common Tibetan 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-| /-æ/ /-e/ /-e/ /-a/ /-ã/ /-ẽ/ /- ː/ /-ær/ /- ː/ /-eː/ 
|-e-| /-ɛ/ /-ɪ/ /-ɪ/ /-a/ /-ẽ/ /-ẽ/ /-eː/ /-er/ /-iː/ /-ɪː/ 
|-i-| /-ə/ /- / /-i/ /-i/ /-ĩ/ /-ĩ/ /-iː/ /-ər/ /-iː/ /-iː/ 
|-o-| /- /  /-ɪ/ /-u/ /-õ/ /-ẽ/ /-uː/ /-or/ /-uː/ /-ɪː/ 
|-u-| /-ə/ /- / /-i/ /- / /-õ/ /-ĩ/ /- ː/ /-ər/ /- ː/ /-iː/ 
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For |-eb|, |-ob| and |-el| (indicated with shading in the table), examples are too few in our 

corpus, and some doubts remain as to which correspondence is the inherited one. Short and 

nasal vowels have conjunct forms when followed by a syllable: 

 

Table 79: Correspondences between base forms and conjunct forms in Cone 

Base form Conjunct form 

/- / /-æk-/ 

/-e/ /-ɛC-/ 

/-ɪ/ /-ɛC-/ 

/-i/ /-əC-/ 

/-u/ /- k-/ 

/- / /-əC-/ 

/-ãː/ /-æN-/ 

/-ẽː/ /-ɛN-/ 

/-ĩ/ /-əN-/ 

/-õː/ /- N-/ 

 

These conjunct forms are almost always predictable. The only exception are some stems in /-ãː/ 
without distinct conjunct form or with irregular conjunct forms in /- ː/. The final consonants 

/-k/, /-C/ and /-N/ of the conjunct forms represent preservation of the Common Tibetan final 

consonants at syllable juncture. Note that except for /-ag/, /-eg/ and /-og/, all stops merge as /-C/, 

and all vowels merge as /ɛ/, /ə/ or / / in conjunct forms. 

These final consonants have the following reflexes depending on the onset of the next 

syllable (some of the evidence will be provided in §5.1): 

 

Table 80: Phonetic realizations of clusters occurring across syllable boundaries (columns 

indicate the type of onset of the following syllable) 

 voiceless stop/affricate voiced stop/affricate nasal vowel 

/-k/ [χp], [χt], [χk] [ b], [ d], [ g] [ m], [ n] [ ] 

/-C/ assimilation 

[pp], [tt], [kk] 

disappears assimilation 

[mm], [nn], [ŋŋ] 
[ ] 

/-N/ prenasalization 

[mp], [nt], [ŋk] 

prenasalization 

[mb], [nd], [ŋg] 

assimilation 

[mm], [nn], [ŋŋ] 
[n] 

 

The first syllable does not undergo any change to conjunct form if the second syllabe has a 

fricative or non-nasal sonorant initial. The base form > conjunct form alternation is a 

morphological rule, not a phonological one: unpredictable exceptions, though uncommon, do 

occur word-internally. For instance, |groŋ.kʰʲer| ‘city’ and |kʰruŋ.kʰruŋ| ‘wild goose’ (two 

words from the borrowed layer) become /t õːᴸt ʰer/ and /t ʰõːᴸt ʰõː/ respectively and not 
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*/t Nᴸt ʰer/ *[t nᴸt ʰer] and */t ʰ Nᴸt ʰõː/ *[t ʰ nᴸt ʰõː] as would be expected if the /-õː/ > 

/- N-/ alternation rule was purely phonological. 

In order to account for the changes from Common Tibetan to attested Cone, we propose 

the following line of evolution in eight major steps. The changes C and D could be interverted, 

and change E could have happened at any time before stage F. 

 

A. (i) Loss of final |-l| and |-ŋ| with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel: |-Vl|, 

|-Vŋ| > /-Vː/. (ii) At the same time, |-ab| merges with |-ad| (perhaps also |-eb|with |-ed|). In the 

following tables, we represent the final stops at intermediate stage as voiceless (unlike in 

Common Tibetan where they are represented as voiced) but this should not be interpreted as a 

phonetic change: rather: all forms in intermediate stages are given in their reconstructed surface 

phonetic rather than underlying form. These forms should all be interpreted as reconstructions 

(we omit the * in the tables however for better readability). 

 

Table 81: Evolution of the Cone vowel system, stage A 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-|  at     aː  aː  

|-e-|       eː  eː  

|-i-|       iː  iː  

|-o-|       oː  oː  

|-u-|       uː  uː  

 

B. Fronting of vowels before dental finals (not including |-r|). (B) occurred after (A), as rule 

(A.i) bleeds (B) (otherwise |-al| would become /-eː/) and (A.ii) feeds (B) (otherwise |-ab| 

and |-ad| would not merge). 

 

Table 82: Evolution of the Cone vowel system, stage B 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-|  ɛt ɛt   ɛn aː  aː ɛs 

|-e-|       eː  eː  

|-i-|       iː  iː  

|-o-|   et   en oː  oː es 

|-u-|   it   in uː  uː is 

 

C. Loss of final nasals and nasalization of the preceding vowels. (C) occurred after (B), as the 

contrast between |-n| and |-m| is lost, and after (A), otherwise final |-ŋ| would have caused 

nasalization of the vowel. 
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Table 83: Evolution of the Cone vowel system, stage C 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-|  ɛt ɛt  ãː ɛ̃ː  aː  aː ɛs 

|-e-|     ẽː ẽː eː  eː  

|-i-|     ĩː ĩː iː  iː  

|-o-|   et  õː ẽː oː  oː es 

|-u-|   it  ũː ĩː uː  uː is 

D. Loss of |-s| and vowel lengthening. The original *eː from stage (C) (from |-eŋ| and |-el|) 

merged with *-ɛs rather than with *-es. (D) occured after (B), otherwise |-as|, |-us| and |-os| 

would not have become front vowels. It could however have occurred before (C). 

Table 84: Evolution of the Cone vowel system, stage D 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-|  ɛt ɛt  ãː ɛ̃ː  aː  aː ɛː 
|-e-|     ẽː ẽː ɛː  ɛː eː 
|-i-|     ĩː ĩː iː  iː iː 
|-o-|   et  õː ẽː oː  oː eː 
|-u-|   it  ũː ĩː uː  u: iː 

E. Labialization of |-ip| to *-up and backing of |-eg| to *-ak. This change could have occurred 

any time before (F). 

Table 85: Evolution of the Cone vowel system, stage E 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-|  ɛt ɛt  ãː ɛ̃ː  aː  aː ɛː 
|-e-|    ak ẽː ẽː ɛː  ɛː eː 
|-i-|  up   ĩː ĩː iː  iː iː 
|-o-|   et  õː ẽː oː  oː eː 
|-u-|   it  ũː ĩː uː  uː iː 

F. Final stops shift to glottal stop (columns 2, 3 and 4). Change (F) occurred after (E) and after 

(B) but could have preceded (C) and (D). 

Table 86: Evolution of the Cone vowel system, stage F 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-|  ɛʔ ɛʔ aʔ ãː ɛ̃ː  aː  aː ɛː 
|-e-|  eʔ eʔ aʔ ẽː ẽː ɛː  ɛː eː 
|-i-|  uʔ iʔ iʔ ĩː ĩː iː  iː iː 
|-o-|  oʔ eʔ oʔ õː ẽː oː  oː eː 
|-u-|  uʔ iʔ uʔ ũː ĩː uː  uː iː 
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G. At that stage, there was a contrast between three series of vowels, plain, long and 

glottalized. Plain vowels (in open syllables and before -r) became lax. This caused the merger 

of *i and *u to *ə. The non-high vowels *a, *e and *o became centralized and realized as [æ], 

[ɛ], [ ] in open syllables. This change occurred after stage (F), although it could be possible to 

reformulate it in such a way that it occurred before stage (F) but after the creation of series of 

long vowels (changes (A) and (D)). 

 

Table 87: Evolution of the Cone vowel system, stage G 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-| æ ɛʔ ɛʔ aʔ ãː ɛ̃ː  aː  aː ɛː 
|-e-| ɛ eʔ eʔ aʔ ẽː ẽː ɛː  ɛː eː 
|-i-| ə uʔ iʔ iʔ ĩː ĩː iː ər iː iː 
|-o-|  oʔ eʔ oʔ õː ẽː oː  oː eː 
|-u-| ə uʔ iʔ uʔ ũː ĩː uː ər uː iː 
 

At stage (G), *aʔ preceded by *n- becomes nasalized as *ãʔ. This is the only rhyme that is 

both nasalized and glottalized. 

 

H. Two major vowel shifts occured everywhere except in lax (open) syllables and before *-r. 

First, the front vowels *e > *ɪ and *ɛ > *e. Second, the back vowels *u > *  and *o > *u. 

Additionally, *ũ merged with *õ and *ɛ ̃with *ẽ; these last changes could have occurred 

any time after (C). 

 

Table 88: Evolution of the Cone vowel system, stage H 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-| æ eʔ eʔ aʔ ãː ẽː aː  aː eː 
|-e-| ɛ ɪʔ ɪʔ aʔ ẽː ẽː eː  eː ɪː 
|-i-| ə ʔ iʔ iʔ ĩː ĩː iː ər iː iː 
|-o-|  uʔ ɪʔ uʔ õː ẽː uː  uː ɪː 
|-u-| ə ʔ iʔ ʔ õː ĩː ː ər ː iː 
 

With the loss of the glottal stop, the distinction between [æ], [ɛ], [ ] on the one hand and 

[a], [e], [o] on the other hand became phonemic, and three more vowel phonemes were created. 

The relative order of the eight stages can be represented as follows, with arrows indicating 

relative chronological order: 
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Figure 1: Relative ordering of changes A-H 

 

This scenario yields the attested system of Cone after the loss of the final glottal stop. 

According to this model, /-ɪ/, /-u/ and /-eː/ should be the real reflexes of |-eb|, |-ob| and |-el| 

respectively. 

Here are the attested origins of each Cone vowel: 

 

Table 89: Common Tibetan origins of Cone vowels 

 Inherited Borrowed / 

Non-standard form 

Dative 

/-i/ |-id|, |-ud|, |-ig| |-il|, |-ab|, |-ug|, |-ub|, |-ib|, |-el|  

/-ɪ/ (|-eb|), |-ed| |-ad|  

/-e/ |-ab|, (|-eb|), |-ad| |-ed|, |-od|, |-el| |-ar|, |-er| 

/-ɛ/ |-e| |-in|, |-an|  

/æ/ |-a|   

/- / |-ib|, |-ub|, |-ug| |-ud|, |-id|  

/-ə/ |-i|, |-u|   

/-u/ |-og| |-ud|  

/-o/   |-ur|, |-ir|, |-or| 

/- / |-o| |-od|  

/- / |-ag|, |-eg| |-ab|  

/-iː/ |-iŋ|, |-il|, (|-el|), |-is|, |-us|, 

|-ewu| 

|-e|, |-es|  

/-ɪː/ |-es|, |-os| |-e|  

/-eː/ |-eŋ|, |-as|, |-e.ba|, |-i.ba| |-al|  

/- ː/ |-uŋ|, |-ul|   

/-uː/ |-oŋ|, |-ol|, |-e.bo| |-on|, |-o.ba|  

/-oː/ |-o.ba|, |-u.ba| |-ol|  

/- ː/ |-aŋ|, |-al|, |-a.ba|   

/-ã/ |-ag| (in |-nag-|)   

/-ĩː/ |-in|, |-un|, |-im| |-am|  

/-ẽː/ |-an|, |-en|, |-on|, |-em|   
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/-ãː/ |-am| |-aŋ|, |-eŋ|  

/-õː/ |-om|, |-um|, |-i.mo|, |-o.mo| 

|-o| (followed by nasal suffix) 

|-oŋ|, |-on|  

/-ær/ |-ar| |-al|, |-er|  

/-er/ |-er| |-el|  

/-or/ |-or|   

/-ər/ |-ir|, |-ur|   

In this table, we have not included conjunct forms or correspondences only attested in the first 

syllable of a disyllable. The regular dative forms corresponding to Common Tibetan |vowel+r| 

have distinct correspondences, which will be presented in §5. 

4.5.2 Onsets 

The origins of Cone consonants are the following word-initially (not including the 

correspondences in intervocalic position):
19

 

Table 90: Common Tibetan origins of Cone onsets 

Cone Inherited vocabulary Borrowed / irregular 

/p-ᴴ/ |(C)Cp-| |spr| 

/p-ᴸ/ |b-| |ⁿb| 

/pʰ-/ |(ⁿ)pʰ-|  

/b-ᴸ/ |(C)Cb-|  

/mb-ᴸ/ |ⁿb-| |b| 

/t-ᴴ/ |(C)Ct-|  

/t-ᴸ/ |d-|  

/tʰ-/ |(N)tʰ-|  

/d-ᴸ/ |(C)Cd-|  

/nd-ᴸ/ |Nd-|  

/ts-ᴴ/ |(C)Cts-|, |(b)sl-| |gt | 

/tsʰ-/ |(N)tsʰ-|  

/dz-ᴸ/ |(C)Cdz-|, |(b)zl-| |bts| 

/ndz-ᴸ/ |Ndz-|  

/t -ᴴ/ |(C)Ct -| |bkr|, |(C)Ckʲ|, |dpʲ| 
/t -ᴸ/ |d -|, |gr-|  

/t ʰ-/ |(N)t ʰ-|, |(N)kʰr-|, |(N)kʰʲ-| |pʰʲ| 

                                                 
19

 Note that apart from a few loanwords and enclitics, there are no words with plain voiceless unaspirated 

stops |p-|, |t-|, |t -|, |k-| and no words with initial voiced affricates |dz-|, |d -| in Common Tibetan (see 

Hill 2007). 
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/d -ᴸ/ |(C)Cd -|, |(C)Cgʲ-|  

/nd -ᴸ/ |Nd -|, |Ngr-|, |Ngʲ-|, |ⁿbʲ-|  

/t -ᴸ/ |dr-|, |br-| |gr|, |spr| 

/t ʰ-/ |(ⁿ)pʰr-| |(N)kʰr| 
/d -ᴸ/  |Cbr|, |Cgr| 

/nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿbr-|, |Ndr-| |ⁿgr| 

/k-ᴴ/ |(C)Ck-|  

/k-ᴸ/ |g-|  

/kʰ-/ |(N)kʰ-|  

/g-ᴸ/ |(C)Cg-|  

/ŋg-ᴸ/ |Ng-| |rg| 

/m-ᴴ/ |Cm-|  

/m-ᴸ/ |m-|  

/n-ᴴ/ |Cn-|  

/n-ᴸ/ |n-|  

/ɲ-ᴴ/ |Cɲ-|, |Cm(ʲ)e-|, |Cm(ʲ)i-|  

/ɲ-ᴸ/ |ɲ-| |n-|, |ŋ-| / _|-as| (perhaps inherited) 

/ŋ-ᴴ/ |Cŋ-|  

/ŋ-ᴸ/ |ŋ-|  

/s-ᴴ/ |Cs-| |sl-|, |sr-| 

/s-ᴸ/ |z-|  

/sʰ-/ |s-| |sl-| 

/z-ᴸ/ |Cz-|  

/ -ᴴ/ |(C)Ckr-|, |(C)Ckrʲ-|, |Cpʲ-| |C -| 

/ -ᴸ/ |bʲ-| |C -|, |spʲ-| 
/ ʰ-/ |(ⁿ)pʰʲ-| | -| 

/ -ᴸ/ |sbʲ-| |bʲ|, |C -| 

/ -ᴴ/ |sr-|, |spr-| |C -| 

/ -ᴸ/  |C -| 

/ ʰ-/ |hr-| |s(Vr)| 

/ -ᴴ/ |sbr-|, |sgr-|  

/x-ᴴ/ |C -| |dp-| 

/x-ᴸ/ | -|  

/xʰ-/ | -| |C -| 

/ -ᴸ/ |C -| |sbʲ-| 
/r-ᴸ/ |r-|  

/l-ᴴ/ |bl-|, |kl-|, |gl-|, |rl-| |sl-| 

/l-/ |l-|  

/ɬ-/ |lʰ-|  
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/j-ᴴ/ |gj-|, |dbʲ-|  

/j-ᴸ/ |j-| |ɦ-| 
/w-ᴴ/ ?|db-|  

/w-ᴸ/ |w-| |sbr-|, |rb-| 

/h-/ |h-| |pʰ-|, |lʰ-| 
 

We observe a lot of gaps in the distribution of initials with regards to the tones. Many 

consonants only appear in the low tone (all voiced obstruents as well as /t -/) and some never 

occur in the low tone (/ts-/). The initial /w-ᴴ/ in the high tone is only attested in the word /wærᴴ/ 
‘scold’, the etymology of which is unclear. It is likely that |db-| word-initially would give /w-ᴴ/. 
In our data however, this onset is only attested in the second syllable of the compound /kʰæᴸw / 

|kʰa.dbugs| ‘breath’, so that we have no way of confirming this idea for the moment. 

The changes in the initial are much less intricate than those of the vowels, but still involve 

several series of chain shifts, especially in the case of the fricatives. 

 

A. The general transphonologization of voicing contrast to a tonal contrast occurs; non-

prefixed fricatives become aspirated. All preinitials turn to *h- or *ɦ-, except in |spr-| and |sbr-| 

which change to *sr- and *zr-. 

 

Table 91: Evolution of fricatives from Common to Cone, stage A 

CoT dentals CoT alveolo-palatal CoT stop+j/r clusters other 

|s-| > *sʰ- | -| > * ʰ-  |spr-| > *sr- 

|Cs-| > *hs-ᴴ |C -| > *h -ᴴ |Ckʲ-| > *hkʲ-, |Cpʲ-| > *hpʲ-  

|z-| > *s-ᴸ | -| > * -ᴸ |gʲ-| > *kʲ-ᴸ, |bʲ-| > *pʲ-ᴸ  

|Cz-| > *ɦz-ᴸ |C -| > *ɦ -ᴸ |Cgʲ-| > *ɦgʲ-ᴸ, |Cbʲ| > *ɦbʲᴸ |sbr-| > *zr- 

 

B. Alveolo-palatal fricatives become retroflex fricatives (column 2). This shift is followed by a 

series of sound changes which fill the gaps and create new alveolo-palatal fricatives (column 

3). 

 

Table 92: Evolution of fricatives from Common to Cone, stage B 

CoT dentals CoT alveolo-palatal CoT stop+j/r clusters 

*sʰ- * ʰ- > * ʰ- *(m)pʰj- > * ʰ- 
*hs-ᴴ *h -ᴴ > *h -ᴴ *hkr-ᴴ, *hkj-ᴴ, *hpj-ᴴ > *h -ᴴ 
*s-ᴸ * ᴸ- > * -ᴸ *pj-ᴸ > * -ᴸ 
*ɦz-ᴸ *ɦ -ᴸ > *ɦ -ᴸ *ɦbj-ᴸ > *ɦ -ᴸ 
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C. Loss of the preinitials (all columns). 

Table 93: Evolution of fricatives from Common to Cone, stage C 

CoT dentals CoT alveolo-palatal CoT stop+j/r clusters 

*sʰ- * ʰ- * ʰ- 
*s-ᴴ * -ᴴ * - 

*s-ᴸ * -ᴸ * -ᴸ 
*z-ᴸ * -ᴸ * -ᴸ 

D. Retroflex fricatives (from CoT alveolo-palatals) become velar fricatives, and the gap is filled 

by various onsets. 

Table 94: Evolution of fricatives from Common to Cone, stage D 

CoT dentals CoT alveolo-palatal CoT stop+j/r clusters other 

/sʰ-/ * ʰ- > /xʰ-/ / ʰ-/ *r̥- > / ʰ-/ 
/s-ᴴ/ * -ᴴ > /x-ᴴ/ / -ᴴ/ *sr- > / *ᴴ/ 
/s-ᴸ/ * -ᴸ > /x-ᴸ/ / -ᴸ/  

/z-ᴸ/ * -ᴸ > / -ᴸ/ / -ᴸ/ *zr- > / -/ 

This evolution in four steps accounts for the origin of the four series of fricatives in Nyinpa 

Cone. Change B must have occurred before D, but A and C could be placed in a different 

order without affecting the outcome of these phonetic laws. 

4.6 Cone dialects 

Previous to our work, three sources of data were available on Cone: Qú (1962) on the 

Lcang-tshal dialect, Yáng (1996) on Gtsang.pa.ba and Rnam.rgyal (2008) on several varieties 

including Nyinpa. The purpose of this section is to compare their data with Nyinpa Cone 

based on our insight about historical phonology. The transcriptions from other authors are put 

in italics, not between // as our own Cone data. 

4.6.1 Lcang-tshal 

Qú’s (1962) data were collected from an informant from Lcang-tshal (柳林 Liǔlín), the 

seat of the government of Cone county. The main purpose of that paper was to explain the 

origin of tones in that variety of Cone, and the data provided in his short article is rather 

limited (only 138 words), insufficient to reconstruct the evolution of the vowel and consonant 

systems from Common Tibetan to the Lcang-tshal dialect. 

Here are the rhyme correspondences as we can recover them (Qú’s transcription has been 

slightly adapted; rows indicate the CoT vowels and columns the final consonants): 
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Table 95: Vowel correspondences between Common Tibetan and Cone in Qú (1962) 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-| a, ə  ə a, ə oː aːn, eː aː, oː, aːŋ əː, eː, ə eː, iː, aː əː, eː 
|-e-| e  e   eːn   i eː 
|-i-| i, ə     əːn əː   iː 
|-o-| o, u, e   o  oːn, aːn uː, oː, oːŋ oː  eː, iː 
|-u-| u o, u  u  iːn uː, oːŋ ə u, i, uː uː 
 

The differences with Nyinpa Cone are extensive (assuming that Qú’s transcriptions are reliable) 

in Lcang-tshal: 

 

a) |-u| did not centralize and merge with |-i| (stage G). 

b) The chain shift |-o| > /-u/, |-u| > /- / (stage H) did not occur. 

c) |-r| was lost in most words (though Qú mentions some final |-r| are preserved in the 

literary layer). 

d) The plain vowels tend to merge with ancient checked syllables: |-a| and |-ag| merge as 

a/ə, |-o| and |-og| as o, |-u|, |-ub| and |-ug| as u). This is unlike Nyinpa Cone where 

these rhymeshave different reflexes. 

e) The vowels |-a|, |-o| and |-u| of Common Tibetan fail to become front vowels in many 

syllables with final dental |-n|, |-s| in Lcangtshal. It is unclear whether this reflects 

borrowing from other dialects and whether Nyinpa Cone’s stage (B) did not occur in 

some instances in Lcangtshal Cone. 

 

Common Tibetan |-Vŋ| rhymes generally become long vowels in Lcangtshal Cone as in Nyinpa 

Cone as in ‘tree’ |sdoŋ|, Nyinpa /duːᴸ/, Lcangtshal duːᴸ. However, exceptions are more common 

in Lcangtshal than in Nyinpa. For instance, ‘go.IMP’ |soŋ| is /sʰuːᴸ/ in Nyinpa and soːŋᴸ in 

Qú’s data. Preservation of nasality in these words can reflect a borrowed layer or secondary 

nasalization. 

Qú’s -Vŋ probably stand for nasal vowels, otherwise transcriptions such as d uaːŋᴴ 
‘intestine’ |rgʲu.ma| corresponding to Nyinpa /d əᴸwãː/ would be difficult to interpret if Lcang-

tshal has preserved the Common Tibetan final |-ŋ|: one would not expect the syllable |-ma| 

to change to a velar final stop. 

For initial consonants, the main differences are the following: 

 

f) Common Tibetan prenasalized voiced stops always lose the prenasalization in Lcang-

tshal Cone, for instance |ⁿbu| ‘worm’ becomes buᴸ (Nyinpa /mbəᴸ/). 
g) Common Tibetan alveolo-palatal affricates and fricatives becomes retroflex in Lcang-

tshal, while |k+ʲ| clusters become alveolo-palatal. For instance, |g u| ‘bow’ yields 

Lcang-tshal uᴸ (Nyinpa /ndæᴸ ə/ |mda.g u|). 
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h) Non-prefixed fricatives do not become aspirated. Common Tibetan |so| ‘tooth’ becomes 

Lcangtshal soᴴ (Nyinpa /sʰ ᴴ/). 

In other words, the separation of Nyinpa and Lcangtshal occured before the changes A-D 

described in §4.5.2. 

4.6.2 Gtsang.pa.ba 

Yáng (1996) includes more than 2000 words from six varieties of Tibetan, arranged by 

the Tibetan etymon. One of which is Cone. The Cone data was collected from an informant 

from Gtsangpaba (藏巴哇 Zàngbāwá). 

The data is much more extensive than in Qú’s short article, but is non-phonemicized; the 

same word is sometimes transcribed in two different ways in two places. For instance, Tibetan 

|pʰabs| ‘yeast’ appearsboth as tʂʰa35pʰie53
 ‘yeast to make wine’ |t ʰaŋ.pʰabs| and as pʰei35

 ‘yeast’ 

|pʰabs|.  

For the rhymes, the correspondences between Gtsang.pa.ba and Common Tibetan are the 

following: 

Table 96: Vowel correspondences between Common Tibetan and Cone in Yáng (1996) 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-| a/ə ie, ɛi, 
ei, e 

i, ei, ɛ, 
ə 

a ou, un, 
oŋ 

e, ɛ a, oŋ a, ei, ɛ, 
ə 

ei, ie ei, ɛ, e, 
a 

|-e-| e, i, ei, i i i, e a i, ei, ən ən i i, ei, a i, ei ie, i 
|-i-| i u i i, (ai) ən, i, in i i, ən i i i 
|-o-| o, ou,  o, e i u, ou,  un, oŋ, 

u 
i, un, 
ou, ən 

u, , o , o, i,  u, ou, , 
ɨ, o 

i, ou 

|-u-| , u, ou o, u, i i , u un i, u u, un u, ən i, ən, u u 

Yáng’s transcription deserves some comment: final -n and -ŋ probably represent nasalization, 

the apparent a/ə split for rhymes in -a is likely to represent an attempt at transcribing a vowel 

like [ ] or [æ]. 

Given the uncertainty with the transcription, it is difficult to compare it fruitfully to our 

Nyinpa Cone data. The following differences between Gtsangpaba and Cone are however 

obvious: 

a) Common Tibetan |-i| and |-u| (as in Lcangtshal) do not centralize (stage (G)). 

b) Common Tibetan |-r| is not preserved. 

c) Rhymes with final |-n| seem to lose nasality in most cases. 

d) In a few examples, rhymes with final -s are not fronted. 

e) |-al| corresponds to a front vowel in all examples. 
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Nevertheless, we find an important similarity with Nyinpa Cone: |-ib|, |-ub| and |-ug| all 

correspond to the vowel -u (labialisation of |-ib|, stage (E)). This innovation is not shared by 

any other known form of Tibetan except Taku (Jackson T.-S. Sun, p.c.), where |-ib| and |-ub| 

merge as -uʔ. 
As for the consonants, the transcription of the voicing and aspiration contrasts does not 

seem to be reliable. Words with Common Tibetan |s+voiceless stop| groups are transcribed 

with voiced initials in some words, for instance ‘thread’ |skud.pa| appears as gi55pə53
. The 

outcome of Common Tibetan voiced fricatives without preinitial are transcribed in some 

words as aspirated fricatives, such as ‘mother’s brother’ |ʔa. aŋ| which appears as A35ʂʰa31
. It 

is extremely unlikely that these peculiarities reflect genuine local pronunciations, and it seems 

more probable that these are inconsistencies. 

The dialect investigated by Yáng presents however genuine differences with Nyinpa 

regarding the consonants: as with the Lcang-tshal dialect, the Common Tibetan alveolo-

palatals generally correspond to retroflex fricatives and affricates, except in ‘deer’ | a.ba| 

< ʷa.ba> where we find xʰa35
, a form identical to Nyinpa Cone /xʰ ːᴸ/. The clusters |g -| and 

|b -| correspond to r- in Yáng’s transcription, as in ‘four’ |b i| ri35
. 

The clusters |spr-| and |sbr-| correspond to the affricates tʂ- and d - as in ‘cloud’ |sprin| 

tʂi53
, compare Nyinpa / ĩːᴴ/. It is interesting to note that the word ‘thick’ appears as d un35

 in 

this dialect,
20

 which suggests a Common Tibetan form *|sbrom| instead of standard |sbom|, 

like Nyinpa Cone / õːᴴ/. 
A few other irregularities similar to Nyinpa Cone include ‘Xanthoxylum’ |gjer.ma| a35mə53

 

with an open vowel (Nyinpa /jærᴴmæ/ instead of expected *jerᴴ mæᴴ) and ‘open’ |ⁿbʲed| in35
 

with irregular nasality is reminicent of Nyinpa forms /nd erᴸ/, / ʰerᴴ/ ‘open’ with irregular 

final /-r/. 

 

4.6.3 Rnam.rgyal Tshe.bstan 

 

Rnam.rgyal’s (2008) work is a general overview of Cone, which focuses on the 

Byargodtshang and Gtsangbapa varieties, though some data on the Nyinpa dialect are also 

given. Tones are not systematically given in Rnam.rgyal’s work, and we will neglect them here. 

Byargodtshang, the main variety described in Rnam.rgyal’s work, has the following 

correspondences with Common Tibetan: 

 

                                                 
20

 The entry is labelled with the erroneous written Tibetan form *<smom>, probably a typo. 
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Table 97: Vowel correspondences between Common Tibetan and Cone in Rnam.rgyal (2008) 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-| a, aʔ ei ɛ, əi aʔ, a, 
ak, aː 

aŋ an, ɛ a, aː, 
aŋ, in 

ar ɛ, e, ei ei, æ 

|-e-| e, ei e, ei ei, ɛ aʔ en, æ en en i, er  əi, ei 
|-i-| ə   i, əu, ə oŋ in i, in i, ar i i, ei 
|-o-| o  əi o, əu, 

ok 
oŋ on, oŋ, 

an, ɛ 
əu or o əi, in 

|-u-| ə ə, əu əu əu, u, 
ək 

oŋ in, ən əu, oŋ, 
i, əŋ 

ər əu ə 

 

Again, the vowels do not seem to be always transcribed in a systematic way. Nevertheless, 

this table of correspondences is enough to show that the Byargod dialect, though spoken in 

Lcangtshal, considerably differs from the dialect studied by Qú itáng, and seems closer to 

the Nyinpa dialect studied in the present paper. If we apply the following correspondences: 

 

Table 98: Correspondences between Rnam.rgyal’s (2008) transcription and the present work 

Rnam.rgyal’s transcription Our transcription 

-ei /-e/ 

-e /-ɛ/ 
-o /- / 

-əi /-ɪ/ 
-əu /- / 

-Vŋ /-Ṽ/ 

 

We obtain a system almost identical to that of the Nyinpa dialect, except for the fact that 

Common Tibetan |-u| and |-i| do no become centralized. Unlike the two previous dialects, final 

|-r| is well-preserved in Byargodtshang. However, the definite proof that these dialects are 

quite close is the fact that they share irregular correspondences for specific lexical items: 

 

Table 99: Common irregularities between Nyinpa and Byargodtshang Cone 

Meaning Common Tibetan Nyinpa Byargodtshang Irregularity 

thread |skud.pa| /k ːᴴwæ/ kəu wa |-ud| 

thick |sbom| *|sbrom| / õːᴴ/ roŋ mbo |sbr-| 

milk |ɦo.ma| /õːᴴwãː/ ɦoŋ waŋ |-o| 

you (ABS, GEN) |kʰʲod| *|kʰʲo|, 

|kʰʲod-kʲi| 
/t ʰ ᴴ/ 
/t ʰ ᴴ/ 

t ʰo 
t ʰəu 

|-od|, 

|-od.kyi| 
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Rnam.rgyal (2008) also provides some data from Nyinpa, and the rhyme correspondences are 

quite similar to those of Byargodtshang: 

 

Table 100: Vowel correspondences between Common Tibetan and 

Nyinpa Cone in Rnam.rgyal (2008) 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-| a ei ei a  an aŋ, in ar   
|-e-|   əi        
|-i-|    i   i    
|-o-| o  i, əi əu    or   
|-u-|       əu ər   
 

In Rnam.rgyal’s data, the main difference between Nyinpa and Byargodtshang seems to be the 

initial consonants, in particular the treatment of alveolo-palatals: Nyinpa has velar fricatives 

while Byargodtshang has retroflex ones. For instance, the initial | -| corresponds to ʂ- in 

Byargodtshang and x- in Nyinpa; | iŋ| ‘field’ is ʂin in Bya-rgod and xin13 in Nyinpa according 

to Rnam.rgyal. Compare with /t ʰəᴸxĩː/ |t ʰu. iŋ| in our data. 

The Gtsang.ba.pa dialect is somewhat more divergent from Nyinpa. In particular, it lost 

the final |-r| and does not share the fronting of |-ab| (unlike in the Gtsangbapa data from Yáng): 

 

Table 101: Vowel correspondences between Common Tibetan and Gtsangbapa Cone 

 |-Ø| |-b| |-d| |-g| |-m| |-n| |-ŋ| |-r| |-l| |-s| 

|-a-| a ə ei a uŋ ɛ aː, in, 
aŋ, oŋ

a  ei 

|-e-| ei, i ə  a       
|-i-| ə   ə, u  ən i, ə e  i, ə 
|-o-| o, əu o  əu əŋ on, i əu, oŋ   əi 
|-u-| u, ə u i u oŋ ən u, o u u  
 

The initial consonants also present distinct similar developments for some clusters, and we do 

not find the irregularities shared between Nyinpa and Byargodtshang: 

 

Table 102: Absence of shared irregularities between Nyinpa Cone and Gtsangbapa Cone 

Meaning Common Tibetan Nyinpa Byargodtshang Gtsangbapa 

snake |sbrul| / ːᴴ/ rəu d u 
cloud |sprin| / ĩːᴴ/ ʂʰin tʂən 
thread |skud.pa| /k ːᴴwæ/ kəu wa ki pa 
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4.6.4 Summary 

 

Given the limited evidence from other sources, it is premature to attempt at a dialecto-

logical survey of Cone, but the available data seem to indicate that at least two quite distinct 

Tibetan dialects are spoken in Cone county. It is not even clear whether all dialectal varieties 

in this county present any exclusive common innovation that would allow us to classify them 

together. 

5. Morphophonology 

Describing in detail the nominal and verbal morphophonology is necessary to provide a 

complete account of Cone synchronica and historical phonology, as the alternations observed 

in paradigms reveal important clues useful to properly analyze the system and account for 

irregular developments dues to analogical leveling. 

 

5.1 Nominal morphology 

 

As other Tibetan languages, Cone has a system of case marking. Cone case is marked by 

a combination of suffixes, and vowel and consonant alternations. Although the system in itself 

is fairly regular, the alternations are quite opaque synchronically. The case suffixes, unlike 

lexical morphemes, are always realized in a low pitch. When the (monosyllabic) noun has a 

high tone, the suffix is low: the high tone cannot spread onto it. When the noun has a low tone, 

the suffix is realized extra-low, lower than the tone of the noun stem. 

In this section, we will study four cases, which illustrate all the attested alternations: 

Genitive (<ⁿbrel.sgra>: |-gi|, |-gʲi|, |-kʲi|, |-ji| (<ɦi> or <ji>) depending on the context), Ergative 

(<bʲed.sgra>: |-gis|, |-gʲis|, |-kʲis| or |-s|), Dative (<la.don>: |-la|, |-r|) and Comitative (|daŋ|). The 

latter is not recognized as a case in its own right in traditional Tibetan grammar, various authors 

have recently argued that it should be analyzed this way (Hill 2004; Tournadre 2010). 

 

5.1.1 Plain vowel stems 

 

Plain vowel stems are the ones that correspond to Common Tibetan open syllables. This 

includes the nouns ending in /-æ/, /-ɛ/, /- / and /-ə/, the four short vowels which have no long 

counterpart. 

The following examples illustrate case formation of various nouns: 
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Table 103: Cone declension (open syllable stem) 

meaning CoT ABS GEN ERG DAT COM 

horse |rta| /tæᴴ/ /teᴴ/ /teːᴴ/ /teᴴ/ [tæᴴræᴸ] 
goat |ra| /ræᴸ/ /reᴸ/ /reːᴸ/ /reᴸ/ [ræᴸræᴸ] 
parrot |ne.tso| /nɛᴸts / /nɛᴸtsu/ /nɛᴸtsɪː/ /nɛᴸtso/ [nɛᴸts ᴴræᴸ] 
demon |ⁿdre| /nd ɛᴸ/ /nd ɪᴸ/ /nd ɪːᴸ/ /nd eᴸ/ [nd ɛᴸræᴸ] 
fire *|Cmʲe| /ɲɛᴴ/ /ɲɪᴴ/ /ɲɪːᴴ/ /ɲeᴴ/ [ɲɛᴴræᴸ] 
bug |ⁿbu| /mbəᴸ/ /mb ᴸ/ /mbiːᴸ/ /mboᴸ/ [mbəᴸræᴸ] 
man *|Cmʲi| /ɲəᴴ/ /ɲ ᴴ/ /ɲiːᴴ/ /ɲoᴴ/ [ɲəᴴræᴸ] 
 

These alternations are fairly regular. The comitative is always formed by adding a suffix /-Dæᴸ/, 
realized [-ræ] after these vowels (one of the few low-tone suffixes), and the three other cases 

present the following series of vowel alternation: 

 

Table 104: Vowel alternations in Cone declension 

ABS GEN ERG DAT 

/-æ/ /-e/ /-eː/ /-e/ 

/- / /-u/ /-ɪː/ /-o/ 

/-ɛ/ /-ɪ/ /-ɪː/ /-e/ 

/-ə/ /- / /-iː/ /-o/ 

 

Note that the short /-o/ only occurs in Cone in the dative forms of /- / and /-ə/ stem nouns. 

The forms of the ergative are clearly inherited from Common Tibetan, where this case is 

marked by a suffix |-s| in open syllable stems. The ergative undergoes the regular changes: 

 

Table 105: The Common Tibetan origin of Cone ergative forms 

Cone ABS CoT ABS Cone ERG CoT ERG 

/-æ/ |-a| /-eː/ |-as| 

/- / |-e| /-ɪː/ |-es| 

/-ɛ/ |-o| /-ɪː/ |-os| 

/-ə/ |-i| /-iː/ |-is| 

/-ə/ |-u| /-iː/ |-us| 

 

The forms of the dative and of the genitive, however, cannot be explained as retention from 

CoT. We will first discuss the origin of the genitive, and then that of the dative. 

In genitive forms, the vowels involved if reconstructed back to CoT, have the following 

possible origins: 
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Table 106: Possible Common Tibetan origins for Cone genitive forms 

Cone ABS CoT ABS Cone GEN Possible CoT origins of GEN forms 

/-æ/ |-a| /-e/ |-ab|, |-ad| 

/- / |-e| /-ɪ/ (|-eb), |-ed| 

/-ɛ/ |-o| /-u/ |-og|, (|-ob|?) 

/-ə/ |-i| /- / |-ib|, |-ub|, |-ug| 

/-ə/ |-u| /- / |-ib|, |-ub|, |-ug| 

 

We have therefore two possible scenarios to explain the origin of the Cone Genitive. First, we 

could reconstruct a Genitive suffix *|-b|: this would yield exactly the expected forms for all 

the stems. The drawback of this hypothesis is that no genitive *|-b| is found in any other Tibetan 

language. 

An alternative possibility would be to reconstruct a suffix *|-g| (a reduced form of 

Common Tibetan |gi|, |gʲi|, |kʲi|). However, this solution yields the correct forms only for /- / 

and /-ə/ stems, and one has to suppose analogical levelling in favour of /- / in the genitive of 

/-ə/ stems, as */-i/, not /- / would be expected for the Cone genitive of Common Tibetan |-i| 

stems (|-ig| > /-i/). In this hypothesis, the genitive of |-a| and |-e| stems must have a different 

origin (either a *|-b| or a *|-d| suffix). 

The first hypothesis seems more likely in view of Cone historical phonology, even if the 

Common Tibetan origin of the suffix *|-b| remains unclear. 

The dative forms in Cone are not inherited from those of Common Tibetan, as open 

syllable nouns formed their dative by the addition of a |-r| suffix, which ought to be preserved 

in Cone. The reconstruction of the dative form is difficult in that the vowel /-o/ is not found in 

the normal vocabulary and its origin is unknown. A special phonological process, involving 

either vowel fusion or vowel harmony, should be supposed. We propose that the dative was 

derived from the genitive forms at stage F or G of the evolution of Cone vowels (see §4.5.1). 

The following table presents the relevant data, including our reconstruction of the rhymes of 

the genitive and dative forms of Cone plain vowel stems: 

 

Table 107: Cone Genitive and Dative forms in stages F and G 

Cone ABS CoT ABS Cone GEN Cone GEN  

(stage F/G) 

Cone DAT Cone DAT  

(stage F/G) 

/-æ/ |-a| /-e/ *ɛʔ /-e/ *ɛʔ 
/-ɛ/ |-e| /-ɪ/ *eʔ /-e/ *ɛʔ 
/- / |-o| /-u/ *oʔ /-o/ * ʔ 
/-ə/ |-i| /- / *uʔ /-o/ * ʔ 
/-ə/ |-u| /- / *uʔ /-o/ * ʔ 
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Although modern Cone /o/ has no clear origin in Common Tibetan, at stages F/G, one could 

reconstruct it back as * ʔ, a rhyme that was not included in our reconstruction model. Since at 

stage H all *ɛʔ > *eʔ, *eʔ > *ɪʔ, *oʔ > *uʔ and *uʔ > * ʔ, it is logical to suppose also that * ʔ 
is raised to *oʔ, with subsequent loss of glottal stop. 

The dative form for short vowel, long vowel and nasal stems is marked by a suffix /-e/, 

as we will see in the following section. This suffix /-e/ would have been *ɛʔ at stages F/G. We 

propose that the dative forms were created out of the genitive ones at stage F or G by addition 

of this suffix *-ɛʔ and subsequent vowel harmony: all vowels shifted to their corresponding 

mid-low counterpart. This had no influence on the genitive form *ɛʔ of ancient -a stems, which 

was already a mid-low vowel at that stage, but all other vowels shifted, and then underwent 

the regular changes at stage H. 

Other equally logical explanations could doubtlessly be proposed to account for the Cone 

dative, but the fact that the vowels are short militates against a hypothesis in terms of vowel 

fusion, which always give long vowels. 

We found only two irregular forms with plain vowel stem. First, some nouns with the 

suffix |-wæ| such as /kʰæᴸwæ/ ‘house’ (from |kʰaŋ.ba| with irregular vocalism) or /tsʰəᴸwæ/ 

‘household’ have a genitive form in /-u/: /kʰæᴸwu/, /tsʰəᴸwu/ instead of expected */kʰæᴸwe/, 

*/tsʰəᴸwe/. The ergative and dative are regular (/kʰæᴸweː/, /kʰæᴸwe/ respectively). Second, the 

first and second person singular pronouns, whose paradigms are presented in the following 

table: 

 

Table 108: Declension of pronouns in Cone 

CoT ABS GEN ERG DAT 

|ŋa| /ŋæᴸ/ /ŋəᴸ/ /ŋeː/ /ŋãːᴸ/ 
*|kʰʲo|, standard |kʰʲod| /t ʰ ᴴ/ /t ʰ ᴴ/ /t ʰɪːᴸ/ /t ʰoᴴ/ 
 

Only the ergative is regular, genitive and dative have idiosyncratic forms that cannot be 

explained by known CoT morphology. For the second person, even the absolutive must derive 

from a non-standard form such as *|kʰʲo|. 

 

5.1.2 CoT stop final stems 

 

Stems ending with the vowels /- / /-e/ /-i/ /-ɪ/ /-u/ /- / correspond to CoT rhymes ending 

in stops; unlike plain vowel stems, they present alternations between free vs. conjunct forms. 

The attested alternations are illustrated by the following examples. Despite the fact that 

most of the vowels have several CoT origins, the oblique case forms are always predictable 

from the absolutive: the contrasts from CoT have been neutralized. For instance, we could have 

expected an alternation such as */ɪ/ ~ / C-/ for words with a rhyme /-ɪ/ coming from |-od|, 

while the alternation /ɪ/ ~ /ɛC-/ would have been restricted to words in /-ɪ/ originating from |-ed|. 
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However, only the second alternation /ɪ/ ~ /ɛC-/ is attested. It is possible that an alternation 

such as */ɪ/ ~ / C-/ used to exist, but that it was leveled by analogy at a later stage. Further 

studies on other varieties of Cone and neighbouring dialects might provide examples of dialects 

preserving synchronically opaque alternations of this type. 

 

Table 109: Declension of CoT stop final syllables in Cone (surface forms) 

Meaning CoT ABS GEN/ERG DAT COM 

tiger |stag| /t ᴴ/ [tæqᴴqəᴸ] [tæᴴ eᴸ] [tæχᴴtæᴸ] 
needle |kʰab| /kʰeᴴ/ [kʰɛkᴸkəᴸ] [kʰɛᴸ eᴸ] [kʰɛtᴸtæᴸ] 
Tibetan |bod| /pɪᴸ/ [pɛkᴸkəᴸ] [pɛᴸ eᴸ] [pɛtᴸtæᴸ] 
louse | ig| /xʰiᴴ/ [xʰəkᴸkəᴸ] [xʰəᴸ eᴸ] [xʰətᴸtæᴸ] 
people |dmaŋs.tsʰogs| /mãːᴸtsʰu/ [mãːᴸtsʰ qᴴqəᴸ] [mãːᴸtsʰ ᴴ eᴸ] [mãːᴸtsʰ χᴴtæᴸ] 
sheep |lug| /l ᴸ/ [ləkᴸkəᴸ] [ləᴸ eᴸ] [lətᴸtæᴸ] 
 

These alternations can be analyzed as follows: 

 

Table 110: Morphophonological analysis of Cone case marking alternations 

(CoT final stop words) 

ABS GEN/ERG DAT COM 

 Surface underlying Surface underlying Surface underlying 

/ / [æqqəᴸ] /æk.Gə/ [æ eᴸ] /æk.ə/ [æχtæᴸ] /æk.Dæ/ 

/e/ [ɛkkəᴸ] /ɛC.Gə/ [ɛ eᴸ] /ɛC.e/ [ɛttæᴸ] /ɛC.Dæ/ 

/ɪ/ [ɛkkəᴸ] /ɛC.Gə/ [ɛ eᴸ] /ɛC.e/ [ɛttæᴸ] /ɛC.Dæ/ 

/i/ [əkkəᴸ] /əC.Gə/ [ə eᴸ] /əC.e/ [əttæᴸ] /əC.Dæ/ 

/u/ [ qqəᴸ] / k.Gə/ [ eᴸ] / k.e/ [ χtæᴸ] / k.Dæ/ 

/ / [əkkəᴸ] /əC.Gə/ [ə eᴸ] /əC.e/ [əttæᴸ] /əC.Dæ/ 

 

In all oblique cases, the regular conjunct form of the short vowels emerge. The surface [ ] and 

[ ] found in dative forms are the realizations of final /-k/ and /-C/ followed by a vowel (see in 

§4.5.1). /D/ and /G/ represent morpho-phonemes that are realized variously as voiceless stops, 

voiced stops or spirants [ ]/[r] depending on the preceding syllable. After /-k/, /-C/ and /-r/, 

they are realized as voiceless stops. 

There is one stem in /-ə/ whose declension belongs to the short vowel type rather than to 

the plain vowel type: the determiner /zəᴸ/ ‘a’, whose genitive/ergative is /zəCᴸ-Gəᴸ/ [zəkᴸkəᴸ] 
and dative /zəCᴸ-eᴸ/. If reconstructed back directly to CoT the possible origins of /zəᴸ/ would 

be *|{b,g}z{i,u}| and those of /zəCᴸ-/ *|{b,g}z{i,u}{g,b}|. The presence of a voiced fricative 

here, however, is not necessarily indicative of a CoT cluster, as enclitics would not be expected 

to follow the same phonetic laws as the first syllable of independent words. This determiner is 

thus probably related to CoT | ig|, though the expected reflex of this etymon would have been 
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*xiᴸ. We could propose to reconstruct CoT *|zi|, *|zik|, but the absence of palatalization of |z| 

before |i| would be anomalous (see Hill 2013 on this particular topic). 

The declension of stems in final /-r/ in Cone is a variant of short vowel stem declension: 

Table 111: Declension of CoT |-r| final syllables in Cone (surface forms) 

Meaning CoT ABS GEN/ERG DAT COM 

ice |dar| /tærᴸ/ [tærᴸkəᴸ] [tæᴸreᴸ] [tærᴸtæᴸ] 
gser |gser| /serᴴ/ [serᴴkəᴸ] [seᴴreᴸ] [serᴴtæᴸ] 

/G/ and /D/ are realized as voiceless stops after final /-r/. 

5.1.3 Nasal vowel stems 

Cone nasal vowel stems come from CoT rhymes ending in |-m| and |-n| and in some 

cases in |-ŋ| (in borrowings from other Tibetan languages). 

The following examples illustrate the regular declension of the nouns in nasal vowel 

stems; as short vowel stems, they do not distinguish between genitive and ergative. 

Table 112: Declension of CoT nasal final syllables in Cone (surface forms) 

Meaning CoT ABS GEN/ERG DAT COM 

otter |sram| | ãːᴴ| [ æᴴŋgəᴸ] [ æᴴneᴸ] [ æᴴndæᴸ] 
bear |dom| |tõːᴸ| [t ᴸŋgəᴸ] [t ᴸneᴸ] [t ᴸndæᴸ] 
teacher |dge.rgan| |geːᴸgẽː| [geːᴸgɛᴸŋgəᴸ] [geːᴸgɛᴸneᴸ] [geːᴸgɛᴸndæᴸ] 
tree | iŋ| |xʰĩːᴸ| [xʰəᴸŋgəᴸ] [xʰəᴸneᴸ] [xʰəᴸndæᴸ] 

The principle here is identical with short vowel stems: the suffixes /-Gə/, /-e/ and /-Dæ/ 

respectively are added to the conjunct form of the noun stem: 

Table 113: Declension of CoT nasal final syllables in Cone (underlying forms) 

ABS GEN/ERG DAT COM 

 Surface underlying Surface underlying Surface underlying 

ãː [æŋgəᴸ] /æN.Gəᴸ/ [æneᴸ] /æN.eᴸ/ [ændæᴸ] /æN.Dæᴸ/ 
õː [ ŋgəᴸ] / N.Gəᴸ/ [ neᴸ] / N.eᴸ/ [ ndæᴸ] / N.Dæᴸ/ 
ẽː [ɛŋgəᴸ] /ɛN.Gəᴸ/ [ɛneᴸ] /ɛN.eᴸ/ [ɛndæᴸ] /ɛN.Dæᴸ/ 
ĩː [əŋgəᴸ] /əN.Gəᴸ/ [əneᴸ] /əN.eᴸ/ [əndæᴸ] /əN.Dæᴸ/ 

The morphophoneme /N/ is realized [n] in intervocalic position, while /D/ and /G/ merge with 

/N/ as voiced prenasalized stops [nd] and [ŋg]. 

The short nasal vowel nouns /nãᴴ/ ‘pus’ |rnag| and /nãᴸ/ ‘forest’ |nags| are not treated as 

nasal stems, their oblique forms follow the declension of a /- / short vowel stem. 
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The noun /nãːᴸ/ ‘inside’ |naŋ| has no conjunct form, and its oblique forms are similar to a 

long vowel stem [nãːᴸ əᴸ], [nãːᴸŋeᴸ], [nãːᴸræᴸ]. This strongly supports the idea that nasalization 

is secondary in this noun; it is an inherited form whose regular reflex should be */n ːᴸ/ but 

became nasalized because of a nasal suffix, or possibly due to spread of nasality from the 

initial. 

5.1.4 Long vowel stems 

As plain vowel stems, long vowel stems have no conjunct forms. These stems come from 

syllables with final |-ŋ|, |-l| and |-s| in CoT. 

The regular declension patterns for these nouns is quite straightforward: 

Table 114: Declension long vowel stems in Cone (surface forms) 

Meaning CoT ABS GEN/ERG DAT COM 

deer | a.ba| < ʷa.ba> /xʰ ːᴸ/ [xʰ ːᴸ əᴸ] [xʰ ːᴸŋeᴸ] [xʰ ːᴸræᴸ] 
rabbit |ri.boŋ| /rəᴸ uː/ [rəᴸ uːᴸ əᴸ] [rəᴸ uːᴸŋeᴸ] [rəᴸ uːᴸræᴸ] 
monkey |sprewu| / iːᴴ/ [ iːᴴ əᴸ] [ iːᴴŋeᴸ] [xʰ ːᴸræᴸ] 

The morphophonemes /D/ and /G/ are realized as [r] and [ ] between vowels, which is why 

the suffixes /-Dæᴸ/ and /-Gəᴸ/ appear as [ əᴸ] and [ræᴸ] with long vowel stems. 

The suffix /-eᴸ/ cannot form a hiatus with the preceding vowel, and an epenthetic [ŋ] is 

inserted. This segment only appears with long vowel stems; with all other stem types the 

conjunct form is used and since it is always consonant-final it prevents the hiatus. 

Some nouns in /-uː/ coming from a suffix |-bo| |-po| in CoT have alternative ergative and 

dative forms similar to plain vowel stem. For instance, /d æᴸruː/ ‘king’ |rgʲal.po| has two 

possible dative forms [d æᴸruːᴸŋeᴸ] or [d æᴸroᴸ]; /p ːᴴwuː/ ‘beggar’ has [p ːᴴwɪːᴴ] in the 

ergative and [p ːᴴwoᴴ] in the dative. The genitive and comitative forms of these nouns is regular 

([p ːᴴwuːᴴ əᴸ] and [p ːᴴwuːᴴræᴸ]). This is also true of the plural suffix /-t ʰuː/ (genitive /-t ʰɪː/, 
dative /-t ʰo/), which might be indirectly related to the common |-tsʰo| suffix found in various 

Tibetan languages. 

This section has described the morphophonological alternations found in the Cone case 

marking system. Similar alternations are also found in the verbal morphology, as we will see. 

5.2 Verbal morphology 

This section will describe how verbal stem alternations in Cone relate to Common Tibetan 

ones. As we will see, some of these alternations are inherited, and some are innovated by 

analogy or sound changes. 

In Classical Tibetan, verbs had up to four distinct stems, traditionally called present 
(<da.lta>), past (<ⁿdas.pa>), future (<ma.ɦoŋ.pa>) and imperative (<skul.tsʰig>). Although 
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these labels are misleading, we will nevertheless keep the traditional terminology, as the focus 

of this paper is not the functions of these categores in modern Cone. It is possible that Common 

Tibetan (and Old Tibetan) had more stems, but this question is only marginally relevant to 

Tibetan dialectology: as in all modern Tibetan languages, no verb in Cone has more than three 

stems. However, the stem alternations as attested in Classical Tibetan (and nearly all dictionaries) 

are in some cases quite different from those of Old Tibetan and Common Tibetan. When data 

is available, Common Tibetan stem alternations are based on Old Tibetan evidence, as will be 

discussed in this section. 

The Cone present stem corresponds to both Common Tibetan present and future, while 

past and imperative correspond to their Common Tibetan counterparts. The Cone present stem 

sometimes appears in the conjunct stem, as we will see. 

5.2.1 Vowel alternations 

Verbs with vowels alternations in Cone can all be considered to be irregular, as most verbs 

have no alternations, including verbs whose vowel belongs to the vowels of the alternating 

series. Fifteen categories are attested:
21

 

Table 115: Cone verb stem alternations (rhymes) 

 PRS PST IMP nb Cone example CoT Meaning 

1 æ eː ɪː 3 /tæᴴ/, /teːᴴ/, /tɪːᴴ/ |lta|, |bltas|, |ltos| see 

2  ɪː ɪː 5 /k ᴴ/, /kɪːᴴ/ |rko|, |brkos| dig 

3 ɛ ɪː ɪː 3 /d ɛᴴ/, /d ɪːᴴ/ |rd e|, |brd es| change 

4 ə iː iː 13 / əᴴ/, / iːᴴ/ |skʲi|, |bskʲis| borrow 

5 æ ɪː  1 /sæᴸ/, /sɪːᴸ/, /s ᴸ/ |za|, |zos|, |zo| eat 

6   u 7 /nd ᴸ/, /t ᴸ/, /t uᴸ/ |ⁿdreg|, |bregs| cut, mow 

7 u  u 3 /nd uᴸ/, / ᴸ/, / uᴸ/ |ⁿd og|, |b ag|, | og| put 

8 i eː iː 1 / iᴸ/, / eːᴸ/, / iːᴸ/ |bʲed|, |bʲas|, |bʲos| do 

9 ɪ ɪː ɪː 1 /gɪᴸ/, /gɪːᴸ/ |bgod|, |bgos| share 

10 ãː ãː õː 3 /dãːᴸ/, /dõːᴸ/ |bsdams|, |sdoms| tie 

11 ãː ãː ũː 1 /ɲãːᴸ/, /ɲũːᴸ/ |ɲal|, |ɲol| sleep 

12 ẽː ː uː 3 /lẽːᴸ/, /l ːᴴ/, /luːᴴ/ |lend|, |blaŋs|, |loŋs| pick up 

13 ĩː ː ː 1 /ndzĩːᴸ/, /z ːᴸ/ |ⁿdzind|, |bzuŋ| hold 

14 ː ː uː 9 /mb ːᴸ/, /p ːᴸ/, /puːᴸ/ |ⁿbal|, |bal| pluck out 

15 ær ær or 4 /ŋgærᴸ/, /kærᴴ/, /korᴴ/ |dgar|, |bkar| chop 

These fifteen categories can be further divided into four main categories: plain vowels, short 

vowels, nasal/long vowels and |-Vr|. 

                                                 
21

 The abbreviation ‘nb’ denotes ‘number of examples in our data’. 
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Apart from these categories, we find a limited number of verbs that exhibit suppletion. 

5.2.1.1 Plain vowel stems 

The plain vowel stem alternations are the most common cases of irregular verbs in Cone. 

The present tense of these verbs is one of {/æ/, / /, /ɛ/, /ə/}, the vowels corresponding to CoT 

open syllables. The alternations observed for these stems result from the addition of an |-s| 

suffix in the past and imperative stems, and from the |a| > |o| ablaut in the imperative. 

Table 116: Alternations in CoT open syllable verb stems 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

1 /-æ/ |-a| /-eː/ |-as| /-ɪː/ |-os| 

2 /- / |-o| /-ɪː/ |-os| /-ɪː/ |-os| 

3 /-ɛ/ |-e| /-ɪː/ |-es| /-ɪː/ |-es| 

4 /-ə/ |-u|, |-i| /-iː/ |-us|, |-is| /-iː/ |-us|, |-is| 

The Cone alternations here faithfully reflect the CoT paradigms. The verb ‘eat’ present a 

unique alternation: PRS /sæᴸ/, PST /sɪːᴸ/, IMP /s ᴸ/. These forms exactly reflect CoT |za|, |zos|, 

|zo|, an irregular paradigm, which I argued to be the only trace of verbal agreement in Tibetan 

(Jacques 2010a). Cone seems to be one of the rare languages to preserve the |a| ~ |o| ablaut in the 

past stem. Most other Tibetan languages, such as Lhasa, have replaced |zos| by an analogical 

form as if from CoT |bzas|. 

5.2.1.2 Stop final stems 

The short vowel stems /- /, /-e/, /-ɪ/, /-i/, /-u/ and /- / originate from stop final syllables 

in Common Tibetan. Unlike plain vowel stems, the stop final stems have a distinct conjunct 

form. It appears when the present stem is suffixed with the present /-Gə/ suffix. The same 

range of alternations as with genitive/ergative of nouns is observed: 

Table 117: Conjunct forms in CoT stop final verb stems 

Base form Suffixed form Example Etymology Meaning 

/- / /æk-Gə/ [æqqə] /t ᴴ/, /t ækᴴ-/ [t æqᴴqəᴴ] |bt ag| break 

/-e/ /ɛC-Gə/ [ɛkkə] /seᴴ/, /sɛCᴴ-/ [sɛkᴴkəᴴ] |bsad| kill 

/-ɪ/ /ɛC-Gə/ [ɛkkə] /tɪᴴ/, /tɛCᴴ-/ [tɛkᴴkəᴴ] |lteb| fold 

/-i/ /əC-Gə/ [əkkə] /tsiᴴ/, /tsəCᴴ-/ [tsəkᴴkəᴴ] |rtsig| lay bricks 

/-u/ / k-Gə/ [ qqə] /nd uᴸ/, /nd kᴸ-/ [nd qᴸqəᴴ] |ⁿd og| put 

/- / /əC-Gə/ [əkkə] /g ᴸ/, /gəCᴸ-/ [gəkᴸkəᴴ] |sgug| wait 

However, these regular neo-alternations are unrelated to the CoT ablaut. 
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The final |-s| suffix found in the past and imperative, which caused most of the alternations 

in plain vowel stems, left no trace after stops: |-Vbs| and |-Vgs| rhymes merge with their |-Vb| 

and |-Vg| counterparts. 

The attested alternations are the following; categories 8 and 9 are highly irregular, attested 

by only one example each. 

 

Table 118: Inherited alternations in CoT stop final verb stems 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

6 /- / |-ag| /- / |-ags| /-u/ |-ogs| 

7 /-u/ |-og(s)| /- / |-ags| /-u/ |-ogs| 

8 /-i/ ? /-eː/ |-as| /-iː/ ? 

9 /-ɪ/ |-od| /-ɪː/ |-os| /-ɪː/ |-os| 

 

There is only one source of vowel alternation for the types 6 and 7: |a| ~ |o| ablaut in CoT. This 

ablaut takes place regularly in the imperative, and in some verb stems in the present (type 7). 

We would expect verbs from CoT stems in |-ab| and |-ad| to present the alternation between /-e/ 

and /-u/ (reflecting CoT |-ab| ~ |-obs|) and /-e/ and /-ɪ/ (reflecting CoT /ad/ ~ /od/). 

Besides, in Common Tibetan some verbs also had |a| ~ |e| ablaut in the present stem. 

Since |-ag| and |-eg| both become /- / in Cone, this distinction is lost for |-g| final verbs (for 

instance CoT |ⁿdreg| ‘cut’ regularly becomes /nd ᴸ/, indistinguishable from a protoform 

*|ⁿbrag|). For |-ab| and |-ad| stem verbs however, we should expect present stems in /-ɪ/ (from 

|-eb|) and /-i/ (from |-id|) alternating with /-e/ (from |-ab|/|-ad|). The is one type 6 verb with /-e/ in 

the past tense instead of /- /: the auxiliary /d ᴸ/ |rgʲag|, past /d eᴸ/ |rgʲab|. This irregular 

vowel alternation directly reflects an CoT irregular final stop alternation. 

The expected paradigms of the verbs /tseᴴ/ ‘cut off’ |gtsab|, /t eᴴ/ ‘cut’ |bt ad| and the |a| 

~ |e| ablaut verb ‘fold’ /tɪᴴ/ |lteb| should be: 

 

Table 119: Expected paradigms of CoT final stop verb stems in Cone 

Meaning PRS PST IMP 

cut off |gtsab| |btsabs| |gtsobs| 

 /tseᴴ/ /tseᴴ/ */tsuᴴ/ 
cut |gt od| |bt ad| |t ʰod| 

 */t ɪᴴ/ /t eᴴ/ */t ʰɪᴴ/ 
fold |lteb| |bltabs| |ltobs| 

 /tɪᴴ/ */teᴴ/ */tuᴴ/ 
 

Instead of preserving these alternations, these verbs became invariable in Cone, having 

generalized either the present or the past stem (the forms that underwent analogical levelling 

are shaded in grey). 
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Another origin for alternating short vowel stems is the present tense |-d| suffix of CoT. 

Only two verbs (/ iᴸ/ ‘do’ |bʲed| and /gɪᴸ/ ‘share’ |bgod|) in our data preserve a trace of this 

suffix. The verb ‘share’ straightforwardly reflects CoT present |bgod|, past/imperative |bgos| 

which regularly yield the Cone paradigm /gɪᴸ/, /gɪːᴸ/. 
On the other hand, the verb ‘do’ presents irregular correspondences with CoT. The past 

/ eːᴸ/ can be accounted for with the CoT past stem |bʲas|, but the present / iᴸ/ and imperative 

/ iːᴸ/ are unexplained: |bʲed| and |bʲos| should have become */ ɪᴸ/ and */ ɪːᴸ/. Since the contrast 

between /-i/ and /-ɪ/ is difficult to perceive, this seems to raise the question whether these 

forms are correctly transcribed. However, the fact that the conjunct of / iᴸ/ is [ əkᴸkəᴴ] can 

dissipates this doubt: had the present stem been */ ɪᴸ/, its conjunct form should have been 

*[ ɛkᴸkəᴴ]. 
To explain these discrepancies, we propose that the present and imperative stems are not 

the result of irregular development, but that the paradigm of ‘do’ is suppletive, taking some 

forms from the CoT verb |bʲed| and other from |bgʲid| which also means ‘do’. The regular 

outcome of the present, past and imperative stems of these two verbs are presented in the 

following table: 

 

Table 120: The CoT of the Cone verb ‘do’ 

 PRS PST IMP 

do 1 |bʲed| |bʲas| |bʲos| 

 */ ɪᴸ/ / eːᴸ/ */ ɪːᴸ/ 
do 2 |bgʲid| |bgʲis| |gʲis| 

 */d iᴸ/ /d iːᴸ/ / iːᴸ/ 
 

The correspondence of CoT |gʲ-| to Cone / -/ in the low tone is not attested by any other 

example, as this initial is quite rare in OT; it is based on the hypothesis that in the native 

vocabulary (not borrowed from other Tibetan varieties) |gʲ-| evolves in a way parallel to |Ckʲ-|. 
Based on this phonetic law, the imperative / iːᴸ/ can be the regular outcome of the imperative 

stem |gʲis|. The verb ‘do’ in Cone has taken its past stem from the verb |bʲed|, and its imperative 

stem from |bgʲid|. 

The present stem / iᴸ/, however, resembles neither the present */ ɪᴸ/ |bʲed| nor */d iᴸ/ 
|bgʲid|. It points perhaps to an CoT form *|gʲid| for the present tense rather than |bgʲid|. 

Given the fact that the present stem |bgʲid| is quite irregular in having a |b-| prefix, it is 

possible that at an intermediate stage after Common Tibetan the paradigm of this verb was 

renewed as *|gʲid|, |bgʲis|, |gʲis|, with the new present *|gʲid| analogicallyremade on the model 

of more commo verbs where |b-| is restricted in the past.However, the expected present stem 

should be *|ⁿgʲid| with a nasal prefix. An alternative possibility is that this stem is a blend of 

the two forms */ ɪᴸ/ and */d iᴸ/, merging the initial of the former with the rhyme of the latter. 
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5.2.1.3 Nasal vowels and long vowel stems 

 

The nasal stems come from CoT rhymes in |-m| and |-n| (and |-ŋ| in rare cases). Like short 

vowel stems, they present conjunct forms with the present /-Gə/ suffix, as in the following 

table: 

 

Table 121: Conjunct forms of nasal vowel verb stems 

Base form Suffixed form Example Etymology Meaning 

/ãː/ /æN-Gə/ [æŋgə] /dãːᴸ/, /dæNᴸ-Gə/ 
[dæᴸŋgəᴴ] 

|bsdams| tie 

/ẽː/ /ɛN-Gə/ [ɛŋgə] /ndẽːᴸ/, /ndɛNᴸ-Gə/ 
[ndɛᴸŋgəᴴ] 

|ⁿdon| read 

/õː/ / N-Gə/ [ ŋgə] /kʰõːᴸ/, /kʰ Nᴸ-Gə/ 
[kʰ ᴸŋgəᴴ] 

|kʰom| have free time 

/ĩː/ /əN-Gə/ [əŋgə] / ĩːᴸ/, / əNᴸ-Gə/ 
[ əᴸŋgəᴴ] 

|sbʲin| give 

 

The verb /ɲãːᴸ/ ‘sleep’ |ɲal| has no special conjunct form, and appears as [ɲãːᴸ əᴴ] with the 

present suffix. The adjectives /mãːᴸ/ ‘many’ |maŋ| and /t ãːᴸ/ ‘straight’ |draŋ| have present 

forms without nasality [m ːᴸ əᴴ] and [t ːᴸ əᴴ]. In these irregular forms, nasality is clearly a 

secondary feature. 

Long vowel stems have no distinct conjunct form with the present suffix, as in /k ːᴴ/ ‘fill 
up’ |skaŋ|, present [k ːᴴ əᴴ]. 

Five patterns of vowel alternation are attested with nasal and long vowel stems, including 

two mixed category with nasal vowel in the present stem and long vowel in the past and 

imperative: 

 

Table 122: Inherited alternations in CoT nasal final and |-al| verb stems 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

10 /-ãː/ |-am| /-ãː/ |-ams| /-õː/ |-oms| 

11 /-ãː/ |-al| /-ãː/ |-al| /-ũː/ |-ol| 

12 /-ẽː/ |-en(d)| /- ː/ |-aŋ| /-uː/ |-oŋs| 

13 /-ĩː/ |-in(d)| /- ː/ |-uŋ| /- ː/ |-uŋs| 

14 /- ː/ |-aŋ|, |-al| /- ː/ |-aŋ|, |-al| /-uː/ |-oŋs|, |-ol| 

 

Pattern 11 is a variant of 14 with secondary nasalization, as explained above. Patterns 10 and 

14 reflect the |a| ~ |o| ablaut of CoT in |-m| coda and |-ŋ| or |-l| coda stems respectively. 

Syllable with final codas |-n| and |-s| in CoT become nasal and long vowels respectively in 

Cone, but with vowel fronting the paradigm would be: 
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Table 123: Expected paradigms of |-an| and |-as| stem CoT verbs 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

 /-ẽː/ |-an| /-ẽː/ |-an| /-ẽː/ |-on| 

 /-eː/ |-as| /-eː/ |-as| /-ɪː/ |-os| 

 

In the case of CoT |-an| stems, give the fact that CoT |-an| and |-on| merge as /-ẽː/ in Cone, 

sound change alone makes these verb become invariable. For |-as| stems, we would expect a /-eː/ 
~ /-ɪː/ alternation between past and imperative, but no other example has been found. 

The mixed patterns 12 and 13 represent inheritance from CoT alternations between |-n| 

(more exactly |-nd| with <da.drag>) with vowel fronting in the present and |-ŋ| in the past and 

imperative. The Cone forms are the direct reflexes of the CoT paradigm. 

 

5.2.1.4 |-r| 

 

Cone preserves the CoT coda |-r|, and |a| ~ |o| ablaut is maintained in some verbs: 

 

Table 124: Vowel alternations in CoT |-ar| verb stems 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

15 /-ær/ |-ar| /-ær/ |-ar| /-or/ |-or| 

 

Since the final consonant did not disappear, no complex vowel alternation has been created in 

these verbs. 

 

5.2.2 Initial consonants 

 

Verbal stem alternation in CoT was not limited to vowel ablaut and addition of suffixes. 

Extensive initial consonant alternation was also observed. 

The following patterns are attested in our Cone data: 

 

Table 125: Cone verb stem alternations (onset) 

 PRS PST IMP Cone Example CoT Meaning 

1 /mb-/ /pᴸ-/ /pᴸ-/ /mb ːᴸ/, /p ːᴸ/, /puːᴸ/ |ⁿbal|, |bal|, |bol| pluck out 

2 /nd -/ /t ᴸ-/ /t ᴸ-/ /nd əᴸ/, /t iːᴸ/ |ⁿdri|, |bris| write 

3 /ŋg-/ /kᴸ-/ /kᴸ-/ /ŋgeᴸ/, /keᴸ/ |gad| blossom 

4 /mb-/ /pᴴ-/ /pᴴ-/ /mb ᴸ/, /p ᴴ/ |ⁿbigs|, |pʰug| drill 

5 /nd-/ /tᴴ-/ /tᴴ-/ /nduᴸ/, /t ᴴ/, /tuᴴ/ |ⁿdog|, |btags| hang 

6 /ndz-/ /tsᴴ-/ /tsᴴ-/ /ndz ᴸ/, /ts ᴴ/ |ⁿdzugs|, |btsugs| insert 

7 /nd -/ /t ᴴ-/ /t ᴴ-/ /nd uᴸ/, /t ᴴ/, /t uᴴ/ |ⁿgʲog|, |bkʲags| raise 

8 /ŋg-/ /kᴴ-/ /kᴴ-/ /ŋgeᴸ/, /keᴴ/ |ⁿgebs|, |bkab| cover 
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9 /ndz-/ /z-/ /z-/ /ndzĩːᴸ/, /z ːᴸ/ |ⁿdzind|, |bzuŋ| hold 

10 /nd -/ / ʰ-/ / ʰ-/ /nd erᴸ/, / ʰerᴴ/ |ⁿbʲed|, |pʰʲe| open 

11 /nd -/ / -/ / -/ /nd uᴸ/, / ᴸ/, / uᴸ/ |ⁿd og|, |b ag|, | og| put 

12 /tʰ-/ /t-/ /t-/ /tʰorᴴ/, /torᴴ/ |gtor| separate 

13 /tsʰ-/ /ts-/ /ts-/ /tsʰẽːᴸ/, /tsẽːᴴ/ |ⁿtsʰem|, |btsems| sew 

14 /t ʰ-/ /t -/ /t -/ /t ʰiᴴ/, /t iːᴴ/ |ⁿkʰrud|, |bkrus| wash 

These patterns can be divided into four classes: prenasalized/low tone voiceless stop 

alternation, prenasalized/high tone voiceless stop alternation, prenasalized/fricative alternation 

and aspirated/unaspirated alternation. All of these patterns have clear CoT origins. 

5.2.2.1 Prenasalized/voiceless (low tone) 

Cone verbs with prenasalized/voiced alternation originate from two classes of CoT verbs: 

the non-alternating verbs with nasal prefix in the present, and the verbs with voiced/voiceless 

stop alternation which will be treated in the next section. 

The first class simply had a nasal prefix in CoT. Since voiced unprefixed stops became 

voiceless stops in Cone, regular phonetic laws yield the following alternations: 

Table 126: Expected paradigms of CoT voiced stop initial verbs 

PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

/mb-ᴸ/ |ⁿb| /p-ᴸ/ |b-| /p-ᴸ/ |b-| 

/nd-ᴸ/ |ⁿd| /t-ᴸ/ |d- /t-ᴸ/ |d-| 

/nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿdr-|, |ⁿbr-| /t -ᴸ/ |dr-|, |br-| /t -ᴸ/ |dr-|, |br-| 

/ŋg-ᴸ/ |ⁿg-| /k-ᴸ/ |g-| /k-ᴸ/ |g-| 

Past and imperative stems have low tone like the present stem. The dental stop alternation 

/nd-/ ~ /tᴸ/ has not yet been found, but the other three patterns are well attested in Cone. 

The /nd ᴸ/ ~ /t ᴸ/ alternation has several distinct origins. As in many Tibetan languages, 

|dr-| and |br-| merge as /t -ᴸ/ in Cone, so that three conjugations merge into one: 

Table127: Expected paradigms of CoT *|r-| verb stems in Cone 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

|br-| stem /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿbr-| /t -ᴸ/ |br-| /t -ᴸ/ |br-| 

|dr-| stem /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿdr-| /t -ᴸ/ |dr-| /t -ᴸ/ |dr-| 

|r-| stem /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿdr-| /t -ᴸ/ |br-| /t -ᴸ/ |r-| 

|r-| stem verbs have been discovered by Hill (2005b), who pointed out on the basis of a 

detailed philological study that the real OT paradigm of ‘write’ was |ⁿdri|, |bris|, |bri|, |ris|. 

Jacques (2010b) showed that a few other verbs presented the same alternations, in particular 
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‘cut’ |ⁿbreg|, |bregs|. In all known forms of Tibetan except Old Tibetan texts, the present and 

imperative stems was remodelled after the |b-| prefix of the past stem suffix has been reanalyzed 

as a part of the stem. 

Cone is no exception to this trend. Sound change has deprived us of any way of 

determining whether the present stem /nd -/ of the verbs ‘ask’ /nd əᴸ/ |ⁿdri| and ‘cut’ /nd ᴸ/ 
|ⁿdreg| comes from the original CoT forms or from analogized forms such as |ⁿbri| and |ⁿbreg|. 

On the other hand, the imperative of those verbs has been remodeled as /t -ᴸ/ after |br-| stems, 

otherwise */r-ᴸ/ should be found in Cone. 

5.2.2.2 Prenasalized/voiceless (high tone) 

A large class of volitive verbs in CoT presented an alternation between voiced stops in 

the present and future stems, and voiceless in the past and imperative (Coblin 1976; Jacques 

2012a). Present forms generally had |a| ~ |o|, |a| ~ |e| or |u| ~ |i| ablaut in the verbs, and a nasal 

|ⁿ|- prefix. Verbs with |a| ~ |e| and |u| ~ |i| ablaut in the present had either an |-s| suffix in the 

present or presented |-n(d)| ~ |-ŋ| alternation between present and past forms. The past form 

had the regular |b-| prefix (but not the |-s| suffix), and the future the |d-| ~ |g-| prefix. The basic 

paradigm can be illustrated by the following examples: 

Table 128: CoT verb paradigms with voicing alternation 

 PRS PST FUT IMP 

cover |ⁿgebs| |bkab| |dgab| |kʰob| 

take out |ⁿdon| |bton| |gdon| |tʰon| 

insert |ⁿdebs| |btab| |gdab| |tʰob| 

The imperative was prefixless. Since voiceless stops were realized as aspirated when in absolute 

initial position, the aspiration was originally non-phonemic in this context (see Li 1933; Coblin 

1976; Hill 2007), but became subsequently phonologized in all Tibetan languages, including 

Cone. An explanation for the origin of the voicing alternation in Common Tibetan has been 

proposed by Jacques (2012a). 

The expected Cone paradigms would then be the following ones: 

Table 129: Expected Cone paradigms of verbs with voicing alternation in CoT 

PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

*/mb-ᴸ/ |ⁿb-| */pʰ-/ |pʰ-| */pʰ-/ |pʰ-| 
*/nd-ᴸ/ |ⁿd-| */t-ᴴ/ |bt-| */tʰ-/ |tʰ-| 
*/ndz-ᴸ/ |ⁿdz-| */ts-ᴴ/ |bts-| */tsʰ-/ |tsʰ-| 
*/nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿd -| */t -ᴴ/ |bt -| */t ʰ-/ |t ʰ-| 
*/nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿgʲ-| */ -ᴴ/ |bkʲ-| */t ʰ-/ |kʰʲ-| 
*/ŋg-ᴸ/ |ⁿg-| */k-ᴴ/ |bk-| */kʰ-/ |kʰ-| 
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However, no Cone verb exactly has any of these paradigms. The attested forms are the following: 

 

Table 130: Attested Cone paradigms of verbs with voicing alternation in CoT 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

4 /mb-ᴸ/ |ⁿb-| /pᴴ/ |pʰ-| /pᴴ/ |pʰ-| 
5 /nd-ᴸ/ |ⁿd-| /t-ᴴ/ |bt-| /t-ᴴ/ |tʰ-| 
6 /ndz-ᴸ/ |ⁿdz-| /ts-ᴴ/ |bts-| /ts-ᴴ/ |tsʰ-| 
7 /nd -ᴸ/ |ⁿd -| /t -ᴴ/ |bt -| /t -ᴴ/ |t ʰ-| 
8 /ŋg-ᴸ/ |ⁿg-| /k-ᴴ/ |bk-| /k-ᴴ/ |kʰ-| 
 

We always find a non-aspirated in the imperative: the imperative stem has clearly been 

remodeled after the past stem, even when |a| ~ |o| vowel alternation is preserved. For instance, 

for the verb ‘attach, hang’, CoT past |btags|, imperative |tʰogs|, we should have in Cone past 

/t ᴴ/ (the attested form) and imperative */tʰuᴴ/. Instead, the imperative is /tuᴴ/, preserving the 

|a| ~ |o| alternation but generalizing the unaspirated stop. 

For labial stems, the past stem |b-| prefix could not be added in CoT, so that the past form 

was prefixless, yielding an aspirated stop. Here again, Cone innovates in generalizing the 

voiceless stop on the model of the other conjugations. The verb ‘drill, bore’ illustrates this 

evolution (see Jacques 2012a for the Pre-Tibetan reconstructions): 

 

Table 131: Expected vs. attested paradigm of |b-| ~ |p-| stem verbs 

 PRS PST IMP 

CoT |ⁿbigs| < *nVN-puk-t |pʰug| < *puk < *bV-puk |pʰug| 

expected Cone */mbiᴸ/ */pʰ ᴴ/ */pʰ ᴴ/ 
attested Cone /mb ᴸ/ /p ᴴ/ /p ᴴ/ 
 

In this verb, none of the attested form are inherited. The u/i ablaut in the present tense and 

aspiration in the past and imperative were lost by analogical leveling. 

Verbs with |gʲ-|/|kʲ-|-stems also present analogical leveling. Since |bkʲ-| regularly becomes 

/ -ᴴ/, the expected paradigm of verbs such as ‘raise’ should be: 

 

Table 132: Expected vs. attested paradigm of |gʲ-|/|kʲ-|-stem verbs 

 PRS PST IMP 

CoT |ⁿgʲogs| |bkʲags| |kʰʲog| 

expected Cone /nd u/ᴸ */ ᴴ/ */t ʰuᴴ/ 
attested Cone /nd uᴸ/ /t ᴴ/ /t uᴴ/ 

 

The conjugation of this kind of verbs has been remodeled after |d -| ~ |t -| stems, where /t -/ 

is found in the past and imperative stems. 
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5.2.2.3 Prenasalized/fricative 

A few verbs in CoT had an alternation between prenasalized affricates in the present 

stem and voiced fricatives in the other stems. Two patterns were observed, one with dentals 

and the other with alveolo-palatals. 

Table 133: CoT verb paradigms with affricate/fricative alternation 

 PRS PST FUT IMP 

seize |ⁿdzin| |bzuŋ| < * bdzuŋ |gzuŋ| < *gdzuŋ |zuŋ| < *dzuŋ 
put |ⁿd og| |b ag| < *bd ak |g ag| < *gd ak | og| < *d ak-o 

As Li (1933), Coblin (1976) and Jacques (2012a) point out, the fricatives here come from voiced 

affricates in proto-Tibetan. Note that the affricates |dz-| and |d -| never appear in word-initial 

position (except in loanwords and expressives) or after |g-| and |b-|. In fact, the voiced fricatives 

|z-| and | -| are in quasi-complementary distribution with the corresponding voiced affricates, 

and should be reconstructed as affricates
22

 since they correspond to voiced/prenasalized 

affricates in Rgyalrong, Lolo-Burmese and other languages, as the following table illustrates: 

Table 134: Comparison of Tibetan voiced fricatives to Rgyalrong and LB affricates 

 Tibetan Japhug Rgyalrong Lolo-Burmese 

eat |za| < *dza ndza *dzaᴸ (Bradley 1979) 

bridge |zam| < *dzam ndzom < *ndzam *dzamᴴ 
dew |zil| < *dzil  *ʔ-dziᴸ (Matisoff 2003:187) 

burning smell |g ob| < *kd op nd β < *knd p
23

  

There were no voiced fricatives in proto-Tibetan. The expected paradigms in Cone should be: 

Table 135: Expected vs. attested paradigm of voiced fricative stem verbs 

 PRS PS IMP 

CoT |ɦdz-| |bz-| |z-| 

expected Cone /ndz-ᴸ/ /z-ᴸ/ */s-ᴸ/ 
attested Cone /ndz-ᴸ/ /z-ᴸ/ /z-ᴸ/ 
CoT |ⁿd -| |b -| | -| 

expected Cone /nd -ᴸ/ / -ᴸ/ */x-ᴸ/ 
attested Cone /nd -ᴸ/ / -ᴸ/ / -ᴸ/ 

                                                 
22

 Of course, | -| also originates from laterals in words such as | im| ‘sweet’ < *lim; concerning the 

palatalization before |i| in Common Tibetan, see Hill (to appear). 
23

 This noun meaning ‘burning fire’ is an irregular nominal form of nd β ‘burn’, the anticausative of 

t β < *t p ‘burn TR’ 
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We should find voiceless fricatives with low tone in the imperative forms, as imperative stems 

were not prefixed in CoT. However, the imperative was renewed in analogy to the past stem. 

A third category of prenasalized stop / fricative alternation is found in Cone, but it is 

unrelated to these CoT alternations. It is in fact a variant of the prenasalized / high tone 

voiceless alternation. In alternating by-stems, the expected paradigm would be: 

Table 136: Expected paradigm of /bʲ-/ ~ /pʲ-/ verb stems 

 PRS PS IMP 

CoT |ⁿbʲ-| |pʰʲ-| |pʰʲ-| 
expected Cone /nd -/ / ʰ-/ / ʰ-/ 

This is exactly the paradigm observed for the verb ‘open’, in |ⁿbʲed|, |pʰʲe|, |pʰʲes|, Cone 

/nd erᴸ/, / ʰerᴴ/, / ʰerᴴ/. Although the final /-r/ cannot be explained, the consonantal alternation 

is entirely regular. 

5.2.2.4 Aspirated/unaspirated 

This category of verbs had a nasal prefix in the present stem and a |b-| prefix in the past stem. 

The regular evolution from CoT should be: 

Table 137: Expected paradigms of verbs with aspiration alternation in CoT 

PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

*/tʰ-/ |ⁿtʰ-| */t-ᴴ/ |bt-| */tʰ-/ |tʰ-| 
*/tsʰ-/ |ⁿtsʰ-| */ts-ᴴ/ |bts-| */tsʰ-/ |tsʰ-| 
*/t ʰ-/ |ⁿt ʰ-| */t -ᴴ/ |bt -| */t ʰ-/ |t ʰ-| 
*/t ʰ-/ |ⁿkʰʲ-|, |ⁿkʰr-| */ -ᴴ/ |bkʲ-|, |bkr-| */t ʰ-/ |kʰʲ-|, |kʰr-| 
*/kʰ-/ |ⁿkʰ-| */k-ᴴ/ |bk-| */kʰ-/ |kʰ-| 

The attested forms are: 

Table 138: Attested Cone paradigms of verbs with aspiration alternation in CoT 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

12 /tʰ-/ |ⁿtʰ-| /t-ᴴ/ |bt-| /t-ᴴ/ |tʰ-| 
13 /tsʰ-/ |ⁿtsʰ-| /ts-ᴴ/ |bts-| /ts-ᴴ/  

14 /t ʰ-/ |ⁿt ʰ-|, |ⁿkʰʲ-|, 
|ⁿkʰr-| 

/t -ᴴ/ |bt -|, 

|bkʲ-|, |bkr-| 

/t -ᴴ/ |t ʰ-|, 
|kʰʲ-|, |kʰr-| 

Here again, the imperative forms have been entirely renewed. The expected |t ʰ-| ~ | ᴴ-| 
alternation of |kʲ-| and |kr-| stem verbs has also been levelled out, as illustrated by the paradigm 

of the verb ‘wash’: 
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Table 139: The effect of analogy in |kr-| stem verbs 

 PRS PST IMP 

CoT |ⁿkʰrud| |bkrus| |kʰrus| 

expected Cone /t ʰiᴴ/ / iːᴴ/ /t ʰiːᴸ/ 
attested Cone /t ʰiᴴ/ /t iːᴴ/ /t iːᴴ/ 

 

5.3 Suppletive stems 

 

In the previous sections, we have seen that the verb ‘do’ / iᴸ/ was in fact an innovative 

suppletive verb in Cone. It is not the only suppletive verb in Cone. We also find the following 

three examples: 

 

Table 140: Suppletive verb paradigms in Cone 

 PRS CoT PST CoT IMP CoT 

 /nd ᴸ/ |ⁿdug| /deᴸ/ |bsdad| /dɪᴸ/ |sdod| 

 /j ːᴸ/ |joŋ| /piᴸ/ |bud| /xʰuᴴ/ | og| 

 /nd ᴸ/ |ⁿgro| /sʰuːᴸ/ |soŋ| /sʰuːᴸ/ |soŋ| 
 

The patterns of suppletion observed in these verbs are quite common accross Tibetan languages, 

expecially Amdo Tibetan. 

 

5.4 Summary 

 

The analysis of Cone nominal and verbal paradigms offer good examples of analogical 

leveling, which could be of use for a cross-linguistic study on analogy, since the ancestral stage 

(Common Tibetan) is well understood, we can determine with a good degree of confidence 

which forms are inherited and which are innovated. 

In the verb system, it is interesting to notice that whenever a verb undergoes analogy, the 

imperative form is always affected, while the present or past forms may or may not be affected 

depending on the conjugation class. 

6. Vocabulary 

Most of the Cone vocabulary originates from CoT, either directly inherited or borrowed 

from some other Tibetan languages. We find however three categories of words which cannot 

be directly compared with their CoT or Classical Tibetan equivalent: semantic innovations of 

standard Tibetan words, words inherited from an CoT dialect distinct from literary CoT, and 

words without clear Tibetan etymology. 
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6.1 Semantic innovations 

 

We find in Cone words whose meaning has undergone innovation with regards to their 

usage in CoT or even Classical Tibetan, and compounds made of well-known Tibetan root but 

unattested as such in the written language. We provide here a list of the most significant forms: 

/dzeːᴸ/ |bzlas| ‘speak, say’. The meaning of the verb |zlo| (past |bzlas|) in Classical 

Tibetan is ‘repeat, recite’ as in: 

 

(1) sŋags kʲaŋ bzlas-pa  bʲa-ste/ de  skad  t ig gis 
 mantra also recite.PST-NMLZ AUX-CONV DEM instant one ERG 

 smʲo-ba-r  ⁿgʲur- iŋ ag bdun  gʲis ⁿt ʰi-ɦo/ 
 mad-NMLZ-DAT change.PRS-CONV day seven ERG die.PRS-ASSERTIVE 

He recites the mantra and that person will instantly go insane and then die within 

seven days (Siklos 1993:73). 

 

The Tibetan dictionary Zhāng (1985) records the meaning ‘talk’ (as in <gtam zlo.ba> ‘talk’) 

but it is clearly not the common meaning of |zlo|, |bzlas| in most varieties of Tibetan. Cone 

however is not isolated in having selected this root as the basic verb ‘say’. Other outlier 

eastern Tibetan languages also do, as Zhongu (Sun 2003b:823), Baima (Chirkova 2008) and 

even some Amdo dialects (Jackson T.-S. Sun, p.c.). This could potentially be a common 

innovation relevant to language subgrouping. 

/tʰ ᴸreː/ ‘tomorrow’ |tʰo.reŋs|. The original meaning of this root, as attested in Classical 

Tibetan for instance, is ‘dawn’. The semantic change ‘dawn, morning’ > ‘tomorrow’ is well-

attested cross-linguistically. The same innovation is found in Zhongu and some Amdo dialects 

such as Hongyuan (Sun 2003b:836), but not in Baima. This innovation could either be a 

common innovation of Amdo and Cone, or a parallel development. 

/t ʰ ᴸŋg / ‘shoulder’. This word goes back to an unattested compound *|pʰrag.mgo|, 

literally ‘head of shoulder’. 

/nækᴸt / [næχᴸt ᴴ] ‘wife’. Reconstructed back to CoT, this word would be *|nag.t ʰags|, 

a colorful bahuvrīhi whose literal meaning is ‘one who has dark desires’. Compare the 

standard term |nag.mo| ‘black one’ for ‘woman’. 

/s ːᴸŋg / ‘bald person’. This word can be reconstructed back to Common Tibetan 

*|zaŋs.mgo|, a bahuvrīhi meaning ‘one whose head is (polished like) brass’. 

/səᴸmbəɲɛᴴt / ‘firefly’. A complex compound such as *|srin.ⁿbu.me.?| ‘demon+ 

bug+fire+?’ must be reconstructed here. The etymology of the last syllable is unclear; it could 

come from CoT |stag|, but could as well derived from the verb |btags| ‘attach.PFV’. 

/t ʰəᴸr  pʰækᴸts ː/ [t ʰəᴸr ᴴpʰæχᴸts ːᴴ] ‘temple’. This puzzling form, if reconstructed 

back to Common Tibetan, could be *|kʰʲi.ro.pʰag.tsʰaŋ| (the meaning however wouldbe ‘dog 

corpse and hog den’, which does not really make sense). 
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/t ᴸtsʰɪ/ ‘this year’. We reconstruct *|do.tshod| here; |do-| is a prefix found in forms like 

|do.nub| ‘tonight’, |do. ag| ‘these days’ and |tsʰod| means ‘time’. 

/məᴸndz ːwãː/ [məᴸndz ːᴴwãːᴸ] ‘snail’. The syllable /ndz ːᴸ/ (with tonal alternation) 

clearly reflect the verb |ⁿdzul| ‘go into (a hole)’, probably referring to the snail pulling itself 

back into its shell. The first syllable /mə-/ is however certainly not the negation |mi-|, an it is 

not entirely clear how this compound is to be analyzed. 

/kʰuːᴸ/ ‘hurt (it.)’. Two etymologies are possible for this verb, either |ⁿkʰoŋ| ‘dislike’ or 

|ⁿkʰol| ‘boil’. The semantic change from ‘boil’ to ‘hurt’ would be through ‘burn’. As a 

typological parallel, we can cite |tsʰa| which means ‘hot’, ‘spicy’ but also ‘hurt’ at the same 

time. The Taku Tibetan form kʰuː ‘be sore’ appears to be related to this Cone verb, but in Taku 

the rhyme -uː unambiguously comes from |-ol|, a fact which would support the second 

etymology (Jackson T.S. Sun, p.c.). 

 

6.2 Non-standard proto-forms 

 

The CoT dialect ancestral to Cone was not exactly identical to the literary Old Tibetan 

language attested in Dunhuang texts and imperial inscriptions, and in the classical language. 

We sometimes have to reconstruct a proto-form that is a variant of the standard etymon. These 

words have already been discussed in §4. 

As mentioned in §4.1, we find four words with |m-| initial in Classical or Old Tibetan by 

high tone in Cone, which go back to etyma with a preinitial in proto-Cone: 

/ɲɛᴴ/ ‘fire’ *|Cmʲe|, /ɲəᴴ/ ‘man’ *|Cmʲi|, /ɲiᴴ/ ‘swallow’ *|Cmʲid| and /ɲĩːᴴ/ ‘name’ from 

*|Cmʲiŋ| with a nasal suffix to explain the nasalization (it could have been |-ma| or |-mo|). 

/ õːᴴ/ ‘thick’ comes from *|sbrom|, a |-r-| infixed variant of standard |sbom|. The function 

of |-r-| here is unknown. 

/mb ːᴸwãː/ ‘bee’ comes from *|ⁿbuŋ.ma| with a nasal prefix. The Classical form is 

|buŋ.ma|. 

/nd erᴸ/, / ʰerᴴ/ ‘open’ from *|ⁿbʲer|, *|pʰʲer| rather than the standard form |ⁿbʲed|, |pʰʲe|. 

Various other irregular correspondences could be interpreted as a retention from non-

standard features of the ancestor of Cone. For instance, /kʰəᴸsʰər/ ‘fist’ perhaps points to CoT 

*|kʰu.sur| instead of the Classical form |kʰu.tsʰur|, /dzæᴸ/ ‘rust’ to CoT *|rdza| rather than 

classical |btsa|. Additional data from other Tibetan languages and literary texts however are 

needed to confirm these hypotheses. 

 

6.3 Words without clear etymology 

 

Some words in Cone have no clear etymology in literary forms of Tibetan. These includes 

the following: 
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Table 141: Problematic Cone etyma and their possible CoT etymologies 

Cone Meaning Possible CoT origins 

/tɛᴸpʰ / rooster *|de.pʰo| 

/d ːᴸmæ/ young girl *|rgʲ{aŋ,al}.ma| 

/æᴸp / baby *|ʔa.po| 

/ iːᴴ/ sweep *|s{b,g}r{us,is,il,iŋ}| 

/ iːᴸ/ twist fibers to make a rope *|sbʲ{us,is,il,iŋ}| 

/pərᴸ/ crispy *|bur| (perhaps related to |bu.ram| 

‘brown sugar’) 

/d ᴸ/ rafter *|{rd ,sgʲ,rgʲ}{ib,ug,ub}| 

/dz ːᴸ/ uterus (of animals) *|{rdz,zl}{aŋ,al,a.ba}| 

/dərᴸ/ thick (of liquids) *|{bd,sd}ur| 

/dəCᴸmãː/ [dəmᴸmãː] broom *|{bd,sd}uC.ma| 

/æᴴxi/ piglet *|ʔa.{g , }{ig,id,ud}| 

 

Note that none of these words seem to come from Rgyalrongic or Qiang languages; there is 

no evidence of a ‘Qiangic’ substratum in Cone. 

7. The place of Cone among Tibetan languages 

It is commonly accepted among Tibetologists such as Sun (2003) that the traditional 

division between Dbus/Gtsang, Khams and Amdo of the Tibetan languages spoken in the 

PRC-controlled area of the Tibetan world has limited empirical value. Most of the outlier 

Eastern dialects, such as Zhongu, Khalong, Chosrje, Thebo, Baima, Cone, ‘Brugchu and others, 

are not in any way relatable to either Amdo or standard Khams. 

Although the general path of tonogenesis and the development of alveolo-palatals 

fricatives in Cone is quite similar to that of typical Khams dialects such as Sbathang (Gésāng 

& Gésāng 2002:73-75), these changes are typologically very straightforward and might have 

occured several times independently among Tibetan languages. They are therefore of limited 

relevance to language classification. 

The following phonological innovations in Cone, however, are unusual and do not 

appear to be shared with other dialects: 
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Table 142: Unusual phonological innovations in Cone 

Sound change Note 

|spr-|, |sr-| > / -ᴴ/, |sbr-| > / -ᴴ/ Found in Zhongu (Sun 2003b:797), but in that 

dialect |spr-| and |sr-| do not merge. It is not a 

shared innovation between Cone and Zhongu. 

However, we do find an identical development 

in Thebo (Lin, this volume) 

|-Vl(d)|, |-Vŋ(s)| > /-Vː/  

exclusive merger of |-ub(s)|, |-ib|, |-ug| Also found in Thebo (Lin, this volume) 

exclusive merger of |-ab(s)|, |-ad(s)|  

|r-| metathesis Found in words such as /ŋærᴴ/ |rŋga| ‘drum’. 

 

Since sound changes easily spread across language boundaries, they are of limited value to 

classify languages in general, especially broad changes like tonogenesis. Besides, archaisms 

(such as the preservation of final |-r|) have no value whatsoever in dialect classification. 

On the basis of the unusual sound changes in Table 142, of all the Tibetan languages 

described up to now, the most promising candidate for a close relationship with Nyinpa Cone 

is Thebo (Lin, this volume). It shares with Cone the merger of |-ub| and |-ib| as a centralized 

rounded vowel, the merger of |spr-| and |sr-| as a fricative and the loss of stop in |sbr-|. 

Moreover, there are some examples of |-ŋ| final rhymes changing to long vowels in Thebo, for 

instance |sdoŋ| > /duː/ ‘tree’ (Lin this volume, fn.15), especially in the Tshong.ru dialect of 

Thebo where some nasal-final rhymes sporadically denasalize (Lin, this volume, §3.5.5). It is 

possible that these sound changes go back to the common ancestor of Cone and Thebo, which 

would provide support to Tournadre’s (2005) Thebo-Cone grouping. 

The most important morphological innovation of Cone is without doubt the formation of 

the genitive and of the dative, whose complex history has been studied in §5.1.1. If a genitive 

in *|-b| could be reconstructed in any other Tibetan language, this would be an important 

argument for subgrouping. 

Lexically-specific innovations such as ‘say’ and ‘tomorrow’ (see §6.1) also constitute 

important evidence for classifying Cone. Other major lexically-specific innovations include the 

suppletive verbs, in particular ‘do’ (see §5.2.1.2), whose paradigm is unlike anything found in 

the main dialects. 

Any serious attempt at classifying Cone is in any case premature before all minor Tibetan 

languages of Northern Sichuan and Gansu have been properly described, in particular in terms 

of verbal morphology. Among the well-described languages, none seem particularly close to 

Cone. 
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8. Conclusion 

This paper is a first description of the phonology and morphophonology of Cone Tibetan. 

The historical approach presented in this paper departs from previous approaches to Tibetan 

historical linguistics in two ways. 

First, we provide a detailed and an explicit account of the evolution of the rhyme system 

of this language from Common Tibetan to modern Cone, in eight main steps (A-G). 

Second, we do not just compare Cone verbal forms with Classical Tibetan as reported 

from the dictionaries. Instead, we project the Old Tibetan forms into Cone phonology using 

regular sound laws and then determine which forms of the paradigms are inherited and which 

were renewed. 

Although this methodology has been applied to many languages before from Algonquian 

to Austronesian, it is the first time that a Tibetan dialect is described this way, and it is hoped 

that a similar methodology can be applied to other varieties. 

Tibetan languages have much to contribute to historical linguistics. Cone attests to many 

sound changes without parallel in Indo-European or Semitic (as presented Kümmel’s 2007 

survey of sound changes in these families), such as the development of aspirated fricatives (on 

which see Jacques 2011). 

Cone, although not yet moribund, is fluently spoken only in a limited area, and in critical 

danger of disappearing due to the spread of Chinese. The present paper is only a short 

introduction to this language, and an in-depth research involving extensive text collection is a 

task of utmost urgency. Much of the morphology and the syntax of this language still waits to 

be described in detail. Besides, a dialectal survey of the different varieties of Tibetan spoken 

in Cone county could be a worthwhile enterprise given their considerable divergence. 
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Appendix 
English-Cone Word List 

 

The Cone forms are given in the phonetic, rather than phonological transcription used in 

the body of the article. Tone is indicated on all syllables, and the non-phonemic distinction 

between velar and uvular stops is represented. In cases where the Common Tibetan etymon 

significantly differs from the standard Classical Tibetan orthography, the latter is indicated 

between <>. 

 

a little; /t ẽːᴸ/  
a while, instant, moment; /nd qᴸqeːᴴ/ 

*|mgʲogs.skad| 

about; /tsʰɛnᴴnəᴸ/  
about; /hærᴸt eᴴ/ |pʰal.t ʰer| 

Adam’s apple, larynx; /uːᴴduᴴ/ |ʔol.mdud| 

add; /nẽːᴴ/ conj. /nɛŋᴴgəᴴ/ |gnon| 

afternoon; / ʰəᴸr ᴴ/ |pʰʲi.dro| 

age; /l ᴸtsʰɪᴴ/ |lo.tsʰod| 

air; /kʰæᴸw ᴴ/ |kʰa.dbugs| 

alive; /s mᴴb ᴴ/ |gson.po| 

alkali, soda; /tʰeːᴸkʰəᴴ/ |tʰal|? 

all; /jɛᴸluᴴ/  
altitude sickness; /dzæᴸd ᴴ/ |rdza.sdug| 

aluminium; /hæᴸjãːᴸ/ |ha.jaŋ| 
amber; /pĩːᴴsʰerᴴ/ |spos.ser|? |spos. el|? 

ancient; /ɲiːᴴwæᴴ/ |rɲiŋ| 
angle; /sərᴸ/ |zur| 

animal; /sʰẽːᴸt ʰẽːᴴ/ |sems.t an| 

ankle; /xʰoːᴸ/  
answer; /lẽːᴸ ndeː/ conj. /ndɛkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /teᴴ/ 

|ɴdebs; btab| 

ant; /mbəᴸ t ũᴸwãːᴸ/ |ɴbu.gro.ma| 

anus; /ɲæᴸ ːᴴ/ |?.kʰuŋ| 
appearance; /tsʰəᴸ æᴴ/ |tsʰugs.ka| 

apple; /lĩːᴸt ʰiːᴴ/  
arm; /p ːᴴwæᴴ/ |dpuŋ| 
armpit; /t ʰẽːŋᴸkʰ ːᴴ/ |mt ʰan.kʰuŋ| 
arrive; /tʰõːᴸ/ conj. /tʰ ŋᴸgəᴴ/ |tʰon| 

arrogant; /ŋæᴸd ærᴴ/ |ŋa.rgʲal| 

arrow; /ndæᴸ/ |mda| 

ashes; /tʰeːᴸ/ |tʰal| 

ask; /nd əᴸ/ pst. /t iːᴸ/ |ɴdri; dris| 

asthma; /tsʰ ːᴸ/ |ɴtsʰaŋ| 
at that time; /təᴸtiːᴸ/ |de.dus| 

at the side; /nd ãːᴸkʰæᴴ/ |ɴgram.kʰa| 

aunt; /æᴸt ʰɛᴴ/ |ʔa.t ʰe| 

autumn; /tɛŋᴴkʰæᴴ, s qᴸqæᴴ/ |ston.kʰa| 

axe; /tæᴴrɛᴴ/ |sta.re| 

baby, infant; /æᴸp ᴴ/  
back; /d eᴸ/ |rgʲab| 

back of the neck; /ɲãːᴴt ʰ ᴴkʰiᴸ/ |gɲa| 

backbone; /geːᴸriːᴸ/ |sgal.rus| 

bad; /ŋẽːᴸ/ conj. /ŋɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ |ŋan| 

badger; /t əmᴸbæᴴ/ |grum.pa| 

bald; /s ːŋᴸg ᴴ/ *|zaŋs.mgo| 

balustrade; /ræᴸkʰorᴴ/ |ra.ɴkʰor| 

bamboo; /ɲiːᴴwãːᴴ/ |smʲug| 

banded onyx; /zəː/ |gzi| 

bandit, robber; /t æqᴸqæᴴ/ |d ag.pa| 

bark (v.); /s ᴸ/ conj. /səkᴸkəᴴ/ |zug| 

barley; /ɲeːᴸ/ |nas| 

basically; /hæŋᴸgɪːᴸ/  
bat; /pʰ ːᴸ gæmᴸbəᴸ/ |pʰa.(waŋ).sgam.bu| 

be afraid; /ɲẽːᴸkʰæᴴ/ |ɲen.kʰa| 

be blind; /xæᴸræᴴ/ | a.ra| 

be blocked; /ŋg ᴸ/ conj. /ŋgæqᴸqəᴴ/ |ɴgag| 

be cut; /t ʰeᴴ/ conj. /t ʰɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |t ʰad| 

be drunk; /zəᴸ/ |bzi| 

be foggy; /məkᴴkæᴴ tʰ ᴴ/ conj. /tʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ 
|ɴtʰibs| 

be full; /d ᴸ/ |rgʲags|? 
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be hungry; /tuᴴ/ conj. /t qᴴqəᴴ/ |ltogs| 

be in debt; /t ʰeᴴ/ conj. /t ʰɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |t ʰad| 

be jealous, envy; /t ʰ ᴸtuᴴ/ |pʰrag.dog| 

be pregnant; /x ːᴸ iːᴴ t ʰ ᴴ/ |t ʰags| 

be shy, bashful; /ŋ ᴸtsʰæᴴ/ conj. 
/ŋ ᴴtsʰæᴸ əᴴ/ |ŋo.tsʰa| 

be thirsty; /kõːᴴ/ conj. /k ŋᴴgəᴴ/ |skom| 

be tired; /t ʰeᴴ/ conj. /t ʰɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |t ʰad| 

be wounded; /meːᴴ/ |rmas| 

beam; /diːᴸwãːᴴ/ |gdoŋ|? 

beam of a steelyard; /d æᴸjoːᴸ/ |rgʲa.ju.ba| 

bean; / ɛᴴmmæᴴ/ |sran| 

bear; /tõːᴸ/ |dom| 

bear (brown); /t iːᴸmõːᴴ/ |dred moŋ| 
beastings; /t əᴸ/ |spri| 

beat (at a game); /pʰãːᴸ/ imp. /pʰõːᴸ/ |pʰam| 

beautiful; /jæqᴸq ᴴ/ conj. /jæqᴸqəᴴ/ |jag.po| 

because; /tiːᴸ æqᴴqæᴸ/  
bee; /mb ːᴸwãːᴴ/ *|ɴbuŋ.ba| 

beg for money; /ts ːᴴ/ |bslaŋ| 
beggar; /p ːᴴwuːᴴ/ |spraŋ.po| 

believe; /lõːᴸ/ conj. /l ŋᴸgəᴴ/ |brlom| 

bell; /t ʰ ᴸliːᴴ/  
bell; /t əᴸluːᴸ siːᴴ/ |sgril.bu| 

bellows; /kʰõːᴸt eːᴴ/  
belly; /pʰoːᴸ/ |pʰo.ba| 

belly (sheep, ox); /t ɛᴸpəᴴ/  
bellyband; /l ᴴ/ |glo| 

bellyworm; /pʰoːmᴸbəᴴ/ |pʰo.(ba).ɴbu| 

below; /j ᴸ æᴴ/ |ɦog| 

below; /ŋæᴸjuᴴ/ |mŋa.ɦog| 

belt, sash; /t ʰɛᴸmæᴴ/ |ɴt ʰaŋ.ma| 

bent; /gərᴸ, gəᴸrəᴴ/ |sgur| 

big; /t ʰɛᴴ, t ʰæᴴŋæᴸ/ |t ʰe| 

bigger; /t ɛᴸt ʰɛᴴ/ |d e.t ʰe| 

birch; /tæqᴴqæᴴ/ |stag.pa| 

bird, fowl; / æᴸ/ |bʲa| 

bit (bridle); /kʰæᴸmorᴴ/ |kʰa.mor| 

bitch; /t ʰəᴸwõːᴸ/ |kʰʲi.mo| 

bite; /sʰ ᴴ teᴴ/ |so btab| 

bitter; /kʰæᴴ/ |kʰa| 

black; /næqᴸq ᴴ/ |nag.po| 

blacksmith; /ŋgæᴸræᴴ/ |mgar.ba| 

bladder; /t ʰəᴸg ːᴸ/ |t ʰu.lgaŋ| 
blink, wink; /(ɲiᴴ) deᴸ/ conj. /dɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |rdeb|? 

block; /ŋguᴸ/ conj. /ŋg qᴸqəᴴ/ pst. /k ᴴ/ imp. 
/kuᴴ/ |ɴgogs| 

blood; /t ʰ ᴴ/ |kʰrag| 

blood vessel; /t ʰæᴸχtsæᴴ/ |kʰrag.rtsa| 

blossom; /mɛᴸtʰuᴴ ŋgeᴸ/ conj. /ŋgɛkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. 
/keᴸ/ |gad (dgod, bgad)| 

blow (instrument); /mbiᴸ/ conj. /mbəkᴸkəᴴ/ 
pst. /piːᴸ/ |ɴbud; bus| 

blow (wind); /l ːᴴ t ːᴸ/  
blue; /ŋ ᴴŋŋ ᴴ/ |sŋo| 

blunt; /məᴸn ᴴ/  
board; /d ᴸlɪᴴ/ |rdo.leb| 

board game; /nd iᴸ/ |ɴbrel|? 

boat; /tsʰ ᴸt əᴴ/ |mtsʰo.gru| 

body; /liːᴸpʰuːᴴ/ |lus.pʰuŋ| 
boil (water); /dəᴸ/ |gdu| 

boiled water; /t ʰəᴸgɪᴴ/ |t ʰu.rgod| 

bold; /pʰ ᴸtsʰɪᴴ t ẽːᴸ/ |pʰod.tsʰod.t an|? 

bone; /riːᴸpæᴴ/ |rus.pa| 

book; /pɛᴴt ʰæᴴ/ |dpe.t ʰa| 

borrow (money); / əᴴ/ pst. / iːᴴ/ |skʲi; bskʲis| 

borrow (tools); /jærᴴ/ imp. /jorᴴ/ |gjar; gjor| 

botfly larva; /tsʰ ᴴ/  
bottle; /hɛᴸləᴴ/  
bow; /ndæᴸ əᴴ/ |mda.g u| 

bowel; /nãːᴸt ʰ ᴴ/ |naŋ.t ʰa|? 

bowl; /t æᴸnɛᴴ/ |t a.ne| 

box; /gæmᴸbəᴴ/ |sgam.bu| 

bracelet; /dəᴸ əᴴ/ |gdub| 

branch; /l ᴸt ʰ ᴴ/ |lo.?| 

bread; /k ᴸrɛᴴ/  
break; /t ᴴ/ conj. /t æqᴴqəᴴ/ imp. /t uᴴ/ 

|bt ag| 

break (it.); /t ʰ ᴴ/ conj. /t ʰæqᴸqəᴴ/ |t ʰag| 

breast; /nə̃ᴸwãːᴴ/ |nu.ma| 
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breathe; /hɛᴸkæᴴ/ |he.ga| 

brick; /t ãːmᴴb ᴴ/  
bridge; /sãmᴸbæᴴ/ |zam.pa| 

bridle; / eᴴ/ |srab| 

bright; /seːᴴ/ |gsal| 

broom; /dəᴸmmãːᴴ/  
brother (elder); /pĩːᴴjæᴴ/ |spun.skʲa| 

brush; / ᴸ/ conj. / əkᴸkəᴴ/ |bʲug| 

brush lightly; / ᴴ/ conj. / əkᴴkəᴴ/ |srubs| 

bucket; /soːᴸ/ |zom| 

bucket (little); /ziːᴸ/ |zeɦu| 

bullock; /l ːᴸŋəᴴ/ |glaŋ| 
bully; /p ᴴ ts ːᴴ/ |spo.btsaŋ| 
bundle; /uᴴ wæᴴ/  
bundle; /kʰərᴸtsæᴴ/ |ɴkʰur|? 

burn (the hand); / æqᴴqəᴴ/ |sreg| 

burn (wood); / ᴴ/ conj. / æqᴴqəᴴ/ imp. / uᴴ/ 
|sreg| 

burn incense sticks; /pĩːᴴ d ᴸ/ conj. /dəkᴸkəᴴ/ 
|spos| 

bury; /beːᴸ/ |sbas| 

butcher; /xʰæmᴸbæᴴ/ |g an.pa| 

butcher (v.); /seᴴ/ conj. /sɛkᴴkəᴴ/ |bsad| 

butter; /mærᴸ/ |mar| 

butterfly; /xʰæᴸwõːᴸ læᴸdzɛᴸ/ | a.mo.?| 

buttermilk; /tæᴸræᴴ/ |da.ra| 

buttocks; / əŋᴴg ᴴ/ |dpʲi.mgo| 

button; / ᴸ əᴴ/ |g og| 

buy; /ɲ ᴸ/ pst. /ɲɪːᴸ/ |ɲos| 

cabbage; /l ᴸ ærᴴ/ |lo.dkar| 

calf; / əpᴸpæᴴ/ |bʲin.pa|? 

callus; /t ʰ ːᴸl ᴴ/  
camel; /ŋæᴸwõːᴴ/ |rŋa.moŋ| 
capital; /mærᴸtsæᴴ/ |ma.rtsa| 

carpenter; /zuːᴸ/ |bzo.(ba)| 

castrate; / æᴸ ( iᴸ)/  
cat; /æᴸləᴴ/ *|a.lu| 

catch fire; /(ɲɛᴴ) xʰorᴴ (kəᴸ tʰeːᴸ)/ conj. 
/xʰorᴸkəᴴ/ | or; ɴt ʰor| 

catch up; /ndɪᴸ/ conj. /ndɛkᴸkəᴴ/ imp. /tɪᴸ/ 

|ɴded, ded| 

cattle shed, barn; /ɬeːᴸ/ |lʰas| 

cause to change; /d ərᴸ/ |sgʲur| 

cause to melt; / əᴸ/ pst. / iːᴸ/ |g us| 

cause to move; /g ːᴸ/ |sgul| 

cause to turn; /korᴴ/ |skor| 

cave; /sʰæᴸtõːᴴ/ |sa.doŋ| 
center; /pærᴸtsʰãːᴴ/ |bar.mtsʰams| 

chaff; /bəᴸtsʰɛᴴ/ |sbun|? 

change; /d ɛᴸ/ pst. /d ɪːᴸ/ |rd e, brd es| 

change; /nd ərᴸ/ |ɴgʲur| 

chappel; /t ʰ ᴸk ːᴴ/ |mt ʰod kʰaŋ| 
chase after; /dæᴸ/ pst. /deːᴸ/ |bdas| 

cheap, inexpensive; /kuːᴸ tsæᴴ əᴴ/ |goŋ.sla| 

cheek; /nd æmᴸbæᴴ/ |ɴgram.pa| 

cheese; /t ʰəᴸræᴴ/ |pʰʲu.ra| 

chest; /t ãːᴸkʰeːᴴ/ |braŋ.kʰa| 

chest, cupboard; /t ʰiːᴸ æᴴ/  
chew; /deᴸ/ conj. /dɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |ldad| 

chicken; /tɛᴸwuːᴸ/ |de.bo| 

chieftain; /d æᴸruːᴸ/ |rgʲal.po| 

child; /x ːᴸ iːᴴ/  
chimney; /təᴸlɪːᴴ/ |dud.?| ; /kærᴸk ːᴴ/ 

|skar.guŋ| 
Chinese; /d æᴸ/ |rgʲa| 

choose, select; /ndẽːᴸ/ conj. /ndɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ 
|ɴdems| 

chop (firewood); /ŋgærᴸ/ pst. /kærᴴ/ imp. 
/korᴴ/ |dgar; bkar| 

chop down (trees); /t ᴴ/ conj. /təkᴴkəᴴ/ |gtub| 

chopsticks; /tʰərᴸm ːᴴ/ |tʰur.ma| 

claws; /derᴸm ᴴ/ |sder.mo| 

clay; /sʰ ᴸmærᴴ/ |sa.dmar| 

clean; /ts ːᴴwãːᴴ/ conj. /ts ːᴴ əᴴ/ |gtsaŋ| 
clear; /tʰ ːᴸ/  
clearly (know); /t ːᴸmæᴴ/ |daŋs| <dʷaŋs> 

cliff; /t ᴸ/ |brag| 

close (the door); /tẽːᴴ/ conj. /tɛŋᴴgəᴴ/ |gtan|? 

close, near; /ɲɛᴸ/ |ɲe| 

cloth; /reːᴸ/ |ras| 
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clothing; /tsʰəᴸlẽːᴸ/  
cloud; / ĩːᴴ/ |sprin| 

coal; /d ᴸsʰoːᴸ/ |rdo.sol| 

coarse; / ʰeːᴸ/ |ʰral| 

cobble stone; /t ʰəᴸd ᴴ/ |t ʰu.rdo| 

cock; /tɛᴸpʰ ᴴ/  
coil; / iːᴴ/ |dkris| 

cold; /t ʰæqᴸqæᴴ/ |ɴkʰʲags.pa| 

cold; /siːᴴ/ |bsil| 

cold (catch a); /t ʰæmᴸbæᴴ/ |t ʰam pa| 

collapse; /diᴸ/ conj. /dəkᴸkəᴴ/ |rdibs| 

collar; /k ᴸŋæᴴ/ |goŋ.ba| 

color; /nd ᴸ æᴴ/ |mdog| 

color; /nduᴸ/ |mdog| 

colt; /tiːᴸt ʰ ᴴ/ |rteɦu.pʰrug| 

comb; /xeᴴ/ conj. /xɛkᴴkəᴴ/ *|b ad| 

comb (sheep hair); /sʰeᴴ, sʰɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |gsed| 

come; /j ːᴸ/ pst. /piᴸ/ imp. /xʰuᴴ/ |joŋ; bud; 

og| 

comet; /kærᴴndæᴴ/ |skar.mda| 

compensate; /nd eːᴸ/ |ɴd al| 

competition; /nd ẽːᴸdərᴴ/ |ɴgran.sdur| 

concave; /k kᴸk ᴴ/  
concave; /tuːᴸtuːᴸ/ |doŋ| 
connect; /tʰiᴴ/ conj. /tʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ |mtʰud| 

cook, boil; /tsʰɪᴴ/ conj. /tsʰɛkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /tsɪːᴴ/ 
|ɴtsʰod; btsos| 

cooked, ripe; /tsʰɪːᴸ/ |tsʰos| 

copper; /s ːᴸmæᴴ/ |zaŋs.ma| 

copula; /jĩːᴸ/ |jin| 

copula; /rɪᴸ/ |red| 

coral; / əᴸrəᴴ/ |pʲi ru| 

corpse; /pʰuːᴸ/ |pʰuŋ| 
corpse (animal); /r ᴸ/ |ro| 

correct; /weːᴸ/, /nd əkᴸkəᴴ/ |ɴgrig| 

cotton; /ɛᴴsɛᴴ/ |srin| 

cough; /ləᴸ/ |lu| 

count; /tsəᴴ/ conj. /tsəᴴ əᴴ/ pst. /tsiːᴴ/ |rtsis| 

country; /j ːᴸ/ |jul| 

country; /d æᴸkʰ ᴴ/ |rgʲal.kʰab| 

courage; /pʰɛpᴸpæᴴ/ |pʰod.pa| 

courtyard; /kæᴸtʰ ᴴ/  
cover; /ŋgeᴸ/ conj. /ŋgɛkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /keᴴ/ 

|ɴgebs; bkab| 

cow; /ndzõːᴸ/ |mdzo.mo| 

crack open; /kʰæᴴ ʰerᴴ/ |kʰa pʰʲe| 

crawl; /nərᴸ/ |snur|? 

crisp; /pərᴸ, pəᴸrəᴴ/ *|bur| 

crossroads; / ənᴸd ᴴ/ |b i.mdo| 

crow; /kʰæᴴtæᴴ/ |kʰʷa.ta| 

crowded; /tsʰəŋᴸkʰæᴴ/ |ɴtsʰaŋ.kʰa| 

cry; /ŋəᴸ/ pst. /ŋiːᴸ/ |ŋu| 

cuckoo; /kətᴴtəᴴwãːᴴ/  
cultivate; /ndeᴸ/ conj. /ndɛkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /teᴴ/ 

|ɴdebs; btab| 

curd; /x ː/ | o| 

cure; /mẽːᴴt ɪːᴴ ( iᴸ, eːᴸ)/ |sman.bt os| 

cut (rope); /t eᴴ/ conj. /t ɛkᴴkəᴴ/ |bt ad| 

cut up; /tseᴴ/ conj. /tsɛkᴴkəᴴ/ |gtsab| 

cut, mow; /nd ᴸ/ conj. /nd æqᴸqəᴴ/ pst. 
/t ᴸ/ imp. /t uᴸ/ |ɴbreg| 

cutting board; /xʰæᴸlɪᴴ/ | a.leb| 

cypress; /xʰəkᴸkæᴴ/ | ug.pa| 

dance (v.); /t ᴸt ʰuːᴸ/ |bro.mt ʰoŋ| 
dare; /pʰɛpᴸpæᴴ (ɛᴴjɪᴸ)/ |pʰod.pa (ʔe.jod)| 

dawn; /nãːᴸl ːᴴkʰæᴸ/ |nam.laŋs.kʰa| 

dawn; /nãːᴸ sʰ ːᴸ/ |saŋs| 

day after tomorrow; /nãːᴴniːᴴ/ |gnaŋs.ɲin| 

day before yesterday; /kʰeːᴴ ɲəmᴸbærᴸ/ 
|kʰas.ɲin.ka| 

daytime; /ɲəŋᴸkʰærᴴ/ |ɲin.dkar| 

deaf; /wõːmᴸbæᴴ/ |ɦon.pa| 

debt; /tõːᴸ/ |dom| 

deceive; /ŋg ᴸ korᴴ/ |mgo.skor| 

deceive; /ŋg ᴸ juᴴ/ conj. /j qᴴqəᴴ/ |gjogs| 

decide; /tʰæᴸχt eᴴ/ |tʰag.bt ad| 

deep; /tsʰ ᴴ/ |mtsʰo|? 

deer; /xʰ ːᴸ/ | a.ba| < ʷa.ba> 

demon; /diᴸ/ |bdud| 

demon; /tʰeːrãːᴴ pĩːᴴdĩːᴴ/ |tʰeɦu.raŋ spun bdun| 
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dew; /siːᴸ wæᴴ/ |zil.ba| 

dhole; /pʰærᴸwæᴴ/ |ɴpʰar.ba| 

diarrhea (suffer from); /kʰ qᴸqæᴴ (ndeᴸ)/ |ded| 

die; /xʰəᴴ/ | i| 

difficult, hard; /kæᴴ əᴴ/ |dka| 

dig, carve; /k ᴴ/ pst. /kɪːᴴ/ |rko; brkos| 

dike, dam; /t ʰəᴸr ᴴ/ |t ʰu.rags| 

diligent; /d ːᴸriːᴸ t ẽːᴸ/  
dimple; /dzəŋᴸkʰ ːᴴ/ |ɴdzum.kʰuŋ| 
disappointed; /kʰ ᴴt ʰeᴴ/ |mkʰo.t ʰad| 

discuss; /t ɪːᴸkʰæᴴ/ |gros.kʰa| 

disease; /neᴸ/ |nad| 

divination; /m ᴸ/ |mo| 

dizzy; /ŋg ᴸ jiᴴ kʰorᴴ/ |mgo ɴkʰor| 

do; / iᴸ/ conj. / əkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. / eːᴸ/ imp. / iːᴸ/ 
|bʲed; bʲas; bʲos| 

do, make; /leːᴸ/ |las| 

doctor; /mẽːmᴴbæᴴ/ |sman.pa| 

dog; /t ʰəᴸ əᴴ/ |kʰʲi| 
dog (male); /pʰ ᴸt ʰəᴴ/ |pʰo.kʰʲi| 
door; /g ᴸkʰæᴴ/ |sgo.kʰa| ; /g ᴸ/ |sgo| 

door curtain; /g ᴸjoːᴴ/ |sgo.jol| 

dove; /pʰəᴸ ʰẽːᴴ/ |pʰug|? 

doze off; /t ᴴjiᴴ (d ɛᴸnnəᴸ)/ |rgʲab| 

dragon; /nd ᴸ/ |ɴbrug| 

dream (n.); /ɲəᴸlãːᴸ/ |rmi.lam| 

dream (v.); /ɲəːlãːᴸ ɲəᴸ/ pst. /ɲiːᴸ/ |rmi| 

dregs; /ɲiᴴmmæᴴ/ |sɲigs.ma| 

drill; /mb ᴸ/ conj. /mbəkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /p ᴴ/ imp. 
/p ᴴ/ |ɴbigs; pʰug| 

drink; /tʰ ːᴸ/ |ɴtʰuŋ| 
drum; /ŋærᴴ/ |rŋa| 

dry; /kæmᴴb ᴴ/ conj. /kæŋᴴgəᴴ/ |skam| 

dry land; /tʰɛmᴸbæᴴ/ |tʰan.pa| 

dung; /t eːᴸ/ |lt i.ba| 

durable, calm; /tɛᴴmm ᴴ/ conj. /tɛŋᴴgəᴴ/ 
|brtan| 

dust; /sʰæᴸd ːᴴ/ |sa.rdul| 

dye; /kiᴴ/ conj. /kəkᴴkəᴴ/ pst. /kiːᴴ/ |skud; 

bskus| 

eagle; /l ᴴ/ |glag| 

ear; /nænᴴt ʰuᴴ/ |rna.mt ʰog| 

early; /ŋæᴸsʰɪːᴴ/ |sŋa.sos| 

earrings; /æᴸluːᴸ/ |ʔa.loŋ| 
ears of barley; /t æᴸwãːᴴ/ |gra.ma| 

earth; /sʰæᴸd əᴴ/ |sa.rgʲu| 

earthen jar; /æŋᴴg ᴴ/ *|a.mgo| 

earthquake; /sʰæŋᴸg ːᴸ/ |sa.ɴgul| 

earthworm; /mbəᴸt ʰuᴴ/ *|ɴbu.ɴkʰʲog| 

earwax; /nãːᴴp ᴴ/ |rna.spags| 

east; /xʰærᴴ/ | ar| 

easy; /tsæᴴ/ |sla| 

eat; /sæᴸ/ pst. /sɪːᴸ/ imp. /s ᴸ / |za; zos; zo| 

eat; / iːᴸ/ |g es| 

egg; /gæᴸwãːᴴ/ |sgo.ŋa| 

eight; /d eᴸ/ |brgʲad| 

eighteen; /t ᴸd eᴴ/ |bt o.brgʲad| 

eighth; /d ɛpᴸpæᴴ/ |brgʲad.pa| 

eighth month; /d ɛpᴸpəᴴ nãːᴸ/ 
|brgʲad.pa.nam| 

elbow; /t əᴸtʰiːᴴ/ |gru.mtʰil| 
elephant; /lãːᴴwõᴴt ʰɪːᴸ/ |glaŋ.po.t ʰe| 

eleven; /t əᴸtsiᴴ/  
eleventh month; /l ᴸdzæᴴ/ |lug.zla| 

empty; /tuːᴴwæᴴ/ |stoŋ.ba| 

endure; / ẽːᴴ/ |bsran| 

enemy; /d æᴸwuːᴴ/ |dgra.bo| 

enough; /nd ːᴸ/ |ɴdaŋ| 
enter; /nãːᴸ xʰuᴴ/ |naŋ. og| 

evening; /n ᴸmm ᴴ/ |nub.mo| 

everybody; /gõːᴸwãːᴸ/  
evil; /sʰɛᴸnnãᴴ/ |sems.nag| 

except; /mbeᴸ, mbɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |ɴbab|? 

excrement; /t æqᴴqæᴴ/ |skʲag.ka| 

exist; /jɪᴸ/ conj. /jɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |jod| 

expensive; /kuːᴸ tʰ ᴸ əᴴ/ |goŋ.mtʰo| 

eye; /ɲiᴴ/ |dmʲig| 

eyebrow; /ɲiːᴴdzəᴴ/ |dmʲig.rdzi| 

eyelash; /dɛᴸdzəᴴ/ |ldebs.rdzi| 

eyelid; /ɲiːᴴp ᴴ/ |mig.lpags| 
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face; /ŋ ᴸ/ |ŋo| 

fall; /ɬ ːᴸ/ |lʰuŋ| 
fall (rain); /nãːᴴ peᴸ/  
fall over; /luᴸ/ conj. /l qᴸqəᴴ/ |log| 

falling rock; / ɛᴴd ᴴ/ |?.rdo| 

familiar; /d iːᴸ lõːᴸ/ conj. /l ŋᴸgəᴴ/ |rgʲus.lon| 

family; /tsʰənᴸtsʰ ːᴸ/ |kʰʲim.tsʰaŋ| 
famous; /t ː,/ |grag| 

fan (v.); /l ːᴸd ᴴ/ |rluŋ.rgʲag| 

fang; /t ʰeːᴸ/ |mt ʰe.ba| 

far; /d ːᴸ/ |rgʲaŋ| 
far away; /tʰæ ᴸriːᴴ/ |tʰag.riŋ| 
farmer; /rõːᴸwæᴴ/ |roŋ.ba| 

fart; / ʰẽːᴸ taːᴴ/ |pʰʲen btaŋ| 
fart; / ʰẽːᴸ/ |pʰʲen| 

fasten (a belt); /dãːᴸ/ conj. /dæŋᴸgəᴴ/ imp. 
/dõːᴸ/ |bsdams| 

fat; /tsʰ mᴸb ᴴ/ conj. /tsʰ ᴸ əᴴ/ |tsʰo| 

fat person; /tsʰ mᴸb ᴴ/ |tsʰon.po| 

fate; /leːᴸ/ |las| 

father; /æᴸbæᴴ/ |ʔa.pʰa| 

father’s married sister; /æᴸdæᴴ/  
fathom; /xærᴴt iᴴ/  
fear; / ᴴ/ conj. / æqᴴqəᴴ/ imp. / uᴴ/ |skrag| 

feather; / æᴸpəᴴ/ |bʲa.spu| 

feel relieved; /sʰẽːᴸdɛᴸ/ |sems.bde| 

felt; /tẽːᴴ/ |stan| 

fence; /r ːᴸ/ |ra.ba| 

fertile soil; /sʰæᴸ næqᴸqəᴴ/ |sa.nag| 

field; /t ʰəᴸxĩːᴸ/ |t ʰu. iŋ| 
fifteen; /t ᴸŋæᴴ/ |bt o.lŋa| 

fifth; /ŋæᴴwæᴴ/ |lŋa.ba| 

fifth month; /ŋæᴴwuːᴴ nãːᴸ/ |lŋa.ba.nam| 

fight; /d ᴸ riːᴸ/ |rgʲag.res| 

fill (a bowl with rice); /l ᴴ/ conj. /ləkᴴkəᴴ/ 
|blugs| 

fill up; /k ːᴴ/ imp. /kuːᴴ/ |skaŋ| 
filled up; /k ːᴸ/ |gaŋ| 
filter; /tsʰ ᴴ/ conj. /tsʰæqᴸqəᴴ/ pst. /tsʰuᴴ/ 

|ɴtsʰag| 

finally; /nd ᴸ diᴸnəᴸ/ |md ug.bsdus.ni| 

fine, in small particles; /x ᴸ/ conj. /xəkᴸkəᴴ/ 
| ib| 

finger; /ndzəᴸ əᴴ/ |mdzub.gu| 

fire; /ɲɛᴴ/ |me| 

firefly; /səmᴸbəᴴ ɲɛᴴt ᴴ/ |(srin).ɴbu.me.?| 

fireplace; /tʰɛᴸg ːᴴ/ |tʰab|? 

firetongs; /ɲɛᴴtʰərᴴ/ |me.tʰur| 

first; /tãːᴸwõːᴸ/ |daŋ.po| 

first lunar month; /t əkᴸkæᴴ/ |gt ig.pa| 

fish; /ɲæᴸ/ |ɲa| 

fishing hook; /ɲæᴸkʰeᴴ/ |ɲa.kʰab| 

fishing line; /ɲæᴸkiᴴ/ |ɲa.skud| 

fishing net; /ɲæᴸt ːᴸ/ |ɲa.dra.ba| 

fissure; /keːᴸkʰæᴴ/ |gas.kʰa| 

fist; /kʰəᴸsʰərᴴ/ |kʰu.tsʰur| 

five; /ŋæᴴ/ |lŋa| 

flag; /tærᴸt ʰæᴴ/ |dar.t ʰa| 

flail; /lẽːŋᴸgæᴴ/  
flame; /ɲɛᴴtsɛᴴ/ |me.rtse| 

flat; /lɛᴸlɪᴴ/ |le.leb| 

flea; /d eːᴸ/ |ld i.ba| 

flint; /ɲɛᴴt ʰæᴴ/ |me.t ʰa| 

float; /kʰərᴴ/ |ɴkʰur| 

flood; /t ʰəᴸ luᴴ/ |t ʰu.log| 

floor; /k ᴸt ʰeːᴴ/ |go.t ʰas?| 

floor; /ts ᴴ/ |rtseg| 

flour; / ʰɛᴴ/ |pʰʲe| 

flow; / ərᴸ/ |b ur| 

flower; /mɛᴸtʰuᴴ/ |me.tog| 

flower (sp.); /sʰerᴸ t ẽːᴴ/ |ser t an| 

flute; /nãːᴸliːᴴ/  
fly (v.); /pʰərᴴ/ |ɴpʰur| 

fly (n.); /mbəᴸnãᴴ/ |ɴbu.nag| 

fly (n.); / ːᴴ/ |sbraŋ| 
foam; /t ʰəᴸg ːᴸ/ |t ʰu.lgaŋ| 
fog; /məkᴴkæᴴ/ |smug.pa| 

fold up (a quilt); /tɪᴴ/ conj. /tɛkᴴkəᴴ/ |lteb| 

food; /sæᴸwãːᴴ/ |za.ma| 

foot; /kæᴴwæᴴ/ |rkaŋ.ba| 
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foot of a mountain; /rənᴸdeᴴ/ |ri.ɴdabs| 

for example; /perᴴnæᴸ/ |dper.na| 

forefinger; /d nᴸdz ᴴ/ |ldag.mdzub| 

forehead; /tʰɛpᴸpæᴴ/ |tʰod.pa| 

forest; /nãᴸ/ |nags| 

forge; /t ᴴ d ːᴸ/ |rduŋ| 
forget; /d eᴸ/ conj. /d ɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |brd ed| 

form (as of frost); /peᴸ ᴸ/ |bad b ag| 

fortune, luck; /l ːᴴtæᴴ/ |rluŋ.rta| 

four; / əᴸ/ |b i| 

fourteen; /t ᴸ əᴴ/ |bt u.b i| 

fourth; / əᴸwæᴴ/ |b i.ba| 

fox; /wæᴸ/ |wa| 

freeze; /tærᴸ kʰiᴴ/ |dar.?| 

fresh; /særᴴwæᴴ/ |gsar.ba| 

friend; /r qᴸq ᴴ/ |rogs.po| 

frog; /beːᴸwæᴴ/ |sbal.pa| 

front; /ŋəᴴsʰ ᴴ/ |sŋun.so| 

front teeth; /tæᴴsʰ ᴴ/ |rta.so| 

frost; /peᴸ/ |bad| 

fruit; /sʰiːᴸtʰuᴴ/ |sil.tog| 

gadfly; /xʰæᴸ ːᴴ/ | a.sbraŋ| 
gallbladder; /t ʰiːᴸwæᴴ/ |mkʰris.pa| 

gamble; /ŋg ᴸ/ conj. /ŋgəkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /k ᴴ/ 
|ɴgugs|? 

garbage; /k ᴸliᴴ/ |go.lud| 

garlic; /g qᴸqæᴴ/ |sgog.pa| 

gem; /terᴴd ᴴ/ |gter.rdo| 

generous; /t ʰɛtᴸt ᴴ/ |t ʰe.rtags| 

ghost; /nd ɛᴸ/ |ɴdre| 

ginger; /t æᴴgæᴴ/ |skʲa.sga| 

give a name; /ɲĩːᴴ nduᴸ/ conj. /nd qᴸqəᴴ/ pst. 
/t ᴴ/ imp. /tuᴴ/ |miŋ.ɴdog| 

give birth to; / ɛᴴ/ conj. / ɛᴴ əᴴ/ pst. / ɪːᴴ/ 
|b os| 

given name; /ɲĩːᴴ/ |miŋ| 
glasses; /ɲiːᴴxʰerᴴ/ |mig. el| 

glove; /l ᴸg ᴴ/ |lag.mgo| 

gnaw; /mərᴴ/ |rmur| 

go; /nd ᴸ/ imp. /sʰuːᴸ/ |ɴgro; bud; soŋ| 

go out; /g ᴸ mbiᴸ/ conj. /mbəkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /piːᴸ/ 
|sgo.ɴbud| 

goat; /ræᴸ/ |ra| 

god; /ɬæᴴ/ |lʰa| 

gold; /serᴴ/ |gser| 

good; /z ːᴸ/ |bzaŋ| 
goose; /ŋãːᴸwæᴴ/ |ŋaŋ.ba| 

grain; /nd əᴸriᴴ/ |ɴbru.rigs| 

grandfather; /æᴸbæᴴ geːᴸp ᴴ/ |ʔa.pʰa.rgas.po| 

grandmother; /æᴸmæᴴ geːᴸm ᴴ/ 
|ʔa.ma.rgas.mo| 

grape; /gənᴸd õːᴸ/ |rgun.ɴbrum| 

grass; /tsæᴴ/ |rtsʷa| 

grasshopper; /jĩːᴸ tsʰæ ᴴmæᴸ/  
green; /d ãːᴸkəᴴ/ |ld aŋ.ku| 

grind; /tʰ ᴴ/ conj. /tʰæqᴸqəᴴ/ imp. /tʰuᴴ/ |ɴtʰag| 

ground; /sʰ ːᴸ/ |sa.(ba)| 

growl; /t ᴸ/ conj. /t æqᴸqəᴴ/ |grags| 

guess; /dɛᴸwæᴴ lẽːᴸriːᴴ/ *|lde.ba.len.res| 

guest; /nd ːᴸwæᴴ/ |ɴgrul.ba| 

gum; /sʰ ᴸɲɪːᴴ/ |so.rɲil| 
gun; /puːᴸ/ |boɦu| 

gunpowder; /mẽːnᴴdzeːᴴ/ |sman.rdzas| 

gut; /d əᴸwãːᴴ/ |rgʲu.ma| 

habit; /nd ᴸl ᴴ ndəᴸl ᴴ/ 
|ɴgro.lugs.ɴdug.lugs| 

hail; /sʰɛᴸt ᴴ, ʰɛᴸt ᴴ/ |ser.drag| 

hair; / æᴴ/ |skra| 

hair; /pəᴴ/ |spu| 

hair (ox); /tsəpᴴpæᴴ/ |rtsid pa| 

half; /tsʰɪᴸwæᴴ/ |pʰʲed.ka| 

half; /keːᴴwæᴴ/ |sked.ba| 

halter; /tʰərnᴸdæᴴ/ |mtʰur.mda| 

hammer; /tʰoːᴸ/ |tʰo.ba| 

hand; /læqᴸqæᴴ/ |lag.pa| 

hand over; / ĩːᴸ/ conj. / əŋᴸgəᴴ/ |sbʲin| 

handspan (between forefinger and thumb); 

/t ʰiᴴ/  
handspan (between middle finger and 

thumb); /tʰ ᴴ/  
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hang (on the wall); /nduᴸ/ conj. /nd qᴸqəᴴ/ 
pst. /t ᴴ/ imp. /tuᴴ/ |ɴdog; btags| 

hard; / æᴴ/ |sra| 

harvest; /t õːnᴸd æᴴ/  
hat; /xæŋᴸg ᴴ/ | ʷa.mgo| 

hatch; /rõːᴸ/ conj. /r ŋᴸgəᴴ/ |rum| 

have a fever; /tsʰæᴴ ɪːᴴ/ |tsʰa.bsʰos| 

have free time; /kʰõːᴸ/ conj. /kʰ ŋᴸgəᴴ/ 
|kʰom| 

have hit (the target); /huᴴ/ conj. /ʰ qᴸqəᴴ/ 
|pʰog| 

have mercy; /ɲiːᴸd ɛᴴ/ |sɲiŋ.rd e| 

have sex; /jɛᴴriːᴴ/ conj. /jɛkᴴkəᴴ/ |gjem.res| 

head; /ŋg ᴸ/ |mgo| 

headband; /ŋg ᴸ iːᴴ/ |mgo.dkris| 

heap (hay, grass); /p ːᴴ/ |dpuŋ| 
heart; /sʰẽːnᴸtsʰuᴴ/  
heat up (cold rice); /tsʰænᴸtʰeːᴴ/ conj. 

/tsʰæᴸ əᴴ/ |tsʰa| 

heavy; /nd əᴸ/ |ld id| 

heel; / ʰətᴸtiːᴴ/ |pʰʲi.rtiŋ| 
hell; /ɲerᴴweᴴ/ |mʲal.ba| 

help; /r qᴸq ᴴ ( iᴸ, eːᴸ)/ |rogs.po bʲed| 

hemp; /sõːᴴwãːᴴ/ |so.ma| 

hen; /tɛᴸm ᴴ/  
herd (cattle); /tsʰ ᴴ/ pst. /tsʰɪːᴸ/ imp. /tsʰɪːᴸ/ 

|ɴtsʰo| 

here; /ndəᴸnæᴴ/ |ɴdi na| 

hiccup; /riːᴸ tsəᴴ/ pst. /riːᴸtsiːᴴ/  
hide from view; /juːᴴ/ |gjol| 

hill; /tiːmᴸbərᴴ/ |deɦu.ɴbur| 

hoe; /ætᴴtæᴴ/  
hogwash; /pʰæᴸχt ᴴ/ |pʰag|? 

hold; /ndzĩːᴸ/ conj. /ndzəŋᴸgəᴴ/ pst. /z ːᴸ/ 
|ɴdzin; bzuŋ| 

hold tight; /t aːᴴ/ imp. /t uːᴴ/ |bt aŋ| 
hole; /kʰ ːᴴ/ |kʰuŋ| 
honest; /t ãːᴸwõːᴴ/ |draŋ| 
honey; /d ãːᴸtsəᴴ/ |sbraŋ.rtsi| 

hoof; /ɲəpᴴpæᴴ/ |rmig.pa| 

hook; /kʰ ŋᴸg ᴴ/ |kʰugs mgo| 

horizontal; /t ʰeᴴ, t ʰɛᴴre/ |ɴpʰred| 

horn; /ræᴸt ʰ ᴴ/ |ra.t o| 

horse; /tæᴴ/ |rta| 

horse whip; /tæᴴrt ᴴ/ |rta.lt ag| 

host; /dæqᴸq ᴴ/ |bdag.po| 

house; /kʰæᴸwæᴴ/ |kʰaŋ.ba| 

household; /tsʰəᴴwæᴸ/  
how; /t ʰ ᴴχtsəᴸ/  
how many; /t ʰənᴸd eᴴ/  
hug; /uᴴdãːᴴ/ |ʔoŋ bsdam| 

humpback; /gəᴸrəᴴ/ |sgur| 

hurt; /kʰuːᴸ/ |ɴkʰol| 

husband; /mæqᴴqæᴴ/ |mag.pa| 

husband and wife; /zæᴸwæᴴ nəᴸŋæᴸ/ |bza.ba| 

hybrid yak; /ndz ᴸ/ |mdzo| 

I; /ŋæᴸ, ŋeːᴸ, ŋãːᴸ, ŋəᴸ/ |ŋa; ŋas; ŋa.la; ŋaɦi| 
ice; /tærᴸ/ |dar| 

in one year; / iːᴸ nãːᴸ/ |g es.naŋs| 

in order; /t æᴸt ᴴ/  
in the beginning; /ŋg ᴴ tsæᴸnnəᴸ/ 

|mgo.tsam.pa| 

in the future; /tiːᴸt ʰ ᴴ/ |de.kʰrod| 

in the past; /ŋæᴴmmæᴴ/ |sŋa.ma| 

in the surroundings; /nd ãːᴸ riːᴴ nd ãːᴸ/ 
|ɴgram.re| 

incense; /pĩːᴴ/ |spos| 

ink; /næᴴχtsæᴴ/ |snag.tsʰa| 

insert, stick in; /ndz ᴸ/ conj. /ndzəkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. 
/ts ᴴ/ |btsugs| 

inside; /nãːᴸ/ |naŋ| 
interest; /pʰiːᴸkʰɛᴴ/ |ɴpʰel.kʰe| 

iron; /t ᴴ/ |lt ags| 

itch; /sæᴸ/ conj. /sæᴸ əᴴ/ |za| 

itch; /sæᴸ/ |za| 

ivory; /pæᴸsʰ ᴴ/ |ba.so| 

jaw; /mãːᴸkʰiːᴴ/ *|ma.kʰa|? 

joint; /tsʰəkᴸkæᴴ/ |tsʰigs.pa| 

jump; /t ʰuːᴸ/ |mt ʰoŋ| 
just; /t ʰəᴴsiːᴴ/  
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kettle; /tẽːᴸ iːᴴ/ |dem .?| 

key; /dɛᴸɲiᴴ/ |lde.mig| 

kick (as of a horse); /t ʰeᴴ d eᴸ/  
kidney; /kʰɛᴸmmæᴴ/ |mkʰal.ma| 

kin; /xʰæᴸtsʰæᴴ/ | a.tsʰan|? 

knead (dough); /dzəᴸ/ conj. /dzəᴸ əᴴ/ pst. 
/dziːᴸ/ |rdzi; rdzis| 

knee; /piːᴸm ᴴ/ |pus.mo| 

knife; /l ᴴt əᴴ/ *|glo.gri| 

knife sheath; /t əᴸxʰ ᴴ/ |gri.sʰubs| 

know; /xʰɪːᴸ/ | es| 

ladder; /keːᴴ/ |skas| 

ladle; /kʰæqᴸq ᴴ/  
lake; /tsʰ ᴴ/ |mtsʰo| 

lama; /læᴴmæᴴ/ |bla.ma| 

lamb; /ləᴸ əᴴ/ |lug.bu| 

lame; /xæᴸwuːᴴ/ | a.bo| 

lamp; /kærᴸmɛᴴ/ |dkar.me| 

language; /kɛᴴl ᴴ/ |skad.lugs| 

lard; /pʰæᴸχtsiːᴴ/ |pʰag.tsʰil| 
large basket; /sʰuːᴸ/ |sle.bo| 

lasso; / qᴸqæᴴ/ | ags.pa| 

last month; /dz ːᴸ ŋəᴴmmæᴴ/ |zla.sŋun.ma| 

last night; /ndãːᴸ/ |mdaŋ.nub| 

last year; /næᴸniːᴸ/ |na.niŋ| 
late; / ʰeᴴ liːᴸ/ |pʰʲi.lus| 

laugh; /gɪᴸ/ conj. /gɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |dgod| 

lay bricks; /tsiᴴ/ conj. /tsəkᴴkəᴴ/ |rtsig| 

lazy; /j ᴴwuːᴴ/ |gjo| 

lead along; /t ʰiᴴ/ conj. /t ʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ |ɴkʰrid| 

leaf; /lə̃ᴸwãːᴴ/ |lo.ma| 

lean (meat); /kæmᴴb ᴴ/ conj. /kæŋᴴgəᴴ/ 
|skam| 

lean against; /kʰẽːᴸ/ conj. /kʰɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ |kʰen| 

leather; /koːᴸ/ |ko ba| 

leather shoes; /nd ərᴸtæᴴ/ |ɴd ur.rta| 

leave; /liːᴸ/ |lus| 

left, left side; /jõːᴴ uᴴ/ |gjon. ogs| 

leg; /kaːŋᴴg ᴴ/ |rkaŋ mgo| 

legging; /ɲæᴸxʰ ᴴ/ |ɲʷa. ubs| 

leopard; /kãːᴸsʰãːᴴ/ |gaŋs.seŋ| 
leprosy; /ndzɛᴸneᴴ/ |mdze.nad| 

less; /t ɛᴸɲ ːᴸ/ |d e.ɲuŋ| 
lick, lap; /d ᴸ/ conj. /dæqᴸqəᴴ/ imp. /duᴸ/ 

|ldag; ldog| 

lid, cover; /kʰærᴸdiːᴴ/  
lie; /dzĩːᴸ/ |rdzun| 

life; /tsʰɛᴴ/ |tsʰe| 

life, destiny; / uᴴ/ |srog| 

lift (head); /leːᴴ nd uᴸ/ conj. /nd qᴸqəᴴ/ pst. 
/t ᴴ/ imp. /t uᴴ/ |jar.ɴgʲogs.bkʲags| 

light (adj.); /j ːᴸ/ |jaŋ| 
light, relaxed, loose; /ɬeᴴ/ conj. /ɬɛkᴸkəᴴ/ 

|lʰod| 

lightning; /luᴴ t ʰ ːᴸ/ |glog.ɴpʰro.ba| 

like, love; /gæᴸ/ |dga| 

lime; /kæᴸræᴴ/ |dkar.ba| 

limits; /tsʰãːᴸ/ |mtsʰams| 

lining of clothing; /nãːᴸwãːᴴ/ |naŋ.ma| 

lion; /sʰɛŋᴸgɛᴴ/ |seŋ.ge| 

lips; /t ʰəᴸt ᴴ/ |mt ʰu.to| 

lips; /kʰæᴸxʰæᴴ/ |kʰa. a| 

liquor; /ræᴸkʰəᴴ/ |ʔa.rag| 

listen; /ɲẽːᴸ/ conj. /ɲɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ |ɲan| 

listen respectfully; /gəᴸ, giːᴸ/ |gus| 

litter, nest; /tsʰ ːᴸ/ |tsʰaŋ| 
little finger; /ɛᴴŋɛᴴ/ |ʔa.ŋan| 

little, few; /ɲ ːᴸ/ |ɲuŋ| 
liver; /t ʰəmᴸbæᴴ/ |mt ʰin.pa| 

livestock; /g ᴸzuᴴ/ |sgo.zog| 

lizard; /tsãːᴸpæᴴ/ |rtsaŋs.pa| 

lock; /sæᴸ/ |zʷa| 

loess; /sʰæᴸserᴴ/ |sa.ser| 

long; /riːᴸ/ |riŋ| 
long ago; /nãːᴴ/ |gna| 

look at, watch; /tæᴴ/ pst. /teːᴴ/ imp. /tɪːᴴ/ |lta; 

bltas; ltos| 

loom (element); /neːᴴ/ |snas| 

lose (a game); /pʰãːᴸ/ conj. /pʰæŋᴸgəᴴ/ |pʰam| 

lose, mislay; /mborᴸ/ pst. /porᴸ/ |ɴbor; bor| 
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louse; /xʰiᴴ/ | ig| 

low; /mæᴴ/ |dma| 

lower (the head); /gərᴸ/ |sgur| 

lower reaches of a river; /t ʰəᴸmɪᴴ/ 
|t ʰu.smad| 

lunar eclipse; /dæᴸ ndzĩːᴸ/ |zla.ɴdzin| 

lungs; /loːᴴ/ |glo.ba| 

madman; /ɲ mᴴbæᴴ/ |smʲon.pa| 

maggot; / ːᴴtʰeːᴴ/ |(sbraŋ).tʰal| 

magpie; / ɛᴴ æᴴ/ |skʲa.ga| 

make a bed; /ndiːᴸ/ pst. /tiːᴴ/ |ɴdiŋ; btiŋ| 
man; /ɲəᴴ/ *|Cmʲi| 
man; /pəᴸtsʰæᴴ/ |bu.tsʰa| 

mane; /ŋ ᴴmæᴴ/ |rŋog.ma| 

manger; /s ᴴt ʰeːᴴ/ |gso.t ʰas| 

manure; /liᴸ/ |lud| 

many; /jəkᴸkæᴴ/  
mare; /guːᴸmæᴴ/ |dgon.ma| 

marmot; / ʰeːᴸ/ |ɴpʰʲi.ba| 

marrow; /k ːᴴ/ |rkaŋ.ba| 

marry; / ĩːᴸ/  
marry; /zæː d \/ conj. /d əkᴸkəᴴ/ 

|bza.sgrugs| 

marry (a woman); /lẽːᴸ/  
mask; /mb ᴸ/ |ɴbag| 

matter; /leːᴸkʰæᴴ/ |las.ka| 

measure; /tsʰeᴴ/ conj. /tsʰɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |tsʰad| 

medicine; /mẽːᴴ/ |sman| 

meet; /tʰ ᴴ/ conj. /tʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ |tʰug| 

melt; /xəᴸ/ | u| 

mend, patch; /ɬẽːmᴸbæᴴ/ |lʰan.pa| 

middle finger; /t iːnᴴdz ᴴ/ |dkʲil.mdzub| 

middle finger; /keːᴴmɪᴴ/ |skal.med| 

midnight; /tsʰẽːᴸ ːᴸ/ |mtsʰan.g uŋ| 
milk; /õːᴴwãːᴴ/ |ɦo.ma| 

milky way; /gəᴸtsʰiᴴ/ |dgu.tsʰigs| 

mill, grindstone; /t ʰəᴸt ᴴ/ |t ʰu.ɴtʰag| 

minister; /l mᴴb ᴴ/ |blon.po| 

mirror; /ŋorᴸtæᴴ/ |ŋo lta| 

miss, think of; /t ẽːᴸ/ conj. /t ɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ |dran| 

mistake; /norᴸ/ |nor| 

molar; /nd ãːᴸsʰ ᴴ/ |ɴgram.so| 

molar; /pʰ nᴸd ãːᴸ, pʰ ᴸsʰ ᴴ/ |pʰag.ɴgram| 

mole (animal); / iːᴸluːᴸ/ |bʲi.loŋ| 
mole (on the skin); /xʰæᴸmɛᴴ/ *| a.sme| 

monastery; /g mᴸbæᴴ/ |dgon.pa| 

money; /gorᴸm ᴴ/ |sgor.mo| 

Mongol; /sʰ qᴸq ᴴ/ |sog.po| 

monk; /t æᴸwæᴴ/ |grʷa.ba| 

monkey; / iːᴴ/ |spreɦu| 

month; / əᴸwuːᴸ nãːᴸ/ |b i.ba.nam| 

moon; /dz ːᴸ/ |zla.ba| 

more; /t ɛᴸmãːᴸ/ |d e.maŋ| 
morel; /kətᴴtəᴴ xʰæᴸwõːᴸ/  
morning; /ŋæᴸr ᴸ/ |sŋa.dro| 

moth; /ɲɛᴴlæᴴ geːᴸp ᴸ/ |me.la | 

mother; /æᴸmæᴴ/ |ʔa.ma| 

mountain; /rəᴸ/ |ri| 
mountain pass; /læᴸ/ |la| 

mountain path; /rəᴸlãːᴸ/ |ri.lam| 

mountain slope; /rəᴸŋ ᴴ/ |ri.ŋo| 

mountain top; /rəŋᴸg ᴴ/ |ri.mgo| 

mountain valley, ravine; /t ᴸrõːᴸ/ 
|grog.roŋ| 

mouse, mice, rat; / eːᴸ/ |bʲiɦu| 

mouth; /kʰæᴴ/ |kʰa| 

move; /ŋg ːᴸ/ |ɴgul| 

much, many; /mãːᴸ/ conj. /m ːᴸ əᴴ/ |maŋ| 
mud; /ndãːᴸpæᴴ/ |ɴdam.pa| 

muddy (water); /ɲ qᴴqəᴴ/ |sɲogs.po| 

mugwort; /kʰɛmᴸbæᴴ/ |mkʰan.pa| 

mule; /t iːᴸləᴴ/ |drel.bu| 

mushroom; /xʰæᴸwõːᴸ/ | a.mo| 

mushroom (sp.); /p ᴴ jẽːᴴ mbæᴸ/ |spaŋ.?| 

mushy; /l ᴸ/  
musk; /læᴴtsəᴴ/ |gla.rtsi| 

musk deer; /l ːᴴ/ |gla.ba| 

mustache; /mãːᴴræᴴ/ |sma.ra| 

mute; /j ːᴸwæᴴ/  
naga; /ləᴴ/ |klu| 
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nail; /ndzerᴸmæᴴ/ |gzer.ma| 

nail (finger-); /sʰẽːᴸm ᴴ/ |sen.mo| 

nail (v.); /ndzerᴸ/ |ɴdzer| 

name of a constellation; /nænᴸt ʰəᴴ/ 
|nam.gru| 

narrow; /tuᴸ/ conj. /t qᴸqəᴴ/ |dog| 

navel; /teːᴴ/ |lte.ba| 

near, close, in the vicinity; /ts ːᴴ/ |rtsa.ba| 

neck; /kɛᴴtʰəᴴ/ |ske.?| 

necklace; /kɛᴴd ẽːᴴ/ |ske.rgʲan| 

needle; /kʰeᴴ/ |kʰab| 

neigh; /tsʰerᴴ/ |ɴtsʰer| 

neighbour; /tsʰənᴸtsʰɪːᴴ/ |kʰʲim.mtsʰes| 

nephew; /tsʰæᴸwuːᴸ/ |tsʰa.bo| 

nettle; / æᴸtsʰəᴸ əᴸ/  
new; /sʰõːᴸwãːᴴ/ |so.ma| 

new year; /l ᴸsʰærᴴ/  
next month; /dz ːᴸ ʰə̃ᴸwãːᴴ/ |zla.pʰʲi.ma| 

next year; /sʰ ːᴸnãːᴸ/ |saŋ.gnam| 

niece; /tsʰæᴸwõːᴸ/ |tsʰa.mo| 

nine; /gəᴸ/ |dgu| 

nineteen; /t ərː gəː/ |bt u| 

ninth; /gəᴸwæᴴ/ |dgu.ba| 

ninth month; /gəᴸwuːᴸ nãːᴸ/ |dgu.ba.nam| 

nit; / õːᴴwãːᴴ/ |sro.ma| 

noon, midday; /ɲəŋᴸg ːᴸ/ |ɲin.guŋ| 
north; / ãːᴸ/ |bʲaŋ| 
north side (mountain); / əᴴŋŋ ᴴ/ |srib.ŋo| 

nose; /nænᴴd ᴴ/ |sna.mdo| 

nostril; /næᴴ ːᴴ/ |sna.kʰuŋ| 
not exist; /mɪᴸ/ |med| 

not to be; /məᴸnãːᴴ/ |mi.snaŋ| 
not yet; /t ːᴸrəᴴ/ |da.duŋ| 
now; /tæᴸ/ |da| 

numb; / ᴴ/ |sbrid|? 

nun; /t ᴸm ᴴ/ |d o.mo| 

oats; /jəkᴴk ᴴ/ |jug.po| 

obtain; /tʰotᴴt ːᴸsəᴸ/ |tʰob| 

oesophagus; /ɲəpᴴpæᴴ/ |mid.pa| 

official; /p mᴴb ᴴ/ |dpon.po| 

often; /d ənᴴtəᴸ/ |rgʲun.tu| 

oil; /jiːᴴ/  
old; /geːᴸ/ |rgas| 

old man; /l ᴸlẽːᴸ/ |lo.lon| 

on the side; /səkᴸkeᴴ/ |zur.ga-r| 

on the top, above; /tʰ ᴸ æᴴ/ |tʰog.ka| 

onager?; /t ʰətᴸtæᴴ/ |t ʰu.rta| 

one; /t iᴴ/ |gt ig| 

one day; /ɲĩːᴸtsʰiᴴ/  
onion; /tsuːᴴ/ |tsoŋ| 
only; /kʰəᴸriːᴴtsiᴸ/ |kʰer.?| 

open; /nd erᴸ/ pst. / ʰerᴴ/ |ɴbʲed; pʰʲe| 

open (eyes); /(ɲiᴴ) nd erᴸ/ pst. / ʰerᴴ/ |pʰʲe|? 

open (the mouth); /d ːᴸ/ pst. /d ːᴸ/ imp. 
/duːᴸ/ |gdaŋ| 

ore; /terᴴkæᴴ/ |gter.ka| 

orifice; /ɲəᴴ æᴴ/  
otter; / ãːᴴ/ |sram| 

outside; /xʰəᴸz ᴴ/ |pʰʲi.so| 

outside (of clothing); / ʰə̃ᴸwãːᴴ/ |pʰʲi.ma| 

overcast; /luːᴸ/ |loŋ|? 

overflow, spill; /kʰeᴴ t ʰərᴴ/ |kʰa.ɴpʰʲur| 

owl; /ɛkᴸkæᴴ/ |ɦug.pa| 

ox (all body black,with white between the 

eyes and the nose); /kæᴸtʰ ᴴ/  
ox (black body, grey mouth); /t ɛᴸd ɛᴴ/  
ox (black body, white tail); /ŋæᴴ æᴴ/  
ox (black eyes, white face); /ɲiːᴴnãᴴ/ |mig 

nag| 

ox (white and black); /t ʰæᴸt æᴴ/  
ox (white head,black body); /t ʰəᴸmærᴴ/  
ox, cow; /suᴸ/ |zog| 

paddy, rice; /nd eːᴸ/ |ɴbras| 

pagoda; /t ʰ tᴸtẽːᴴ/ |mt ʰod.rten| 

paint; /s ᴴ/ pst. /sɪːᴴ/ |gso|? 

palm of hand; /l nᴸtʰiːᴴ/ |lag.mtʰil| 
pan; /sæᴴŋæᴴ/ |sla.ŋa| 

pantalon, trousers, pants; /kãːᴴlãːᴴ/ 
|rkaŋ.lam| 

paper; /xʰ ᴸ əᴴ/ | og.bu| 
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parch; /ŋ ᴴ/ pst. /ŋɪːᴴ/ |rŋo; rŋos| 

parrot; /nɛᴸts ᴴ/ |ne.tso| 

pass (time); /ŋgorᴸ/ |ɴgor| 

paste; / ærᴸ/ imp. / orᴸ/ |sbʲar| 

pasture; /jærᴴsæᴴ/ |gjar.sa| 

paw; /sʰətᴸtəᴴ/ |sug.pa| 

pay attention to; /sʰẽːᴸt ʰ ːᴴ/ |sems.t ʰuŋ| 
peacock; /mærᴴ æᴴ/ |rma.bʲa| 

pearl; /məᴸtʰiᴴ/ |mu.tʰig| 

penis; /nd ɛᴸ/ |md e| 

people; /mãːᴸtsʰuᴴ/ |dmaŋs.ɴtsʰogs| 

pestle; /s ᴸχtĩːᴴ/ *|sogs.gtun| 

petticoat, skirt; /t ʰiːᴸreːᴸ/ |?.ras| 

pick (tooth); /nd əᴸ/ pst. /t iːᴸ/ |ɴbru; brus| 

pick up; /tʰəᴴ, tʰiːᴴ/ |ɴtʰu| 

pig; /pʰ ᴴ/ |pʰag| 

piglet; /æᴴxiᴴ/  
pigment; /tsʰĩːᴸ/ |tsʰos| 

pika; /ɛᴴ æᴴ/ |ʔa.bra| 

pillar; /k ːᴸ/ |ka.ba| 

pillow; /ɲeːŋᴴg ᴴ/ |sŋas.mgo| 

pilose antler; /xʰ ːᴸræᴴ/ | a.ba.rwa| 

pincers; /kæŋᴴkʰæᴴ/ |skam.pa| 

pine; /sõːᴴduːᴴ/ |gsom.sdoŋ| 
pine needle; /ŋ ᴴl ᴴ/ |sŋo.lo| 

place where one used to sit; /xʰ ːᴸ/ | ul| 

plait, pigtail; /reːᴸwæᴴ/ |ral.ba| 

plane; /piᴸlẽːᴸ/ |ɴbur.len| 

plate; /derᴸmæᴴ/ |sder ma| 

play; /tsɛᴴ/ pst. /tsɪːᴴ/ |rtse; rtses| 

pleiades; /mənᴸd ᴴ/ |smin.drug| 

ploughshare; /xuːᴴt ᴴ/ |g ol.lt ags| 

plow (n.); /xuːᴴ/ |g ol| 

plow (v.); /m ᴴ/ pst. /mɪːᴴ/ |rmo; rmos| 

pluck out; /mb ːᴸ/ pst. /p ːᴸ/ imp. /puːᴸ/ 
|ɴbal| 

pocket; /kʰõːᴸwæᴴ/ |kʰoŋ| 
poison; /t ᴸ/ |dug| 

pool; /dzãːᴸwəᴴ/ |rdziŋ.bu| 

porcupine; /ŋgãːᴸ/ |rgaŋ| 

pox; /nd əmᴸbəᴴ/ |ɴbrum| 

press; /leᴴ/ conj. /lɛkᴴkəᴴ/  
press; /nẽːᴴ/ conj. /nɛŋᴴgəᴴ/ |gnon| 

press, push down; /t ərᴴ/ |gt ur| 

price; /kuːᴸ/ |goŋ| 
price; /rəmᴸbæᴴ/ |rin.pa| 

prison; /tsɛŋᴴkʰ ːᴴ/ |btson.kʰaŋ| 
promise; /kʰeːᴸ lẽːᴸ/ pst. /l ːᴴ/ |kʰas.len| 

protect; / ːᴴ/ |bsruŋ| 
pull; /nd ẽːᴸ/ conj. /nd ɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ pst. /t ːᴸ/ 

imp. /t uːᴸ/ |ɴdren; draŋs; droŋs| 

pull; /tʰẽːᴸ/ conj. /tʰɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ |ɴtʰen| 

pungent smell; /t əᴸŋẽːᴴ tʰ ᴴ/ |dri.ŋan.ɴtʰibs| 

puppy; /t ʰəᴸt ʰ ᴴ/ |kʰʲi.pʰrug| 

purple; /məkᴴk ᴴ/ |smug.po| 

pus; /nãᴴ/ |rnag| 

push; /k ːᴴ/ |skul| 

push, shove; /pʰ ːᴸ/ |ɴpʰul| 

put; /nd uᴸ/ conj. /nd qᴸqəᴴ/ pst. / ᴸ/ imp. 
/ uᴸ/ |ɴd og; b ag; og| 

put in; /dəᴸ/ pst. /diːᴸ/ |bsdu; bsdus| 

quantity; /tsʰɪᴴ/ |tsʰod| 

quick; /nd qᴸq ᴴ/ |mgʲogs.po| 

quilt; /ɲãːᴸ ĩːᴸ/ |ɲal.gos| 

rabbit; /rəᴸ uːᴸ/ |ri.boŋ| 
radish; /læᴸwuᴴ/ |la.bug| 

rafter; /d ː/  
rain; /t ʰærᴸwæᴴ/ |t ʰar.ba| 

rainbow; /nd æᴸ/ |ɴd a| 

raincoat; /t ʰærᴸkɪᴴ/ |t ʰar.gos| 

raise, feed; /s ᴴ/ pst. /sɪːᴴ/ imp. /sɪːᴴ/ |gso; 

gsos| 

rape (vegetable); /læᴸtʰæᴴ/  
raw; /s mᴴb ᴴ/ |gson.po| 

read; /ndẽːᴸ/ conj. /ndɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ |ɴdon| 

recite scriptures; /t ʰɪːᴸ ndẽːᴸ/ |t ʰos.ɴdon| 

recover (from illness); /t ᴸ/ conj. /t æqᴸqəᴴ/ 
|drag| 

red; /mæᴴruːᴴ/ |dmar.po| 

red-billed chough; /æᴴxʰiᴴ t ŋᴸkʰæᴸ/  
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regret; /nd pᴸpæᴴ ɪːᴴ/ |ɴgʲod.pa| 

reincarnate lama; / ᴴl ᴴ/ |ʔa.lags| 

reins; / enᴴdæᴴ/ |srab.mda| 

religious dance; /t ʰãːᴸ t ʰuːᴸ/ 
|mt ʰams.mt ʰoŋ| 

repay (a debt); / əmᴴbæᴴ ĩːᴸ/ |skʲin.pa| 

rest; /meːᴸ ᴴ/ conj. / ᴴ əᴴ/ pst. / ɪːᴴ/ 
*|mal.gso|? 

retreat; / ʰəᴴ nərᴴ/ |pʰʲi.snur| 

revenge; /d æᴸxʰæᴴ (lẽːᴸ)/ |dgra. a.len| 

rib; /tsəᴴ əᴴ/ |rtsib| 

rich; / ʰəkᴸk ᴴ/ conj. / ʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ |pʰʲug| 

ride a horse; / õːᴸ/ conj. / ŋᴸgəᴴ/ |b on| 

right (side); /jeːᴴ uᴴ/ |gjas.g ogs| 

rimple; /geːᴸɲerᴴ/ |rgas.gɲer| 

ring; /ndzəᴸ iːᴴ/ |mdzub.dkris| 

road, path; /lãːᴸ/ |lam| 

rob; /t ʰuᴴ/ conj. /t ʰ qᴸqəᴴ/ |ɴpʰrog| 

roll; /nd iːᴸ/ |ɴgril| 

roll (tr); / iːᴴ/ |sgril| 

roll over; /nd iːᴸluᴴ/ |ɴgrel.log| 

roof; /læᴸkʰæᴴ/ |la.kʰa| 

root; /tsɛpᴴpæᴴ/ |rtsad| 

rope; /tʰæᴸ əᴴ/ |tʰag.pa| 

rot; /r ːᴸ/ |rul| 

rough; /tsətᴴt ᴴ/ conj. /tsəkkə°/ |rtsub| 

round; /t əᴸləᴴ/ |gril| 

rub (hands); /pʰərᴴ/ |ɴpʰur| 

ruminate; /deᴸ/ |ldad| 

run; /nd ᴸ/ pst. /t ɪːᴸ/ |ɴbro; bros| 

run; /d ᴸ/ conj. /d əkᴸkəᴴ/ |rgʲug| 

rust; /dzæᴸ/ |btsa|? 

sad, sorrowful; /sʰẽːᴸd ᴴ/ |sems.sdug| 

saddle; /tæᴴrgæᴴ/ |rta.sga| 

saddle’s crupper; /ɲɪᴴ/ |rmad| 

saffron; /æᴴtærᴴ giːᴸtærᴴ/  
salary; /dz ːᴸpʰuᴴ/ |zla.pʰog| 

saliva, dribble; /kʰæᴸt ʰəᴴ/ |kʰa.t ʰu| 

salt; /tsʰæᴴ/ |tsʰʷa| 

sand; / æᴸwãːᴴ/ |bʲe.ma| 

saw; /sʰuᴸləᴴ/ |sog.le| 

sawdust; /xʰĩːᴸ ʰɛᴴ/ | iŋ.pʰʲe| 

say; /siᴸ/ conj. /səkᴸkəᴴ/ |zer|? 

say; /dzeːᴸ/ |bzlas| 

scatter (seeds); /torᴴ/ |gtor| 

scold; /wærᴴ (nduᴸ, t ᴴ)/  
scoop up; /t əᴴ/ pst. /t iːᴴ/ |bt u; bt us| 

scratch (an itch); /t ʰ ᴴ/ |ɴpʰrugs| 

script; /jəᴸ ɛᴴ/ |ji.ge| 

sea; /d ænᴸtsʰ ᴴ/ |rgʲa.mtsʰo| 

seal; /tʰiᴴ/ |tʰel| 

search; /tsʰeːᴸ/ pst. /tseːᴴ/ |ɴtsʰol; btsal| 

second; /ɲiːᴴwæᴴ/ |gɲis.ba| 

second floor; /ɲiːᴴtʰuᴴ/ |gɲis.tʰog| 

second month; /ɲiːᴸpəᴴ nãːᴸ/ |gɲis.pa.nam| 

see; /tʰuːᴸ/ |mtʰoŋ| 
seed; /sʰæᴸŋɪːᴴ/ *|sa.sŋos| 

seize, climb; /nd əᴸ/ pst. /nd iːᴸ/ |ɴd u; 

ɴd us| 

sell; /tsʰuːᴸ/ pst. /tsuːᴴ/ |btsoŋ| 
send; / ːᴴ/ imp. / uːᴴ/ |bskʲal| 

separate; /tʰorᴴ/ pst. /torᴴ/ |ɴtʰor| 

servant; /j qᴴq ᴴ/ |gjog.po| 

set (sun); /nd ːᴸ/ |ɴgʲaŋ| 
seven; /dĩːᴸ/ |bdun| 

seventeen; /t ᴸdĩːᴸ/ |bt u.bdun| 

seventh; /dəmᴸbæᴴ/ |bdun.pa| 

seventh month; /dəmᴸbəᴴ nãːᴸ/ 
|bdun.pa.nam| 

sew (up); /tsʰẽːᴸ/ conj. /tsʰɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ pst. /tsẽːᴴ/ 
|ɴtsʰem| 

shadow; /t əᴸmmæᴴ/ |grib.ma| 

shallow; /t ãːᴸ/ conj. /t ŋᴸgəᴴ/ |gram|? 

share; /gɪᴸ/ conj. /gɛkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /gɪːᴸ/ |bgod; 

bgos| 

sharp, pointed; /n ᴴ/ |rno| 

shave; / ærᴸ/ pst. / orᴸ/ |g ar| 

sheath; /x ᴴ/ | ubs| 

shed (tears); /tʰəkᴸkæᴴ/ |tʰigs.pa| 

sheep; /l ᴸ/ |lug| 
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shell, peel; /ŋguᴸ/ conj. /ŋg qᴸqəᴴ/ pst. /kuᴴ/ 
|ɴgog; bkog| 

shepherd; /dzuːᴸ/ |rdzi bo| 

shiver, tremble; /ndærᴸ/ |ɴdar| 

shoe; /hãːᴸ/ |lʰam| 

shoelaces; /hænᴸd uᴴ/ |lʰam.ɴgrog| 

shoot; /pʰẽː/ conj. /pʰɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ pst. /pʰ ːᴸ/ imp. 
/pʰuːᴸ/ |ɴpʰen; ɴpʰaŋs; ɴpʰoŋs| 

shop; /tsʰuːᴸkʰ ːᴸ/ |tsʰoŋ.kʰaŋ| 
shore, bank; /nd ãːᴸ/ |ɴgram| 

short; /tʰ ːᴸ/ |tʰuŋ| 
shoulder; /t ʰ ŋᴸg ᴴ/ *|pʰrag.mgo| 

shoulder blade; /sʰ qᴸqæᴴ/ |sog.pa| 

shrub; /xʰ ːᴸ/  
shrub (sp.); /mærᴴxeᴴ/  
shrub (sp.); /sʰəᴸrəᴴ/  
shrub (sp.); /t ʰəpᴸpĩᴴ/  
shut, close (mouth); /kʰæᴸruᴴ/ |kʰa.rogs| 

shuttle; /tãːᴴwãːᴴ/  
sick; /nɛpᴸpæᴴ/ |nad.pa| 

sickle; /s ᴸræᴴ/ |zor.ba| 

side; /sərᴸkæᴴ/ |zur.ka| 

sieve; /t ʰɛᴸdəᴴ/ |t ʰe.bsdu|? 

sign; /t ᴴ/ |rtags| 

silk; /tærᴸ/ |dar| 

silk fabric; /tærᴸkɪːᴸ/ |dar.gos| 

silver; /ŋ ːᴴ/ |dŋul| 

silverweed; /t ũᴸwãːᴴ/ |gro.ma| 

similar; /d æᴸ əᴴ/ |ɴdra| ; /rəkᴸkəᴴ/ |rigs| 

sinew; /tsæᴴ/ |rtsa| 

sing; /ləᴴ lẽːᴸ/ |glu.len| 

sink; /ɲiᴴ/ conj. /ɲəkᴴkəᴸ/ |mid| 

sit down; /nd ᴸ/ conj. /ndəkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /deᴸ/ 
imp. /dɪᴸ/ |ɴdug; bsdad; sdod| 

six; /t ᴸ/ |drug| 

sixteen; /t əᴸr ᴴ/ |bt u.drug| 

sixth; /t əkᴸkəᴴ/ |drug.pa| 

sixth month; /t əkᴸkəᴴ nãːᴸ/ |drug.pa.nam| 

skill, ability, capability; /niːᴸwæᴴ/ |nus.ba| 

skin; /xʰəmᴸbəᴴ/ | un.pa| 

skin (goat, sheep); /pæᴸχtɛᴴ/ |lpags|? 

skin of the milk; /kʰeːᴸrəᴴ/ |kʰa.spris| 

skull; /lɛpᴸpəᴴ kʰəqᴸq ᴴ/ |klad.pa|? 

sky, heaven; /næᴴŋŋ ᴴ/ |gnam.ŋo| 

sky, heaven; /nãːᴴ/ |gnam| 

slanting; /jẽːᴸ/ |jon| 

sleep; /ɲãːᴸ/ conj. /ɲãᴸ əᴴ/ imp. /ɲũːᴸ/ |ɲal| 

sleeve; /pʰəᴸr ːᴸ/ |pʰu.ruŋ| 
slide; /x ːᴸ/  
sliding weight of a steelyard; /d ærᴸd ᴴ/ 

|rgʲa.rdo| 

silkworm; /tærmᴸbəᴸ/ |dar.ɴbu| 

slingshot; /wəᴸrd ᴴ/ |ɦur rdo| 

slip, slide; /nd eᴸ/ conj. /nd ɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |ɴgʲel| 

slow, late; /kæᴸliːᴴ/ |ga.le| 

slow, late; /sʰɪːᴸdeːᴸ/ |sos.dal| 

small, little; /t ʰ ːᴸ/ |t ʰuŋ| 
smell; /nĩːᴴ/ conj. /nəŋᴴgəᴴ/ |snom.bsnams| 

smoke (n.); /toːᴸ/ |du.pa| 

smooth, glossy, slick, gentle; /nd ãːᴸ 
nd æmᴸb ᴴ/ conj. /nd æŋᴸgəᴴ/ |ɴd am| 

snail; /mənᴸdz ːᴴwãːᴸ/ |?.ɴdzul.ma| 

snake; / ːᴴ/ |sbrul| 

snore; /ŋərᴴwæᴴ t ːᴸ/ |sŋur.ba.draŋs| 

snot; /næᴴ/ |snabs|? 

snow; /kʰ ː/ |kʰa.ba| 

snow (v.); /kʰ ːᴸ mbeᴸ/ conj. /mbɛkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. 
/peᴸ/ |kʰa.ba.ɴbab| 

soak; /b ːᴸ/ imp. /buːᴸ/ |sbaŋ; sboŋs| 

soak; /p ːᴸ/ |baŋ| 
sock; /mbuᴸ/ |ɴbog| 

soft; /ɲəᴴ/ |sɲi| 
soil; /sʰæᴸ əᴴ/ |sa.g i| 

solar eclipse; /ɲĩːnᴸdzĩːᴸ/ |ɲin.ɴdzin| 

soldier; /m ᴴ/ |dmag| 

sole of boots; /hæᴸŋŋ ᴴ/ |lʰam.ŋo| 

solidify; / ænᴴtʰeːᴴ/ |sra.ɴtʰas| 

song; /ləᴴjãːᴴ/ |glu.dbʲaŋs| 

sorcerer; /ŋæqᴴqæᴴ/ |sŋags.pa| 

sore; /mæᴴkʰæᴴ/ |rma.kʰa| 
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soul; /nãːᴸxʰĩːᴴ/ |rnam. es| 

sound; /d æː/ |sgra| 

soup; /kʰəᴴ/ |kʰu| 

sour; / ərᴴ/ |skʲur| 

south; /ɬ ᴴ/ |lʰo| 

south side of a mountain; /ɲəŋᴸŋ ᴴ/ *|ɲi.ŋo| 

sow (n.); /pʰ ᴸ gɛᴴmmæᴸ/ |pʰag.rgan.ma| 

spark; /ɲɛᴴt ᴴ/ |me.stag| 

sparrow; /ɲeːᴸ iːᴸ/ |nas.bʲeɦu| 

speak; /xeᴴ/ conj. /xɛkᴴkəᴴ/ |b ad| 

speak (honorific); /sõːᴴ/ conj. /s ŋᴴgəᴴ/ 
|gsuŋs| 

spear; /nd ːᴸ/ |mduŋ| 
spicy; /kʰæᴴ tsʰæᴸ əᴴ/  
spider; /mbəᴸdõːᴸ/ |ɴbu.sdom| 

spike; /ɲiːᴴwãːᴴ/ |sɲe.ma| 

spin (into yarn); /læᴴ/ pst. /leːᴸ/ |sla; slas| 

spindle; /d ᴸl ᴴ/ |rdo.lo| 

spit; /kʰæːliᴴ pʰẽːᴸ/  
spittle; /kʰæᴸliᴴ/ |kʰa.lud| 

split; /keːᴸ/ |gas| 

spring; / əkᴴkæᴴ/ |dpʲid.ka| 

sprinkle; /ts ᴴ/ |btsugs| 

sprout; /xeːᴸləᴴ/  
square; /sərᴸ əᴴ/ |zur.b i| 

squirrel; /duːᴸlõːᴴwãːᴴ/ |sdoŋ| 
stallion; /sɪᴴ/ |gseb| 

stammer; /təkᴸkæᴴ/ |dig.pa| 

stand; /l ːᴸ/ imp. /luːᴸ/ |laŋ; loŋ| 
star; /kærᴴmæᴴ/ |skar.ma| 

start; /ŋg ᴸ ndz ᴸ/ conj. /ndzəkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. 
/ts ᴴ/ |mgo.btsugs| 

steal; /kəᴴ/ pst. /kiːᴴ/ |rku| 

steelyard; /d æᴸwãːᴴ/ |rgʲa.ma| 

steep; /zærᴸ/ conj. /ᴸkəᴴ,zərᴸkəᴴ/ |gzar| 

steep cliff; /jãːᴴzærᴴ/ |gjaŋ.gzar| 

step; /d χᴸt ərᴴ/ |rdog.bt ur| 

stick; / ᴴtʰɛᴴ/  
stick; /uːᴴt ʰ ᴴ/  
stingy; /sʰɛᴸŋŋẽːᴸ/ |sems.ŋan| 

stir; / ᴴ/ conj. / əkᴴkəᴴ/ |dkrug| 

stirrup; /j ᴸt ẽːᴴ/ |job.t an| 

stomach; /æᴴwuᴴ ᴸ/  
stone; /d ᴸ/ |rdo| 

stop up; /dz ːᴸ/ imp. /dzuːᴸ/ |brdzaŋs| 

storehouse; /ndz ᴸkʰ ːᴴ/ |mdzod.kʰaŋ| 
story; /liːᴴreᴴ/ |gliŋ.rabs| 

straight; /t ãːᴸwõːᴸ/ conj. /t ːᴸ əᴴ/ |draŋ| 
straw; /pʰəᴸmmæᴴ/ |pʰud.ma| 

strength; /xʰɪᴴ/ | ed| 

stretch out (the arm); / iːᴴ/ |sriŋ| 
stride; /kõmᴸbæᴴ p ᴴ/ pst. /pɪːᴴ/ |spo; spos| 

stride over; /g ːᴸ/ imp. /guːᴸ/ |brgal; brgol| 

strike; /d ːᴸ/ |rduŋ| 
stroke, touch; /r ᴸ/ conj. /ræqᴸqəᴴ/ pst. /r ᴸ/ 

imp. /ruᴸ/ |rag| 

strong; /ŋærᴸwæᴴ/ conj. /ŋærᴸkəᴴ/ |ŋar| 

student; /jənᴸdẽːᴸ/ |jig.ɴdon| 

stupid; /zæᴸr ᴴ/ |gza.ro| 

stutterer; /təkᴸkæᴴ/  
suck; /nd ᴸ/ conj. /nd əkᴸkəᴴ/ |ɴd ib| 

suddently; /l ᴴrd ᴴ/ |glo.bur.du| 

sugar; /d ᴸ kæᴸræᴸ/ |rdo.ka.ra| 

sugar; /ŋærᴴm ᴴ/ |mŋar.mo| 

summer; /jærᴴkæᴴ/ |dbʲar.ka| 

summit; /rəᴸtsɛᴴ/ |ri.rtse| ; /tsɛᴴkʰæᴴ/ 
|rtse.kʰa| 

sun; /ɲəᴸwãːᴴ/ |ɲi.ma| 

sunshine; /ɲəᴸwɪᴴ/ |ɲi.ɦod| 

support; / orᴴ/ |skʲor| 

surrender; /ŋgoᴸ gərᴸ/ |mgo.sgur| 

surroundings; /tʰækᴸkorᴴ/ |mtʰa.dkor| 

swallow (n.); /kʰæᴸlæᴴ jiᴸ/ |kʰa.la.jug| 

swallow (v.); /ɲiᴴ/ conj. /ɲəkᴴkəᴴ/ |mid| 

swear; /næᴴ ːᴴ/ |mna.bskʲal| 

sweat; /ŋ ːᴴt ʰəᴴ/ |rŋul.t ʰu| 

sweep; / iːᴴ/  
swell; /pʰærᴴ/ |ɴpʰar| 

swim; /t eːᴴ/ |rkʲal| 

swim; /t ʰəᴸd eːᴸ (nd qᴸqəᴴ, t ᴴ)/  
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table; /t ᴸχtsɛᴴ/ |t og.tse| 

tadpole; /ɲæᴸ tʰ mᴸbəᴸ/ |ɲa.tʰom.bu| 

tail; /ŋæᴴwãːᴴ/ |rŋa.ma| 

take; /kʰərᴴ/ imp. /luːᴴ/ |ɴkʰur| 

take; /lẽːᴸ/ conj. /lɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ pst. /l ːᴴ/ |len; 

blaŋs; loŋs| 

take off (clothes); /hiᴴ/ |pʰud| 

take off (clothes); /pʰiᴴ/ conj. /pʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ 
|pʰud| 

take out; /x ːᴴ/ imp. /xuːᴴ/  
talk; /tãːᴴ/ conj. /tæŋᴴgəᴴ/ imp. /tõːᴴ/ |gtam| 

tall; /tʰ ᴴ/ |mtʰo| 

tasty; /xĩːᴸ/ conj. /xəŋᴸgəᴴ/ | im| 

tea; /t æᴸ/ |d a| 

teach; /t ʰ ᴴ/ conj. /t ʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ |kʰrid| 

teacher; /geːᴸgẽːᴸ/ |dge.rgan| 

tear; /torᴴ/ |gtor| 

tear up; /x ᴴ/ conj. /xæqᴴqəᴴ/ pst. /x ᴴ/ imp. 
/xuᴴ/ |b ags| 

tears; /ɲiːᴴt əᴴ/ |mig.t ʰu| 

temple (anatomy); /t ʰəᴸr ᴴ pʰæᴸχts ːᴴ/ 
*|kʰʲi.ro.pʰag.tsʰaŋ| 

ten; /t əᴴ tʰãmᴸbæᴴ/ |bt u| 

tent; /kərᴸ/ |gur| 

tent; /wæᴸ/ |sbra| 

tenth; /t əᴸwæᴴ/ |bt u.ba| 

tenth month; /t əᴸwuːᴸ nãːᴸ/ |bt u.ba.nam| 

testicle; /ɬəkᴸkæᴴ/ |rlig.pa| 

thank you; /kæᴸt ĩːᴴ t ʰɛᴸ/ |bka.drin.t ʰe| 

the other side; /jæᴸkʰæᴴ/  
the previous year; / əᴸniːᴴ l ᴸ/ |g es.niŋ.lo| 

there; /keːᴸnæᴴ/  
there (distal); /tɛᴸnæᴴ/ |de na| 

these days; /kʰærᴸts ːᴴ təᴸriːᴸ/ 
|kʰa.rtsaŋ.de.riŋ| 

thick (of ropes, sticks etc); / õːᴴ/ conj. 
/ ŋᴴgəᴴ/ *|sbrom| 

thick (of sheets, clothes etc); /tʰ ᴴ/ conj. 
/tʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ |mtʰug| 

thick (liquid); /dəᴸrəᴴ/ conj. /dərᴸkəᴴ/  

thief; /kəᴴmmæᴴ/ |rkun.ma| 

thigh; /læᴴ/ |brla| 

thin (of ropes, sticks etc); /t ʰæᴸ/ |pʰra| 

thin (of sheets, clothes etc); / eᴴ/ conj. 
/ ɛkᴴkəᴴ/ |srab| 

thin (liquid); /t ːᴸmæᴴ/ |daŋs.ma| <dʷaŋs> 

things; /t æᴴl ᴴ/ |t a.lag| 

think; /sãːᴴ/ conj. /sæŋᴴgəᴴ/ imp. /tuːᴴ/ 
|bsam| 

think; /sãːᴴl ᴴ t ːᴴ/ |bsam.lo.btaŋ; btoŋ| 
third; /səmᴴbəᴴ/ |gsum.pa| 

third month; /səmᴴbəᴴ nãːᴸ/ |gsum.pa.nam| 

thirteen; /t ɛᴸsõːᴴ/ |bt o.gsum| 

this month; /dz ːᴸ ndiᴴnãːᴸ/ |zla.ɴdi.naŋ| 
this year; /t ᴸtsʰɪᴴ/ *|do.tsʰod| 

thorn; /tsʰerᴸmãːᴴ/ |mtsʰer.ma| 

thread; /reːᴸkiᴴ/ |ras.skud| 

thread; /k ːᴴwæᴴ/ |skud.pa| 

thread (a needle); /d iːᴸ/ |rgʲus| 

three; /sõːᴴ/ |gsum| 

threshold; /guᴸd ᴴ/ |sgo|? 

throat; /ɲətᴴt ᴴ/ |mid.pa| 

throw, toss; /j ᴴ/ conj. /jəkᴴkəᴴ/ |dbʲug,gjug| 

thrush (bird); /nd uːᴸmuᴴ/ |ɴd ol.mo| 

thumb; /tʰɛᴸt ẽːᴴ/ |mtʰe.t ʰen| 

thunder; /tʰuᴴ d eᴸ/ conj. /d æqᴸqəᴴ/ 
|tʰog.rgʲag; rgʲab| 

thunderbolt; /tʰuᴴ/ |tʰog| 

Tibetan; /pɪᴸ/ |bod| 

tie up; /g ᴸ/ conj. /gæqᴸqəᴴ/ imp. /guᴸ/ |dgag|? 

tiger; /t ᴴ/ |stag| 

tight; /tãːᴸ/ conj. /tæŋᴸgəᴴ/ |dam| 

timber; /xʰĩːᴸ/ | iŋ| 
time; /tiːᴸtsʰɪᴴ/ |dus.tsʰod| 

tinder; / ːᴴ/ |spra.ba| 

tip of nose; /nærᴴtsɛᴴ/ |sna.rtse| 

today; /təᴸriːᴸ/ |de.riŋ| 
together; /kʰæᴸt əᴴ eᴸ/  
toilet, washroom; /tʰeːᴸkʰ ːᴸ/ |tʰal.kʰaŋ| 
tomb, grave; /tərᴸsʰæᴴ/ |dur.sa| 
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tomorrow; /tʰ ᴸreːᴸ/ |tʰo.reŋs| 

tomorrow evening; /tʰ ᴸreːᴸ nəmᴸm ᴴ/ 
|tʰo.reŋs.nub.mo| 

tongue; /t ɛᴴ/ |lt e| 

tonight; /t ᴸniᴴ/ |do.nub| 

tooth; /sʰ ᴴ/ |so| 

top of the head; /ts ᴴ/ |gtsug| 

torch; /ɲɛᴴxõːᴴ/ |me.dpuŋ| 
towards; / ʰeᴴleᴸ/  
towards where; /kaːᴸ uᴴ/ |gaŋ. ogs| 

town; /t õːnᴸt ʰerᴴ/ |groŋ.kʰʲer| 

trace; /rõːᴸ/ |ri.mo| 

trachea; /uːᴴt ʰ ᴴ/ |ʔol.?| 

treat unjustly; /leːᴴ t ᴴ/  
tree; /duːᴸ/ |sdoŋ| 
trench; /t ʰəᴸkʰ ᴴ/ |t ʰu.kʰug| 

trick; /k pᴴpæᴴ/ |bkod.pa| 

trick; /l ᴴ/ |blo| 

tripod; /tʰɛᴸd ᴴ/ |tʰab.rdo| 

trouser legs; /k ːᴸxʰ ᴴ/ |rkaŋ. ubs| 

true, real; /ŋ ᴸmæᴴ/ |ŋo.ma| 

trunk; / ːᴸtæᴴ/ |g uŋ.rta| 

tumble, trip and fall; /nd əᴸ riːᴸ/ |ɴd u.res| 

turn (it.); /kʰorᴴ/ |ɴkʰor| 

turn inside out; /dzuᴸ/ conj. /dz qᴸqəᴴ/ 
|rdzog| 

turquoise; /læᴴjəᴴ/ |bla.gju| 

turquoise; /jəᴴ/ |gju| 

turtle; /riːᴸ pærᴴ/ |rus.sbal| 

twelfth month; /l ᴸɲiːᴴ/ |lo.gɲis| 

twelve; /t ᴸ ɲiːᴴ/ |bt u.gɲis| 

twist (fibers to make a rope); / iːᴸ/  
two; /ɲiːᴴ/ |gɲis| 

umbrella; /x ᴸ diᴴ/ | og.gdugs| 

uncle (FB); /æᴸkʰəᴴ/ |ʔa.kʰu| 

uncle (MB); /x ːᴸw ᴴ/ | aŋ.bo| 

understand; /hæᴸ k ᴸ/ |ha.go| 

unit of measure; /t ɛᴸ/ |bre| 

untie; /t ʰuːᴸ/ pst. /t uːᴴ/ |bkrol| 

untrue; /ɬɛpᴸp ᴴ/ |lʰad| 

untrue; /dzəᴸmmæᴴ/ |rdzun| 

upstream; /t ʰəŋᴸg ᴴ/ |t ʰu.mgo| 

urine; /t ʰəᴴ/ |t ʰu| 

use, employ; /kuːᴸ/ |bkol| 

utensil; /læᴸχt æᴴ/ |lag.t ʰa| 

uterus; /dz ːᴸ/  
vagina; / ːᴸ/ |g aŋ| 
vapour; /lãːᴴpæᴴ/ |rlaŋs.pa| 

variegated; /t ʰæᴸt æᴴ/ |kʰra.bkra| 

vegetable; /tsʰ ᴸmæᴴ/ |tsʰod.ma| 

vertical; /nd ːᴸ, nd ːᴸŋe/  

vest; /næŋᴸkʰærᴴ/ |sna.kʰar|? 

village; /dɛᴸwæᴴ/ |sde.ba| 

vomit; / ᴴd ᴴ pʰẽːᴸ/ |skʲugs.rgʲag| 

vulture; /tʰãːᴸkʰærᴴ/ |tʰaŋ dkar| 

waist; /keːᴴwæᴴ/ |sked.pa| 

wait; /g ᴸ/ conj. /gəkᴸkəᴴ/ |sgug| 

wake up; /ɲiᴴ nd erᴸ/ pst. / ʰerᴴ/ *|gɲid.pʰʲe| 

walk; /pʰeᴴ/ conj. /pʰɛkᴸkəᴴ/ |pʰebs| 

wall; /kʰærᴴ/ |mkʰar| 

walnut tree; /teːᴴkæᴴ/ |star.ka| 

want, need; /g ᴸ/ |dgos| 

warm; /t ᴸ əᴴ/ |dro| 

warm by fire; / ᴴ/ pst. / ɪːᴴ/ |sro; sros| 

warp; /d əᴸ/ |rgʲu| 

wash; /t ʰiᴴ/ conj. /t ʰəkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. /t iːᴴ/ 
|ɴkʰrud; bkrus| 

waste; /t ʰ ᴸl ᴴ/ |ɴpʰro.brlag| 

water; /t ʰəᴴ/ |t ʰu| 

waterfall; /mbɛᴸt ʰəᴴ/ |ɴbab.t ʰu| 

wave; /wæᴸliᴴ/ |rba.rlabs| 

wave (hand); /j ᴴ/ |gjug| 

we (excl.); /ŋəᴴt ʰuː/ |ŋa| 

we (incl.); /əᴴt ʰu/ |ɦu.t ʰug| 

weak; /nd æᴸmɪᴴ/ |ɴdra.med| 

wear; /kẽːᴸ/ conj. /kɛŋᴸgəᴴ/ |gon| 

weasel; /sɛᴴwõːᴴ/ |sre.moŋ| 
weave; /tʰ ᴴ/ conj. /tʰæqᴸqəᴴ/ imp. /tʰuᴴ/ 

|ɴtʰag| 

weft; /pĩᴴ/ |spun| 
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welcome, greet; /gæᴸsəᴴ/ |dga.bsu| 

well; /tuːᴸt ʰəᴴ/ *|duŋ.t ʰu| 

west; /n ᴸ/ |nub| 

wet; /l mᴴbæᴴ/ conj. /l ŋᴴgəᴴ/ |rlon| 

what; /t ʰəᴴzəᴸ/ |t ʰi | 
wheat; /t ᴸ/ |gro| 

wheel; /p ᴸl ᴴ/ |spo.lo| 

when; /næᴸwõːᴸ ndzəᴸ eᴸ/  
where; /kaːᴸnəᴴ/ |ga| 

whet; /dærᴸ/ imp. /dorᴸ/ |brdar; brdor| 

whetting stone; /dærᴸ/ |brdar| 

whirlpool; /t ʰəŋᴸkʰorᴴ/ |t ʰu.ɴkʰor| 

white; /kæᴸruːᴸ/ |dkar| 

white goose; /t ʰõːᴸt ʰõːᴴ/ |kʰruŋ| 
why; /t ʰəᴴzəᴸ eᴸ/ |t ʰi?| 

wide, broad; /j ːᴸ/ |jaŋs| 

wife; /næᴸχt ᴴ/ |nag.t ʰags| 

wild animals; /t ẽːᴴzẽːᴴ/ |gt an.zan| 

wild animals; /rəᴸt ᴴ/ |ri.dags| <ri.dʷags> 

wild cat; /æᴴləᴴsʰɪːᴸ ləᴸ/  
willow; /t ãːᴴwãːᴴ/ |lt aŋ.ma| 

win; /d eːᴸ/ |rgʲal| 

wind; /l ːᴴ/ |rluŋ| 
window; /t ʰ ᴸdzɛᴴ/  
wing; / qᴴqæᴴ/ |g og.pa| 

wink, shut (eyes); /(ɲiᴴ) tsõːᴴ/ conj. 
/ts ŋᴴgəᴴ/ |btsum| 

winnow, thresh; /l ːᴴ ʰærᴴ/ *|rluŋ. ar| 

winter; /gəŋᴸkʰæᴴ/ |dgun.kʰa| 

wipe; / ʰəᴴ/ pst. / ʰiːᴴ/ |pʰʲis| 

wit; /rəpᴸpæᴴ/ |rig.pa| 

wither; /kãːᴴ/ conj. /kæŋᴴgəᴴ/ |skam| 

wolf; / æŋᴸkʰəᴴ/ |spʲaŋ.ki| 

woman; /pəᴸwõːᴸ/ |bu.mo| 

woodpecker; / ʰĩːᴸtæ ᴴmæᴸ/ | iŋ.btags.ma| 

wool; /peːᴸ/ |bal| 

work (n.); /leːᴸkʰæᴴ leːᴸ/ |las.kʰa| 

world; /ndzãːᴸlãːᴴ/ |ɴdzam.gliŋ| 
worm, bug; /mbəᴸ/ |ɴbu| 

worry (vi.); /t iːᴸ l ːᴸ/ |brel.laŋ| 
worship; /nd eːᴸ/ |md al| 

wound; /mæᴴ/ |rma| 

wound, scar; /mæᴴ ᴴ/ |rma|? 

wring; /tsərᴴ/ conj. /tsərᴴkəᴴ/ |btsir| 

wrinkled; /ɲerᴸ/ |gɲer| 

write; /nd əᴸ/ pst. /t iːᴸ/ |ɴdri; bris| 

xanthoxylum; /jærᴴmæᴴ/ |gjer.ma| 

yak; /j ᴴ/ |gjag| 

yak (female); /nd əᴸ/ |ɴbri| 

yawn; /l ᴴr ᴴ/  
year; /l ᴸ/ |lo| 

yeast; /pʰeᴴ/ |pʰabs| 

yell, shout; /mbɪᴸ/ conj. /mbɛkᴸkəᴴ/ pst. 
/pɪːᴸ/ |ɴbod; bos| 

yellow; /sʰeᴸruːᴸ/ |ser.po| 

yellow flower; /mɑːᴸwõːᴸ t aːᴴxuᴴ/  
yesterday; /kʰærᴸts ːᴴ/ |kʰa.rtsaŋ| 
yoke; /mɪːᴴɲæᴴ/ |rmos.gɲa| 

you (sg); /t ʰ ᴸ, t ʰiːᴸ, t ʰoᴸ, t ʰ ᴸ/ |kʰʲod| 

young girl; /d ːᴸmæᴴ/  
young man; /sæᴴrəᴴ/ |gsar.bu|

 


